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Effort* of the Kelowna Board of 
Trade have at last paid off with 
the' assurance from the Department 
of Public Works that the Carol 
Road will be kept open this winter.
Residents of this area, who have 
petitioned the B.O.T, regularly each 
year, find this decision an excellent 
contribution to the Christmas spirit 
Public works ploughs and other 
equipment, including supplies of 
oil and gasoline, will be stored in 
Dllinger's Mill to ensure on the 
spot attention to the project.
take heavy toil
Civic officials welcome announcement 
natural gas will be piped to interior
lasusni Sugimoto, of Grand Forks, yesterday was elected to the board of the B.C. Interior Report from the" medical health 
Vegetable Marketing Board at the conclusion of the two-day conference in. Kelowna. Mr., hogi- officer.. read at, a- school board 
moto Succeeds M. W. Marshall, of Rutland, and, will serve for a three-year term.; • ■ ; .
Other board members left to right, are L. R. Stephens, federated shippers appointee, Mr.
Sugimoto; Robert Stockton, Kamloops, board chairman who has another two years to serve, and C.
E. Laughlin, of Keremeos, who has one more year, to serve.
F a v o r  c e n tra l p a c k in g h o u s e s
Suggestion that Tree Fruits market crop
meeting Tuesday, Indicates that 
measles and mumps have, been pres­
ent in epidemic proportions in Rut­
land and Winfield for the past two 
months.
Incidence of disease in the school 
district in the past month has been: 
chickenpox, 3; measles, 14; mumps, 
53; and rubella, 3; -
Absenteeism for the month of No- , 
vember is: Kelowna Junior High, 11 
absent, 4 truancies; Kelowna Senior 
High, 9 absent,, 2 truancies; West- 
bank. 5 absent; and Rutland, 7 ab­
sent
'  "  FLASHER UGHT
The flasher light which will be 
.erected on the centre lamp standard 
at the intersection of Richter and 
Bernard, has arrived, Aid, Art Jack- 
son informed, council Monday night.
Vandals break' 
street lights
City has been plagued with 
vandals breaking street lights.
Aid. Maurice Meikle informed 
council this week that three 
lights on one standard have had 
to ije replaced in as many weeks. 
Most of the lights have been 
broken by rocks, he said.
Mr. Meikle indicated stern 
measures will be taken against 
culprits.
Later this week, a Manhattan 
resident almost caught two chil­
dren who were throwing stones 
at street lights. Residents also 
complain that stones have been 
thrown at house windows, while 
hofne owners are being annoyed 
by children knocking on doors 






B.C. Interior Vegetable Market-
approves 
subdivision plan
A subdivision plan of property on 
Leon Avenue, east of' Ethel Street
Mr. Homewood was formerly en­
gaged in the upholstering business 
before moving to Rutland ten years 
ago.
Already he has received scores of
Delegates attending the B.C. Interior Vegetable Marketing 
Board vonvention turned down a suggestion that B.C. Tree Fruits 
Ltd. be approached with a view of the fruit growers’ selling agency 
be appointed to act as sole marketing agency for all vegetables
grown in the interior. , .
This was the highlight of the two-day conference which con­
cluded here Wednesday afternoon. ; b . * .
Considerable criticism had been directed against toe marketing 
board by producers and growers*, locals, and resulted in at least
one local demanding the resignation of tfierboard. , • , $57516.32, it was disclosed a t \  . - Th ters
F ollow ng  a long  d raw p -o u t d e -  lem . includ ing  costs, an d  to  n o m y  ; a n n u ^  meeting  h e r e  T uesday . O p- c . ° ^ h  The u M  • as the late Prime Min-
bate, the meeting went on record the assqciaUdn members.. During grating expeiises to ta lle d  $42,549.- vision, will open up a larg is te r  Mackenzie ]
asking the vegetable board to in the discussion, it was stated major- 13 While revenue w as; $37,032.81. o fetty  lots. , .. ... ^  a„ently exchanged letters over a-
vestigate the possibility of selling ity of peckin^iouses are^ primarily Biggest source of revehud was lie- Aid. Bob K n « . will, be quenuy^«cnangea leuers
all produce through the Interior, interetted-lji fruit; and that vege- ence fees which totalled$36,515. necessary to have a sigh J 8 B o m  about five miles from Lon-
Vegetable Marketing Agen£. A tables are considered a secondary However. ^spUe toe sm9U def- J ^ ^ X u f  cu i n f  d o S  d onT ecam e to c S  at toe age 
portion of the crop is at present nature, , - . icit, toe board still has a Glance ^ w r n ^ v e  without cutting of 35. His wife died about ten
marketed by- B.C. Tree Fruits, but NEW DIRECTOR . - ‘ of $30,764.55. It was pointed out not t b e d w t o ol MU ^  yeats.. ag0f. as did two of his eight
under the new set-up, the market- Yasushi' Sugimoto, . of Grand so many years ago, there was a _ ' n t a.  Keen, made for a children.
ing agency would have full control. Forks, was ̂ elected to the . board of deficit of $10,000. . which lane* but dt was explained that this Here to celebrate toe occasio'n is
CENTRAL PACKINGHOUSES directors for a three-year term, sue- Looks like a Situation^ which ripnth of lots a daUghter, Mrs. Archie Nicholson,
Civic officials today hailed toe announcement that Peace River 
natural gas will be flowing through pipelines-within the next two 
years as a result Qf a deal made between officials of Wcstcoast 
Transmission Co., Calgary; Pacific Northwest Pipeline Corp.r e  
York, and the E l Paso (Calif.) Natural Gas Co.
Construction of the pipeline will start early next year, 
completion possibly by late 1956. t
Amendment to the traffic bylaw The $100,000,000 pipeline, stretching from the Peace River 
permitting a motorist to moke a area of Northern B.C. to the U.S. border near Sumas, will connect 
right hand turn against a red light. xvith a $1,600,000 Pacific Northwest Company pipeline built North 
has resulted in a noticeable speed- from the San Juan Basin of Colorado; New Mexico. * *
rn?mH dihiaCieckCadgp d Speculation is rampant in the Interior as to which course toe 
S ^ o r k t o g  exceedingly wen,- -pipeline will. take. Although toe original plans by-passed the Val- 
he remarked. The experiment will ley cities, officials consider this highly improbable, 
continue until toe end of the year. d  E Oliver, city’s unofficial but expert representative, com- 
CHRISTMAS pr e s e n t  menting on the issue, stated that toe pipeline was sure to pass 
Mrs. Isabella Pearse. 605 Fran- through Kelowna.
cis Avenue, wilj be $385 ahead ds “it is my firm belief- he said, tries but it is a little too early to 
a result of her hame being chosen “that the line will branch off from know just what application It win 
at the Paramount Theatre’s “Foto- Savona, West of Kamloops Lake, have to us.” >
nite” held on Tuesday. If Mra. and run through the Valley cities. Alderman D. Parkinson summed 
'Pearse can provide the theatre it will more than likely follow the up most opinions when he said that 
management with a photograph, «ast bank of the Okanagan Lake as “It is the biggest thing to happen 
her picture will be purchased for far a s . Kelowna, then crossed to since the railway. ,
that amount. Westbank and on to Penticton.’!
________ :— 1 . -it 1 Mr. Oliver, who is in - constant
touch with company personnel, in­
timated that construction of the 
Valley branch line would start sim­
ultaneously with the construction of 
the main line.
•  |  KNEW IT WOULD COME
Mayor J. J. Ladd expressed satis­
faction upon hearing the confirm­
atory report. “Mind you,” he said, 
his face wreathed in smiles, “we 
knew it would come sooner or later 
—but this at least permits the ques-
on
A, E. Homewood, a man who has members of the family are Fred,
corresponded with members.of toe Buffalo, Ont.; Albert, Jamestom _ MU(, „„ ... ....... . ...- .
Royal family as well as leading N.Y.; Jim, m England; Mrs Jack tl(m of propane gas to be filed.’’ 
statesmen, will celebrate his 94th Burnell, Moose Jaw, and Mrs. R. . .. .
birthday on Friday. Dickinson, Outlook, Sask. .
Active despite his advanced yegrs,
l„g t a y d  h.d an $ * $ £ 3  o f  ‘the
____ day as the l£
ister Mackenzie King. They fre-
Ald. Ernie Winter remarked that years; ago, 
no provision has. been, made .for a children.
,uauun which lane, but it was explained that this
The meeting also approved direc- ceeding M. W-Marshall, of Rutland. calls_for o ^ c i l ^ r ^ t o a i w ^ ^ t e n t a t h r e  who, with her husband, operates a
tors investigating toe possibility Robert Stocliton, of Kamloops, pres- Wilkinson, of Kelowra, W ore toe . ^  1n„ Without a lane, tourist court in .Manitoba. Other
of setting up central packinghouses «nt chairman,-hds another two years- financial statement whs Approved, subdivision plans wunuu________ -
In  various parts of toe valley. This to serve;' jK; K  v|^ughlin', iOf, Kere- 
too was a contentious subject at. meosrOJte>year,M^tie;L.l:K Steph- 
growers’ meetings, but the hot de- ap"
bate among delegates failed to ma- pointef. . ■ • 7 — ! 
terialize. * . Regarding B.C. Tree Fruits’ mar-
The board was instructed to in- kethig the crop, John Desiriond, of 
vestigate every phase of the prob- Kamloops, said he had conferred
with several officials of the BCFGA 
and they were not in favor of the 
marketing .'agency, taking oveif sole 
re^onribility.- ; 7
T bm . Wilkinson said that while
Transients must 
see police for 
meal chits
Request that the city take some 
action in feeding transients who ap­
ply for relief, was made by Rev.
The mayor suggested, that the D. ^
main problem now was in securing T^na_M n f.tc.r̂ 1 Association, to 
toe best possible contracts with the CiQ  C2̂ n1c l th Ls.
Inland Natural Gas Company, with ^ r'i,Perl*y p0 
regards to cost, service and event- Salvation baa be®b
ual purchase of the distribution sys- the tra”?ieats-. ^
by the munlcipelHIes coneera. m !
the city place a g p
system will have to be determined of money at the disposal of toe Sal- 
hy the,, individuaL eeubeth, con- A ^ y
“  » “  *1.000.000 X S J ' i i t z f i  ™!d T / 'c o n S
Ashcroft resolution calling for lifting 
of marketing restrictions turned down
r f
Department told 
to cut estimates 
by five percent
c u K t a ?  b2m ta3Srtedf to 'S lt ImVre ^cretary reid there has beep vv“ TpurooŜ 6 Y l h e 'r e s o l d  to delegate H. H. Gal- cations for toe W -room  addition
*  * S a s r  j s a :  s = a  . i g « s f c s ; 'i-cheTS A # r c , *»
Oil discovered
in area
to e  b o a rd  in  m a rk e tin g  produce , h e  in D .v -  ior a  F c r iu u  u i  uu& jivo», tt— —  -  District 23, was authorized at a
thought the board might do more Tuesday afternoon. . . . . . . .  i n»u ..„i school board meeting Tuesday, -to
direct selling-itself. Discussion highlighted toe openmg session^or toe ly tti  annual jnstruct architect A. w . Gray to
Asked for his optoioft, Ted Poole,’ c»0_vention of toe B.C. Interior Vegetable Marketing Board. _ prepare the drawings and specifl-
v _: ' *.   .« iil IkAvis Unc bnnn. VV v • * ' • _ UT U  '*’** * * ” "**'
Board. , >
Speaking briefly at Tuesday af­
ternoon’s session, Mr. Gilchrist ad­
mitted that a five percent cut was 
“quite a bit,” , Insofar as his depart- 
. mont is concerned.
He told delegates not to be dis­
couraged because this had been
A resolution which would have lifted marketing board restric- a r f  LjtflC t - t ™  A V  
o ;wuK m ..»c , Mnn:tteH Ashcroft growers to sell produce anywhere M lUliiCLi y iv c ii v . i \ .
Tree Fruits had. co-operatcd With ^  f o r ^ neriod of one vear, was overwhelmingly defeated here E .  W .  Barton, secretary of School .B.C. f r  penoa  01 one year, was UVC1WUVUUU&.JT ni tri t 23. as authorized at a According to word received in
Kelowna this morning, oil has been 
discovered in the Enderby district.
A group of Enderby business­
men were responsible for financ­
ing the company, and it is'.report-
-----■-,* v-i,_ mgn ocnuoi, ana uie iwiriumu c«.-- ed oil was struck around the 1200
I t  was backed, by 22  growers wno nave over mentary school at Lakeview foot level, while gas deposits were 
—*i- - 1 T he growers’ petition pom ted out Heights, to be constructed in 1955. “fairly substantial.”
„  _ potatoes were noted for their quality, ------------ - -------
?h8̂ aS  I T W r ^ k  but due to the “ttaoUh mnSuin* and interference^^by the mMk«- dinner foe blini. 
a t o .  wo“ d Job tot ing board," the brand has lost its identity. It was also charged
the fruit growers' selling agency, restrictions were forcing Ashcroft growers out of existence.
Mr. Poole said he had received , ex- 21-odd delegates strongly one area, other districts would fol-
cellent co-operatloh from Tree oprK)Sed tjje move. Louis Hart, of low suit and it would upset toe
----- --- -  -  —  whole marketing system,” Hart
will be the figure required, to instal 
the new system.
MANY ADVANTAGES 
As expected, around Kelqwna toe 
news was greeted with- open arms, 
albeit with reservations in some in­
stances.
“A most desirable development,” 
was the comment of R. Pi Walrod,
'of B.C. Fruit Proce^sors, Ltd. “AL, 
ready a survey of buf '‘needs' has 
been take<n. Providing the costs are
comparable to present day fuels, we Fillmore7Hayman and Borne, soli- 
can’t switch over quickly enough.” citors, wrote city council this week 
The new fuel, Mr. Walrod pointed requesting: settlement of a $710 
out, had many advantages over the damage claim as the result of a car 
fuels now in use. “By no means owned by G. C. Bottger, striking a 
the least,” he said, “is that natural mound of dirt on Pendozi Street, 
gas will provide a constant and The claim was based on negli- 
direct heat which will eliminate gence of toe city in inadequately 
wastage up the stacks.” lighting a mound of dirt excavated
Presaging the swan song of “old fr0m a sewer connection on Pen- 
fashioned” fuels for domestic heat- dozi Street.
red with the police, and they have 
agreed to lobk after the problem.




disastrous year from the vegetable-’ v  „ ^
raising standpoint. ‘‘No matter how fore takjng-drastic action. He said 
dark things appear,, there’s always the board .in the past^hns always
(Tuipi to Page 4, Story 1)
Fruits.
Mr* "Stockton warned growers to 
think toe matter over carefully be-
He said
things appear, 
a ray of sunshine.”
Osoyoos and R. J. Basnett, Caws- 
ton, were outspoken in their criti­
cism, ' Stating that other areas 
would ask for the. same privilege.
“If we grant exclusive rights to
„ KeloVvna Lions* Club will be 
hosts a t a dinner in the Anglican 
Church parish hall tonight for 
local members of toe Canadian In­
stitute for toe Blind. This is an 
annual affair.
Well was spudded in about a 
week ago. This is the first time 
that oil has been discovered in the 
valley. According to meagre re­
ports, it is of fairly substantial 
quantity.
I t is understood that several local 
men have interests in the company.
ing, Mrs. B. Fisher of the Okanagan 
Auto Court was overjoyed at the 
possibilities of natural gas heating.
“The: first thing we’ll do,” she 
said, “is pull out all toe oil stoves 
and instal natural gas. It will be a 
relief not to have to worry about 
the state of oil tanks. Tenants will 
be able to pay as they burn; bun­
galows will not need re-decorating 
so frequently, and above all, it will 
be healthier.”
BIGGEST SINCE RAILWAY
Horace Simpson, of S. M. Simp­
son, Ltd., was a little more reserved. 
“Undoubtedly,” he said, “natural 
gas will revolutionize most Indus-
Lock those cars!
With majority of people in toe 
midst of Christmas shopping, 
car owners are warned to lock 
their automobile doors.
Recently at least five cars 
were broken into by thugs in the 
vicinity of a local business club, 
while several other residents 
have reported parcels taken from 
automobiles.
*1
V A  budget to end A L L
m
By GORDON HOBSON 
Like moat budgeters, at the end 
of each month, I’m broke. Especial­
ly nl Christmas;, ^
lEach payday, like all good Cana­
dians, I out pencil and pad, and 
smother It with hieroglyphics which 
should leave mo with $10 saved 
but Invariably leaves me, $20 in the 
red.,
! My bank manager is usually sym­
pathetic. but only us a business man 
who doesn’t have the troubles I 
seem to have. His solution would 
baffle Einstein.
"Why don’t you design a bud­
get,” he said, “to,*qke care of the 
miscalculations' which result from 
budgettlng?” , ’
Fine . . 4 but. my miscalculations 
can’t bo reduced Jto bankers’ terms. 
Last month, for instance, I didn’t 
bargain (or a small.boy throwing a 
large baseball through the green­
house frames; 0 wife carving a Jump 
out of the nelghborn* car; plumbing 
in the toilet coming apart, or the $5 
donation (because everyone else 
was giving $5) to Jones who had 
too good Sense to leave the firm 
to go farming. '  ;
1 "Put them under Sundries’ and . 
make allowance for them,” said the 
•toinker, benignly. Which was all 
. v iry  well for him. but Just about 
everything tb it happens in my life 
comes under tout heading, Includ­
ing my wife’s don’t-knowjwhere-ite 
went-to‘*. ‘
’ "Let’s atsrt again,” Invited the 
banker, quite unruffled. "You 
Should know , what your major ex­
pense* nic—llst them and we'll 
work out the rest,” That approach,! 
(do, had to, be abandoned since thej 
calculation produced an overdraft 
Of on to$ - ttffct, second and 
third,couhts. >','•< ' 1
“Obviously/ be «*I4, retreating 
'ttfottoft* rervaomer1**, wa-oW w.
s’, ; » y; ff’ A i *‘ ?
•** » 4».*^
We'U have to go into this a 
deeper.”
little saving of $2.53. This, he suggested, 
might be invested in something 
worth while. The only thing Ia* ttiA AM/i nf unif -ftn* hour ho' orin nut* xu*. * » tnc
claimed.
Earlier, delegates considered 
three resolutions dealing with 
zoning. At toe present time the 
interior is broken up into various 
zones for marketing purposes. A 
resolution from Kelowna request­
ing that present zones be abolished 
and that the whole interior under 
control of the marketing board be 
placed into one zone, bogged the 
meeting down for over an hour, 
and it was finally decided to table 
the matter until Wednesday morn-
Peak not reached but post office swamped
(iislhir. the car *6n Sundays o n l y ) : ceurrev In, tanking, bitt/rinco the lum ginramuit ••• —.
not smoking: buVely eating; hand- wanted a trip to Eu P • ■ or of the move, said it would d̂c
toil back, t h e ’fridge, jredlo,, Chester- waa ouf - • A11 1 1.1 away with a great deal of disMtiS'I. T • "... -  htt fiillrl nuttinv On his fnJlAn BNIAHH irrAurnr, whh clnln
To  Wilkinson, spe king in fav-
o
field and lawn-mower; discontinu- ■ _ Son, ■ ^  • op fh ®
tog life insurance, fire Insurance plhce-ncz a lte r , the 1fo®h^ >" 4h 
and membership tn the Legion, and Judge putting on the; .f.oat.h*h“^ 
breathing only ' the, cheapest air. “son, you need a psychiatrist—not
Mind you it worked out.-The thcor- a b a n k e r .
CtlC( V m a C g S 0 to8’llvo until the thSt° t h f  budget T ou ldh’t '  stretch 





faction among growers, ho claim 
their efforts of marketing their 
crop are hampered by restrictions.
Louis Hart, of Osoyoos, concur­
red, stating enforcement of zones 
has pot been too successful,
, John Desmond, of Kamloops, 
said too northern growing belt, 
would be opposed as it would en­
courage bootlegging. “ The north 
market is the poorest in B.C. It’s 
0 cut-throat game. It would cut 
toe foundation from under you,” 
he said.
At this point convention chair­
man W. A. Johnston, of Quesnel, 
warned delegates it was u major 
step and proceeded to ask individ­
ual delegates their Opinion. 
INDIVIDUAL VOTE 
Mr. Hart objected. “Are you 
asking for an Individual vote? 
Seems to mo because you arc op-
ricd, you are . ...” At this point Turnbull, of UUopet, jumped to his feet, staling Mr. Hart should 
show more respect to the chair.
II. H. Gallsgher, of Ashcroft, did 
not think ’ the chairman had too 
right to ask for individual opinions.
Just before It wsa agreed to tablo 
the matter until Wednesday morn­
ing, hoard vice-chairman. M. W.: 
Marshall ssl<i too matter had been:
■ discussed at great WlgO*, among 
the directors. "Personally, Im  In 
favor of Control, but make i t  one 
none., J o  make this fair, throw If 
■ Into one district and let cyeryone 
; have •  dum w .at the tnarkets," he .
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Trie kPlo w n a  c o u r ier
Air Mil Special DeGveiyT
Christmas means visitors — time 
U tbeyear you vtat yoar house 
making. best. See as about floor 
covering lor, say room. , . , ■
start at 7.30 Friday night.
J . HAROLD P O ZER ,
s DSC, R.Cp 
Doctor of Surgical Chiropody
FO O T SPECIALIST
. Williams Block 
1564 Fendotl SL 
DIAL 3325





Children, 12 and Under, 25f (including tax. Students, 601, inch tax. 
Standing Boom 75̂ .
Reserved Seats—31.00, $1.25 (plus tax)
BUY SEASON HOCKEY TICKETS FOR CHRISTMAS 
GIFT GIVING FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY!
(Final 9 games in League Schedule,-commencing Monday, 
January 3, $10.35.
Or, you 'can give 11 Season Hockey Tickets as a present. This 
would cover last 9 games PLUS the Boxing Day Game and the 
December 30 game.) This comes to $12.65.
B A  O ile rs  m e e t  T tN A doO s cUUey s i t u
O ro v ille  te a m  ™ »  IN L U G *  STANDINGS
•  a a Kelowna Packers* captain. Don Culley, continues to  hold third
i n  a v k i k i t i A H  fpot with Frank King, of Vernon Canadians, in Okanagan Senior
I I I  A l l I K I I I I O n  Hockey League scoring parade, according to  figures released M on­
day by league statistician Bob G iofdano .B oth  have 31 points. Cui-
° ! lers p5ay J*Sf*rto has P1̂  26 games this season, while King has seen action 27Ufoviin? nfxslis in &n MhibltloA ttmc$.
gym Friday Q Game' tim ers  .. .  L a d in g  the* pack is Penticton V’s Bill Warwick with 42 points.
8.30. - Warwick also leads the penalty parade with a  total of 99 minutes in
, Oilers are on top of the valley the “cooler.”
K ? r , .  Ieaguc* Whi ^  Ivan M cLelland, of Penticton, is the top  goalie of the leamie
senor -A’-Team in WmhtnrtcZ** U tirt avc*aSc 3-3^  pucks past him in 28 fixtures. Kelowna’s
Kelowna Merchants - will tangle . odd Lalonde ts tn the cellar petition in netm tnder standings with a 
with Kamloops High Red Angels jn 3.96 average. . 
a valley senior women’s league en- Name - Team *
counter for ^prelim inary slated to B. Warwick. Penticton ............................
J. McDonald, Penticton ...... ............. ... 28
F. King. Venum ,................. ....... .................. 20
D. Culley, Kelowna ......................... -.............  37
D. Kilburn, Penticton .......... ......_...................  29
D. Warwick, Penticton.....................  27
K. Booth, Kelowna  ..................... .:............ . 28
■ M. Durban, Kelowna ....... ........ ........... ........... 28
B. Hyrciuk, Kamloops ......................  28
W. Schmidt, Vernon .... ................ ..... ............ 28
G. Warwick, Penticton ................................   ]q
G. Agar, V dm pn..............................................] 22
J. Middleton, Kelowna ........... .......................  23
J. McIntyre, Penticton ..................... ........... . 29
O. Lowe, Vernon......... ..................... ..........r   28
S. Blair, Vernon ...... ..................................1  28
B. Swarbrick, Kelowna .................. ............... 27
D.D uke, Kamloops ................     30
D. Duke, Kamloops ........................’.......... . 30
J. Kaiser, Kelowna..... ......... ....................... 24
D. Slater, Kamlobps .......... ...................... ...... 31
B.-Roche, Vernon i............ .............. .....  23
B. McCulley, Kamloops ......... ........ ....... ......  20
J. Fairbum, Penticton ... ......................... .....  28
J. Milliard, Kamloops.............. ...........'.... ........ 27
J. Harms, Vernon •..................... ...... ................  28
J. Connors, Kamloops .............................. ...... 25
T. Stecyk, Vernon ...........‘........................ \....  28
G. McAvoy, Penticton ....... ........................ . 29
B. Dawes. Kelowna ............... ................ ........... 27
L. Lucchini, Kamloops ............... ................... 29
A. Davison, V ernon..... ....................................  24
H. Tarala, Pentlctoh ...........................  23
M. Shabaga, Penticton .........  ..... ........29
M. Bidoski, Vernon :.......  ...... .........j...............  26
D. Jakes, Vernon .1 . . .... ...................................  22
B. Bathgate,. Penticton ..........   23
K. Conway, Penticton .............................. . 29
E. Kassian, Penticton.......................     te
J. Taggart, Kamloops  ................. .:............  31
G. Carlson, Kamloops ........... ... ........ ....... . 17
V. Fonteyne, Kelowna .....................................  18
D. McLeod, Vernon ......... .............. s....... . 26
J. Cohn, Kamloops  3i
GOALKEEPERS’ RECORDS 
Name .T eam ’.
T. McLelland, Penticton . . . ...... 1 ...................  28
B. Rodzinyak, Kamloops .......... ................. .... 25
H. Gordon, Vernoit; .... .....  28




A N D  FO R  TH E KIDDIES!
Put a BOOK OF SKATING TICkETS IN THEIR 
STOCKING!* Watch their eyes sparkle. Arena 
. • Skating is such fun!
GP G A Pts Pim
29 27 is 42 99
10 28 38 46
20 . 19 . 12 31 55
27 17 14 31 31
29 13 15 28 17
10 10 26 18
28 C 20 26 2
28 13 12 25 18
28 12 13 25 4
8 17 25 29
16 9 15 24 38
7 16 23 72
23 7 16 23 '  7
7 16 23 14
28 9 13 22 4
' 17 4 21 22
 . 13 7 20 45
12 8 20 2
12 8 20 2
9 11 20 4
9 11 20 26
7 13 20 2
10 8 18 28
28 9 9 18 14
7 10 17 18
28 7 10 17 30
7 9 16 13
5 11 16 2
3 13 16 59
6 9 15 26
5 10 15 0
7 7 14 4
23 5 9 14 . 18
29 5 - 9 14 12
. 5 8 13 17
6 6 12 10
5 7 12 10
2 10 12 55
18 8 3 11 20
1 10 11 18
5 5 10 0
4 6 10 2
4 6 10 53




Don Culley, leading scorer for 
Kelowna Packers, will b e . out of 
action for about two weeks with 
two broken ribs and a badly 
wrenched shoulder,
A hockey club spokesman said 
Culley received the injuries in last 
Tuesday’s game with Penticton. 
They wane also' critical over the 
fact Referee Bill Nellsoh did not 
call a penalty on the play,
.They also pointed* out that Ken 
Booth was speared in the stomach 
Tuesday night, add that Dave Wall 
received a cut in the mouth and 
lost tour teeth in the game at 
Dunloop*. No penalties were call­
ed on these plays, yitw as stated.
DOORMEN AND USHERS MEET
All Memorial Arena doormen and 
ishers are requested to be at the 
Arena at seven o'clock tonight for 
* special meeting prior to the senior 
lockey encounter between Kelowna 
’ackers and Vernon Canadians.
k l M ( i l l )
THE MIRACLE 
LUSTRC BN AMCC
’ , >. : ;v % ■ ,»'J i
fcts.v - ^ \K '
LEARN TO FLY
FLY FOB »U81Nfc(m 
PLEASURE!
CHARTER A  P LA N E
LAND OB 8EA PLANE 
Business Trips — tlunUng and 
FUhjng — measure 
. * Emergency
Cariboo A ir Charter
: PItONE 6825 
Ellison Air Field on Highway. 
87.
''***:■.
GP GA SO AVg.




Proof you don’t have to be big to be a hockey player is little .Terry 
Mann, of 1821 Ethel Street, a member of . the local pee wee division 
of Kelowna and District Minor Hockey Association. Terry is com­
paring his stature with defenceman Ron Jacob, of the Rutland mid­




Most goals-U-B. Warwick, Penticton (27); most assists—J. McDonald*
Most penalties in minutes—B. Warwick, Penticton (99 minutes). 
Most game-winning goals—B. Warwick, Penticton (4).
Most hat-tricks—B. Warwick, Penticton (4).,
Most games won at home—Penticton (13); most won away—Vernon
A ham  of
unsurpassed quality. 
Dark, but light bodied.
Delicate Aroma. 
Blended from a select 
choice of 
famous old rums. 
Ask for it today!
DEMERARA







Most games 4ost at home—Kelowna, Kamloops, Vernon, ’hll tied with 
five tosses...
Most games )ost away—Kamloops (ll).
.Most shutouts—B. Rodzinybk, Kamloops; B. Lalonde, Kelowna, one
TotaL assists—Penttbton (179) { Vernon (130); Kelowna (138); Kam­
loops (115). ; . .
.  Complete scoring and penalty record for all active players in OSAHL.' 
All games played up to and'Including December 11, . 1954.
m a t




The evcr-popular nylon 
tficot that requires no 
ironing, looks smart and 
fresh aii the tim e.. Men 
love ’e/n. White, blue,, 
grey, beige.
E ach ...........  9.95
1 v V ' i l
B.V.D. Cotton ■ Broad- 
cloth, in all sizes, collar 




15 42 99 B. Hyrciuk 28
15 42 '  99 D. Duke : 30
15 28 17 D. Slater .......... 31
16 26 18 B. McCnlley .... 20
15 24 38 J. Milliard ....... ; ,27
16 23 14 J. -Cohnbrs . ...... 25 •
14 L. Lucchini ........ 29
3 13 16 59 J. Taggart ___ 31 1 10
5 9 14 18 G, Carlson 17 5 5
5 9 14 12 J. Conn ....... 31' 3 7
5 7 12 10 P. Hergesheimer 10 4 3
2 10 12 55 H. Amundrud .... 24 ,1 6
8 3 11 20 A. Clovechok .... 15 5 1
4 5 9 10 M. Gllday ........ 26 4 2
2 7 9 19 G. K e rr ........ .„... 13 3 2
0 1 1 OF. Creighton .... 31 0 5
0 B . Evans .......... 15 0 2
SPORT SHIRTS
11. -,i ‘\,'’1nV*,< Vi,/ . - ' *N . ■ • y k - *. ,1 ■. * ,
by B .V .D .
Smart; casual,, (h e  
I pride of every man 
[who likes to loaf in 
comfort. Good look­
ing checks, solid 
colors, in a wide 
Variety of fabrics.





B. Warwick .... 29
J. McDonald ..„ 29 
D. Kilburn ; 29 
D. Warwick ....... 27
G. Warwick ...... 16
J. M cIntyre......  29
J. Fairburn ........  28
G. McAvoy ........  29
H. Tarala ........   23
M. Shabaga..... . 29
B. Bathgate ......  23
K. Conway ........ 29
& Kassian ......  18
D. Berry .........   23
E. Rucks ............ 27
D. Mascotto..... . 11
L McLelland ...... 28
KELOWNA PACKERS
GP G
D. Culley .......... 27 17
K. Booth .........   28 6
M. Durban ........ 28 13
J. Middleton ...... 23 7
B, Swarbrick .... 27 13
J. Kaiser ...........  24 9
B. D aw es.......... 27 6
V: Fonteyne ......  18 4
J. Hanson . 26 2
K  Amundrqd .. 10 4
D. Wall ...........   10 3
N. Kirk .........   10 2
o .  s c h a i .......... a 0
4. Blsso .........   4 0
B, Lalonde......  24 0












Vernon ................ ....... .
A Ptspim  
13 25 4
• B. Rodzinyak*.... 25 0
APtsPim  VERNON CANADIANS 
14 81 31 ! . GP G ' APtsPim
20 26 2 F. King ............  26 19 12 31 65
12 25 lfl W. Schmidt ....... 28 8 17 25 29
16 23 7 G, Agar ..... ....... 22 < 7 l8 23 72
7 20 45 O. Lowe .;..........  28 9 13 22 4
11 20 4 S. Blair .......   28 17 4 21 22
9 15 26 B. Roche ...... . 23 7 13 20
6 10 2 J. Harms .......... 28 7 10 17
7 9 30 T. SteCyk .......... 28 5 11 16
4 6 4 A. Davison ........ 24 •7 7 14
4 7 • 8 M. Bidoski ........ 25 5 0 13
4 6 0 D. Jakes ..... . 22 6 6 12
0 0 8 D. McLeod .... R6 4 6 10
0 0 0 p . LtVbU...........
G H* Gordon
23 0 5 ■'* *8
0 0 28
ti T
... 11 8 A 2
7 8 3 0
.... It d 4 1
.... 8 * 5 S 0
.. 0 6 4 . 0
...v It v'4"*" e 1
1 5 2
... 12 5 7 0
.... .8... 3 8 0
... 12 7 s : 0
..... 7 2 '8 - 0
.... 0 4 8 0
Chieftains edged Bears 58-55 in 
the men’s league and Merchants 
handed Gordon’s Super-Valu Aces 
a 34-28 setback in the women’s 
league of last night’s commercial 
basketball action in high school 
gym.
Chieftains out-scored Bears 18- 
20 in the first frame and then land­
ed on the short end of a 15-9 sec­
ond quarter score. Both teams net­
t e d ^  points id . the third,; and 
Chieftains rallied to rack up 17 
2 points to Bears’ i0 in the last quar- 
26 ter.
2ft° Louis Butcher was high scorer 
,0 of the encounter with 29 points for 
q Bears. Bill Martino, of Chieftains, 
,0 was second high man with 24 
ia points.
57 W O M EN ’S  G A M E  : ' r
16 Merchants held an 8-6 edge in 
26 the first quarter, of the women’s" 
0 encounter and dropped 9-8 in th e . 
0 second stahza. Teams sawed off a 
10 10-10. tie in the third and Merchants 
69 went ahead 8-3 in the fihal frame. 
12 , p. Verbhere, of ’ Merchants, waR 
® high point collector of the tilt with 
15 points. Anita Stewart captured 
second place scoring honors with 
11 points for losers.
SUMMARIES.
Men’s Game
CHIEFTAINS (58)—Martino 24, 
Maxson 6, Gee, Fairholm 19, Ken­
yon ,4, Mackie 5. v  
, BEARS (55)—Serwd 15, Ball i, 
BulchCr 29, Reisig 8, Bogress 2. ;
Women’s Game
MERCHANTS (34)—P. GOnio 2, 
C. Gonle 2, Verchere 15, Pollard
4, Topham, Sames, Lewis 5, Field, 
Fiance 4, Bauer 2.
ACES (28) Welder 6, Lansdowne
5, Bifford 2. Caldow, Stewart 11, 
Lbmnk. Lingle 1, Boyer 2.
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 




(or the whole family 











Au to m a tic  t o a st e r
Okafi hasHockey LcaRues- 
mfoops, VemOn,
Mainline Intermediate MA”
„  . , . ,  . -oop will comprise four teams, Ka  
Kelowna and Penticton.
A rbund irobin playoff system has been decided on, and the 




Stevenson 7, Holt 6; Topham 13, 
Lander 3; Alston 14, Smith 8; Ban­
croft 12, Heigh 2.
DECEMBER D 
Women’s Division 
Donnelly 9, Bnron 6; Holt 12, 
Tophum 0; Smith 10, Rcigh 8;
Kelowna’s first home game is Sunday, December 26 at 3 p.m. AutonT stiwnaon f i ^ S c ?  oj
MIAti
^  ,U /j, i fl
':Avk**v
ebM i m m
Flrŝ  gome was played in Vcmon Tuesday night when the nor­
therners defeated Penticton 10-5. Kelowna’s first nwav game is 
December 21, when they meet Penticton.
Following is the league schedule: *
DfeCEBgRMDI 11—Vernon at Penticton
14—Penticton at Vcmon . 12—Veroon a t Kelowna ,
17—Vernon at Kamloops ‘ IR -fta llc toh  a t Kamloops
.19—Vernon at Penticton 17—Kelowna at Vernon
20~K*mloop# at Vernon iO-Pentlcton a t Kribwna
21— Kelowna at Penttcfon 81—Kelo ’ " “  “
22— Kelowna at Vernon 93—Kam
20—Penticton at Kelowna 83—Kelo*
27—Vernon at Kamloops (afternoon) 28—Vcrn
•TO O LS
•  POWER TOOLS
•  ELECTRIC RAZOR
•  FISHING EQUIPMENT
•  CAMPING EQUIPMENT
•  SKI EQUIPMENT
•  CLOCK RADIO
•  RECORD PLAYER








Boron 14, Heit 7.
9.00 n.m.
Sunday afternoon games start nt 
2.30 p.m.
91 elowna at Kandoopii 
at pentteton 
i|Pei)Uctoh
. . - tfftwt 8t KStowAa 
28—Kamloops at Kelowna 80~P*nlJ«toa at Kamloopa
, . . , y  JANUARY
1— KamhM4M at Vernon .v
2— Kamloops a t Penticton 
8—ItolowAa at KamlcracM : 
8—^Ptntrctwt at Vcrhon
FEBRUARY
2—Kamloops M Kblowha 
Alt g*rtjh» Wart 8t pjn,, 
Saturday games • to* Vernoh at
For Sale
, One Only 
Practically Nbw
Acetylene Generator
, Nufikmal Machktery Co. 
XtaJfedT




» A NEW tRIJCK
•  ROAD GRADER
•  CRANK
0. MECCANO SET
•  HOCKEY GAME
•  ELECTRIC BULLDOZER 
» CARS AND MORE CARS
•  BICYCLE
YO U R  0 N G  
D O R  G IFT  
STORE .
t,,l





T U R K E Y S . . .
' ■
Not the fattest. , . nor the leanest 
. . .  but the healthiest and the 
cleanest Turkeys in the Okanagan.
R . P. KUIPERS -  Phone 6849




and all through the house -  young and old ; 
were reading books from
BOOKS —  HOBBIES —  ART SUPPLIES
r y rr.'Vvi]!;





Above photo shows the Buzzcll Singers of Westbank, who will make their second appearance 
of the season in Loaile’s Hardware Saturday from 3.00-3.30 p.m. ’
„ ___________________  Under the direction of Mrs. jElsie.Buzzell (front row, extreme left) the choir sang Christmas
* a  o a e e a n t  th e  storv o f  w h ic h  is  unique to Kelowna, wiU take place at S t Michael and'All carols at the store last Saturday. ; • . ' .
A n g e ls ^ h S  Sunday ^Bering. Mote tfcta 90 children, ages from three to 16, wffl ta b  part. They will also appear at vanous other commumly affairs daring Omslmas week. .
Above picture, taken at rehearsal, shows.somg of children as they will appear in Nativity^sccne., » 1 ■'
Right next to the Carden Gate Florist 
on Pendozi Street. • !> i




C h ris tm a s  p a r ty  
is g r e a t success
i . „• » " f '






at the store 
Saturday, 2.30 p.m.
LO ANE’S
YOUR CHRISTMAS STORE j£
w Mr. and Mrs. W. Francis * o f
.p. „ Princeton announce the engagement
. .The, it"nual Christmas ^party for Qf daughter Beryl
the children of veterans, Auxil- t0 George Stremel, of Gop-
iary and Club Members of Branch ‘ n , . . Bn c  thi_j son ot
189, Canadian Legion, s^msored by ^  and Mrp George Stremel, East 
the Ladies Auxiliary, Branch 189, Keiowna. The wedding -will take
hnld PIace in the Church of the Immacu-
H »} u.n ® u ^ day’ B ecem berllth . jate ConCepti0n, on December 29.Eighty children ranging from m- ^  y . 
fants in arms up to twelve year olds •
gathered in the hall to play games n * A A « + lw  ^ v r iw a le *  
under the supervision of Miss Terry K G C 6 r iT  IV  Q I I I  VQ IS  
Busch, assisted by Miss Barbara '
Brown, and to . enjoy the refresh­
ments arranged ' ~
gan and Mrs. M. 
auxiliary members.
Thirty-five mothers and fathers 
attended and were served refresh­
ments before Santa Claus arrived 
with bulging sack to give each 
child a gift, candy cane and an or­
ange. Santa Claus was ably as­
sisted by the auxiliary president,
rv  I I sc l t ere. her home in Vernon on Satuniay
... D i r f r l - t r t r l  , ■ ' last, after spending the fall mouths
TO VANCOUVER .^ .  Mrs. W. H. , ' K U T I d n U  - ;; '*«*■ M r, Bill «Bovd nnd at the home of her parents. Mr.
Lyne is-leaving on Thursday for , . 1 I Mr. and Mrs., Bill Boyd and afid Mrs A Gray.
Vancouver where she will he the RUTLAN1>-Mr. and! Mrs. Enoch daughter left recently for south* • • •
guest of her son-in-law and daugh- Mlll.ford left on Monday for Smith- flrn California. Where 1 they will Mr, j .  p. Leonard of Vernon has
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Donovan Allen. - RC whef «uev wm spend Spend the winter months; while the taken up residence in the district,,
---------------- - -----1-  the^'cffirtSM lReason vislflng> at Drive-Inn W eatre is closed. having purchased Mr. F. Halter's
the home of their son, James Mug- . • • * , property, near the Restwell Auto
ford, who is principal of , the public ;Mrs. .Jack Freeman returned to. Court.
FOR QUICK RESULTS,
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS . iw UDno xvir to * rre ra iu w u n ._____ ____
H  —  — . ■> -----  x v ;  i * f v z v i A / 4 i y ~  *■
l •
1 q u ie tly  c e le b ra te
1 Purdy, assisted by i . ».
a n n iv e rs a ry
Mr. and Mrs". W. E. Marshall of 
2029 Stirling Place, will, quietly 
celebrate their , golden wedding 
anniversary On ' December 23.
. . .  ---- - Their wedding took place 50 years
Mrs. Inez Kenney, and Mrs. Eve ago in Poplar Creek, B.C., and was 
Wynne. Mi's. C. MacLaren won the the first and only wedding to be 
beautifully dressed, doll. held there. Mrs. Marshall Was born
The hall was tastefully decorated |n the state of Washington, while 
with snowmen and fir boughs; a her husband is from Ontario.' They 
large, gaily decorated Christmas moved to Kelowna this April from 
tree being the centre of attraction. Campbell River, where they had 




X l  n  . Present for their anniversary
(-» P n m n r A  K r n \A /n i 'P Q  celebration will be a daughter Mrs, UlClIIIIUI C UI'UyVMICO F E Brennan from Vancouver, and
hold Xrrias p a r ty
C lu b  n o te s
EXPERTLY CLEANED 
and PRESSED HERE!
WE PICK UP AND DELIVER
. . r : fr  r,  
a'few close friends. ' , •
Unable to attend are...smother 
daughter Ethel of Campbell River,
The F i r j  . . O h n * * ,  Browhi.
Pack wound up the year’s activity _ , .
with-a successful. Christmas party* ancl ■0 81 s'
Karen Hartvdck and Louise Pointer 
received thei • Golden bars and ser­
vice stars.
Mrs., R. Corner, pkek godmother, 
presented the pack with a book. A 
prize was ,;iven to the pixie comer CANADIAN LEGION AUXILIARY 
for highest vmarks... Gifts were dieg, Auxiltefy t0 the Canadian 
awarded to Shirley Btrachan for be- L i n  Branch 26, will hold their 
ing the happiest-Brownie through re| ula;  monthly meeting on Decem- 
the year, and to Gaye Hayes as the gp at ,8.00 p.m. in, the Legion
beTheP Brownies sang carols with HalL Election night*
, < » «enjoyed and then the Brownies sat Order of the Eastern Star, Kel- 
down to a well-laden table. Each owna Chapter No. 62 meets first and 
child found a gift on the table. third Wednesday of the month at 
Only Brownie absent was Cyn- St. George’s Hall, 
thia Cfaxk, who was at home with
%
Seaforth
M EN 'S  SETS
2.00, 3.50, 
5.35
Mugs .  . 1 . 7 5





at ....... .... . ...




..................................................................... -  29.95
Sportsmen | Yardley S W O O D B U R Y
« s s n v  U s M E n C S E T S  ,  SETS
Shaving Lotion .  1.50 \ 3 .3 5 ,4 .5 0 , 5.50 |  1.00, 1.35, 6.95.
a severe, cold.





Mrs. Cameron’s Ladies’ Choir 
meets on Tuesdays at 8.00 p.m. in. 
the Band Room, Senior High 
School. ,
38-2Tc3
r o y a l  p u r p l e  l o d g e
Order of the Royal Pur pie, meets 
The Walther League Society will lgt and 3rd Tuesday at 8.00 Bjn. at 
present the Christmas story in pa- t^e Blks Home, Leon Avenue: 
geant and song at Fifst Lutheran
Church Sunday. KNIG11TS OF COLUMBUS
While thlaf is pot an elaborate * « « * “ «  V* " , - s .
production^n is an opportunity for , ^ g.ula^  me,?t 
members rfud friends to get to- of Columbusfirst Tuesdayof every 
gether to.'siftg their favorite carols month at St. Joseph s Hall, com 
and hear thnChristmas story again, mencing at 8.00 p.m.
Rev. L. Gilbert of Penticton will 
be guest prganist.
FROM COMPEER . . . .  Mrs. H. 
Roealer Returned home from Com­
peer, Alberta, last Friday. She was 
accompanied by her son ,Irwin who 
will spend the winter in Kelowna,
HEAIVTII UNIT AUXILIARY 
Women’s Auxiliary to the, South 
Okanagan Health Unit, first Tues­





Soles —-Service — Supplies
L  A . KlOAKES
Electrolux will now be located 
at B65 LEON AVR, 
PnONE 8080
OUT-OF-TOWN •BIRTflS
ROGERS; Born to Mr. and Mrs. 
Bill Rogers, in St. Joseph's Hospital, 
Victoria, December 6, a son, Alfred
Jnmps/''', , '-s\ ■» ............—'-----
VISAING DAUGHTER . . . Mr. 
and Mrs. W. R. Gbudlo, of Brtnk- 
hend, lcR Tuesday for * Toronto, 
whore they will visit their daugh­
ter, Mlsa Norma Gopdie, for the 
next month. Miss Goudlc was a 
former cmployco of The Kelowna 
Courier.
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR QUICK,RESULTS
Memar A A  A P
f3.5 lens, at ..
Speedcx, Q C  C H
f4.5 lens at ....
Sureflash 7  l 8 0
E V E N IN G  
IN  PARIS
1 ,7 5 ,2 .2 5  
Perfusion .  .  2 5 0
M E N 'S  SETS
^  Bowlsl- .  1.50
■■ ’mm ■ I ■■ n  _ . . ‘ J  * L ■ ' ' ■ ’
Bell Howell
C A M E R A










- - m ui ,....... .......... * ■ m tatar-wr .
Christmas Wrapped
Neilson’s I  lb. 1 .30,2 lb. 3.80 
Ppt pf Gold ... l  ib. 1.75,2 lb. 3.50 
Black M agic.. 1 lb. 1 .75 ,2  lb. 3.50 
$haws............ 1 lb. 1*50,2 lb. 3.00
7 .5 0 ,10 .0 0 ,
15.00.
Beginner’s Luck
— , — — . '  2.95 , . ..... _ _















"ttwMh M GUI ■&&&
,/MfJOPIf:D FROM l ON DON i MCi ANj
i
All Gifts purchased at Browrt's will be 
; G ift Wrapped free of charge.
m i  M M > m M N 4 w M m i A r « u (
' , - \ 1 I* V',I’ i I
w
FAGBFOUR THE KELOWNA COURIER THURSDAY, DECEMBER 16, U
C H U R C H  S E R V I C E S ChiMreir rehearse for Christmas concert
CHRISTIAN 
SCIENCE SOCIETY
Corner Bernard and Bertram S t
Tbls Society Is a branch of The 
U o t h d r  Church, The P in t  
Church of Christ, Scientist In 
Boston, Massachusetts.
SUNDAY. DEC. 10, UM 
Morning Service 11 i m  
. Subject:
“I* the Universe, Including Man, 
Evolved by Atomic Perce?*
Sunday School a t 11 am . .
Testimony Meeting, 8.00 pm . on 
Wednesday.
Reading Bomb WIU Be Open 
on Wednesdays and Saturdays 
MO to 540 pm.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE. 
PROGRAM
Every Sanday al M l  pm . 
over CKOV
B ETHEL BAPTIST 
CHURCH
Richter Street 
(Next to High SchooD 
REV. S. MARTIN, Minister
SUNDAY. DEC. 19, 1954
9.45 a m —









arranged for FRIDAY, 
DEC. 17th, 7.30 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST 
CHURCH
Next to Bus Terminal, Ellis S t  
Pastor:




11.00 a.m.—Momlrjg Worship 
Topic:
THE HOUR AND THE, 
DIVINE DELIVERER
7.15 pm .—Song Service .
7.30 p.m.Worship Service 
THE SONG OF THE 
ANGELS*
Friday, Dec. 17, 7.30 pm.— 
Sunday School Program and 
Christmas Pageant
WetL, 7.30 pmr»Bible Study 
. and Prayer. ;
E V A N G E L
T A B E R N A C LE
(Pentecostal Assemblies ot 
Canada)
1152 BERTRAM ST. 
SUNDAY, DEC. 19. 1951
iu: ■ ■









will be sung by (He Choir.
"O, COME LET U8 ADORE
h im **
pastor, W. C. Stevenson.
FIRST UNITED 
CHURCH
Comer Bernard hnd Richter 
Rev. R. & Leitcfa. B A . BJD. * 
Minister
Rev. D. M. Perley, B A . BJX 
Assistant
Dr. Ivan Beadle. Mu»-D„ 
Organist and Choir Director
Broadcast 1st Sunday, 3rd and 




at 9.15 u s .  and 11.00 a.m.
At 7 p.m. to 7 JO dm- the First 
United Church Junior Choir will 
give a Song Service of some 12 
Carols of as many nations, in­
cluding Scottish, Gaelic and 
English and French Carols.
At 7JO p.m. Under the direction 
of Dr. Ivan Beadle the Senior 
Choir of 58 voices will give 
Handel’s Messiah Part I—The 
Christmas Portion — Concludihg 
with the Hallelujah Chorus.
SAINT M IC H A EL 





er Richter S t  and 
erland Ave.
• Clergy:
VEN. D. S. CATCHPOLE 
REV. G. A  STEGEN
Services Broadcast a t 11 am . 
on 2nd and 5th Sundays
8.00 am.—Holy Communion — 
(Each Sunday)
11.00 am.—(1st and 3rd Sundays) 
Holy Communion
(2nd, 4th and 5th Sundays) 
Morning Prayer
7 JO pm .—Each Sunday— 
Evensong
WRWWPPMWPRWIPimRgliRRMMaWMRMRmWIlWWWIRRRWIWWBiRRNW
F U M E R T O N ’S . . . * « « *
I t  CHRISTMAS GIFT STORE «
Approaching Yule and annual Christmas concert time are synonymous in Kelowna. One 
of these is the yearly effort staged by pupils of St Joseph’s School, under direction of Sisters of Char­
ity. 4 . 4
Ready to go out and play major roles in concert, in which virtually every pupil from Kinder­
garten to Grade VIII has'part, are, left to right: Santa Claus (Denis GaudrCau); Susie Snowflake 
(Kathleen Marty); Christmas Sprite (Dianne Carter) and Frosty the Snowman (Donald Carter).
“Dead Ernest” rehearsals have been going on this week for curtain, calls Sunday afternoon 
and evening in Parish Hall. '
NYRONS—feels like silk and looks like' crep 
de-chine. Easy washing. Priced at .............5.95
LADIES’ GLEAMING SATIN LOUNGING PYJAMAS for the
lady that heads your Christmas list.,In black, gold and a f
red, metallic trim. Priced at ............................................  I ■•#«#
LADIES’ QUILTED SATIN HOUSE COATS in black n  A r  
red and blue a t ............................................... ......................  7 « y j
IADIES’ CHENILLE AND SNUGGLEDOWN BED JACKETS—
In pastel shades. Priced a t ...... .......  ............ . 2.95, 3JO and 5,95
IARIES’ JUMPER DRESSES in charcoal, grey and 1 a  A r  
airforce blue at ......................... .........................................  I Z » 7 3
LADIES’ TAFFETAS, JERSEYS, WOOLS and CREPES — Priced
............ ................. ............... ....... ,6.95 to 945
CHRISTMAS BLOUSES—Orlons in white and pastel a  a f  
shades. Need no ironing. Priced at ...................................  0 , 7 3
100% DACRONS in white and pastel shades. Guaranteed A AC 
not to shrink at ... ................................. ...............................
in short sleeves, white
,;v
SHARKSKINS  only
at ............................................. ........ ......345
Long sleeves a t ..............................................4.95
N Y L O N S
More About
1 Suggestion that B .C  Tree Fruits(From Page 1, Col. 2)
How Christian Science Heals
“AN ANSWER TO THE 
PROBLEM OF SOCIAL 
DRINKING”
CKOV, 030 kc, Sunday, Bl15 p a






Sunday a t 11.00 am . 
in
The Women’s Institato Hall 
(Glenn Ave.)
WU1 all Members and Friends 
please note the change of Time.
"Canadian Ice Fantasy of '5 5 "  
group
-I ■
Next Saturday, one of the top ice shows on the continent, the 
“Canadian Ice Fantasy of ’55” visits the Kelowna and District
Memprial Arena with tw a big showsi.' . worked in close harmony with Tree
The matinee gets underway at 2.30 p.m. and all schbol chil- Fruits, and it is only in the past 
dren who have coflected special coupons which have appeared in two or three 'years'- when . prices 
The Courier, can get in for ten cents cheaper to this production. £aXe been low that the board has 
The evening performance starts at 8.30 p.m. ad crltlclsm over selling methods.
It was finally agreed that a com-
Next Saturday one of the top ice Red .Riding Hood’’ and “Peter the mittee would work with the board- 
shows of the continent, the “Can- Big Bad Wolf.” . discuss the matter with Tree Fruits’,
adian Ice Fantasies of/J5’’ visits the Lovely Lorrie Perkins, Pacific -and investigate the possibility of 
Memorial Arena with two big coast champion from Vancouver,’ selling all produce through, the In- 
shows. The matinee starts at 2.30 will steal many hearts away with terior Vegetable Marketing Agency, 
pm. while the. evening performance her African’Mambo. Ken Hoeffert, An effort'.will be made to obtain 
S ci«0» ' of Dalds, Texas, will share the male /federal government assistance in
* v ? j a gaily cos- lead with Vancouver’s senior cham- erecting central packinghouses for
turned, brightly lighte^ professional piQn Charlie Miuphy. Iris Peebles, storage and grading of vegetables,
ice show, feature 44 skating cham- Joyce McFarlane, Dorothy Yack-. Tom Wilkinson said there is an act 
pions from all, parts of North Am- man, Marie Sigurdson and Joan still on the statute books' which
“ lcfil ^  wu, annual edition, Turnerm; well known professionals gives growers assistance in erecting
°* show is bigger than ever, hi- the skating world, Will thrill storage sheds. *
be? J A h e ^ S l y 8 ^ tato« .  with their ' new produc- Before -the convention, it was in-
t i v i c n  p n n n i irT m v  1 ” • ... dicated that growers in smaller
LAViau rK u u u o iiu N  Comedy for all is provided m the areas were in favor of a central
Everyone will enjoy the lavish side-splitting antics of Johnny Yano, packing plan, while the larger 
productions of “Three Coins in the Lome Shurr, of Saskatoon, and Bob growing districts were opposed 
Fountain,” the “Gypsy Dance Festi- Clossin, of Spokane. The trio com-- However when it was sueeestert 
val,” “African Mambo,” and, for bine in the “Crazy Wet Sailor" act th£X eT oardInvestigate  ̂ t̂he nl-fn 
the kiddies, a beautiful version of that is guaranteed to ’ bring the ami rennrt w v  ♦Lgf tnccn„)̂ i ^ ’ 
those much loved fairy tales “Little house down.
First quality -  Savings priced
Boxed for Merry Christinas.
Butterfly — Smart side- 
out, 51 gauge, 15 denier, 
vacuum packed, pair—  
1.25
Boxed .. 2 pairs for 2.40 
Butterfly—75 gauge, 12
denier, pair ..........  1.95
3 pair for 5.65 
Sheerest of sheer. 
Donna-Lynn—60 gauge, 
15 denier, delux, pair— 
1.50
2 pairs for 2.90 
Gotham Gold Stripe-
Nylon crepe. Colors Glor 
spice and Glo-Life, pair 
1.95
Gotham Gold Stripe , -
“Color Keyed” to vibrant 
tones. 60 gauge, 15
' denier, pair ..........  1.50
Corticelli Lisle Mercerized—in grey, tulip,
bazzar at, p a i r ..................................  1.50
Corticelli Real Silk—45 gauge, new winter 
shaded at, p a i r .................. ..........   2.25
HEADSQUARES in silk In paisel, floral de­
signs at . ........ . . 79<*, 1.00, 1.49, 1.75 to 2.95
OBLONG SCARVES in colors and white at 95#
SMALL SILK KERCHIEFS at ......  ..... 25*
BOLOTIESin black and blue at‘'..:..’':.:..:L::wlid0
POM POMS at .... ...................... . .79#
[STOLLS at ....... ...........  4.95 and 545.
[FANCY CUSHIONS in colored satins, silks and 
tapestries. Priced............. .«.....  2.95, 4.50 to 5.95
M ERRY CHRISTMAS SALE O F 
LAD IES ' W INTER 
HATS
for early bird shoppers.
f t  PRICE
Two for the Price of One.
G ET  TO W ELS
for your Christmas Gifts.
Four' bright flnger- 
i N j S T T 1  «P Seta at ...... 1.95
1 ........ r:
Caldwell Towel 
Seta in hirri an,t  i  bi d d 
bubble designs at— 
225
Velva-Sorb by Cald­
well. 2 Btfth Towels, 
2 Guest Towels, 2 
Face Cloths. Gift
boxed at ........... 5.35
Susie Gordon Towel
Sets at ..........    2.49
4 Finger Tip Towels 
in assorted, colors at 
—1.95
i-' 6 Tea Towels—18x32,
*****••" assorted colors nt 2.7Kss rt  l rs at . 5 
EMBROIDERED PILLOW CA8ES in assorted
colors and designs at .... ........  2.49, 325 to 445
JUST ARRIVED — WABASSO SHEETS in all
sizes, pair ....... ................7.50, 8.75 to 11J0
LACE TABLECLOTHS—36” at . ..............245
at i..... ............ ......... ........... ......... ::....... 345
§4x72 at  ............. .......... .......... ............... .....14JO
RAYON TABLE CLOTH—Fast colors,’ 52” at—
3*95 and 4.49
GORZO DAMASK TABLE CLOTH and SEIU-
VIETTES—51" at   ................... . . 4.49
COTTON AND RAYON TABLE CLOTHS and 
SERVIETTES at ....... ................................ 1.95
THE
S A LV A TIO N  A R M Y
1465 St. Paul S t  
Major W. Filch 
«jnd
Captain H. Askew
S U N D A Y  M E E T IN G S  
Sunday School.... 10.00 a.m. 
Sunday Holiness Meeting 
110 0 a .m .
Salvation meeting 7 :30 jp.m.
TUESDAY—Home League at 2 
p.m. (Meeting for all women).
WEDNESDAY 
Prayer Meeting—8.00 pm .
and report back to the association, 
the resolution was passed.- . 
TOMATO DEAL
A Cawston-Keremeos-Kamloops 
resolution, dealing with cahnery- 
grower contracts was carried. It ' 
was pointed out that in the past, 
grower bargaining power has been 
nullified because contracts have not
t-iDc-r u , ,  r. , „  „  been completed ahead ol planting,
FIRST HALF 1 _ C. Perry. and the resplution asked that all
The first half of the current Scout First Kelowna—Scouts at the. future deals with cariners be nego- 
and Cub- season is over.- In this Scout Hall. Scoutmaster is Mr. D: tiated as soon as possible. A Janu- 
relatlvely short period a lot has Oswell. Wolf Cubs at the Scout ary 31 deadline was originally set, 
transpired. Hall, Cubmaater is Mr. S. Roxby: but after L. R. Stephens pointed out
News and views of scouting
by DES OSWELL, District Scoutmaster
$Ve have welcomed into Scouting 
and Cubbing the new Fourth Kel- N 
owna Scout and Cub Group. The ' 
district’s prestige has been enhanc­
ed by the First Kelowna Troop 
when three Scouts earned their, 
Qu#an Scout, badges. These and 
several.other milestones have made 
the first half bigger and hotter than 
ever.'
Now what, about the second half. 
The Seqond Central Okanagan Dis­
trict Camporctte is already in the 
formation stage. The Second Ccn- 
The highest post office In the *rnl Okanagan Wolf Cub Field Day 
world is at Cerro <jc Pasco, Peru; J8 “ , *0, plans. The Patrol
which has an altitude of 14,383 feet, l^ ? d®r l Co"£<?r®nce is ^. February. The trop and Pack hikes
whitfli twill all be coming along
THE PEOPLE'S MISSION
1 Block South of Post Office ,
I REV. R. M. BOURKE
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 19 
9.45 a.m,—Sunday School ^
11.00 a m.—“GLORY TO GOD IN THE HIGHEST”
7.15 p.m.—TIIE CHRISTMAS STORY IN CANDLE 
AND PAGEANT
Beautiful presentation bf the “Old, Old • Story” by the 
Girls .Choral Group and Young, People.
[ t UES., DEC. 21, 7.30 —  CHRISTMAS PROGRAM
there will be some relief in freight 
rates effective in March, this may 
have1 a m&jor bearing on tho mat­
ter.
During the discussion, Robert 
Stockton, Kamloops, pointed out the 
prices paid to growers will be large­
ly governed by pricis paid in Cali­
fornia, and not Ontario. Ho admit­
ted it would help tom growers con­
siderably if they knew what price 
they were going to get; before they 




with more camps and of course the 
World Jamboree in August. TJhe 
second half will be just as full and CHRISTMAS WISHES.
thOS<; The year of 1054 has looked kind- 
of ^  on Scouting and Cubbing. So let 
u i this nc\y Christmas wish be that tho 
_ Rutiana—Scouts ot High School) nionv bovs1 . who ' n&rticiD&tc In
W oW ^ub^ nt Hiffh Sc°uWng and Cubbing find that
mnster is Mr. J  iabison '  S  Z f  t e a l  EThTahalS?o8utlnhJ
East Kelowna—Scouts at the Com- Merr,! chrlstmn« 
munlty Hall. Scoutmaster Is Mr. G.Poptfti* Wolf Pub* n# hia p n»u to ol of ytyi and especially
munlty Hall. Cubmastor Is Mrs. Q. Good Scoutlns nnd Good Cubblng'
Ward. ' --------------------------  '
Wcstbank—Scouts At the West- 
bank Community Hall. Scoutmas­
ter Is Mr, A. M. Thompson. Wolf 
Cubs nt the Wcstbank Community 
Hall, Cubmaster Is Mr, Black.
Okanagan Mission—Scouts at tho.
Mission Community Hall. .Scout-
...  ........... 'V  .. ..........master Is Mr. II. Coley, Wo(f Cubs ...... -
ranked for August 18th, 1955. It tbc M.sslon Community Holl . . ' „ i 0 council_hna rc-
j  , > n  Cubmaster Is Mr II Calcv * reived from residents on tho west
was decided to organize a stamp ^ o “hland--Wolf Cuto at the Richter Street between Suth-
collection oa an additional feature echobl, Cubmaster is Mr. II Birke- r rl<ind “nd KHIott Avenues, who 
of the 1955 effort. Tho committee lUnd. re(iuestcd a sidewalk and
ROAD IMPROVEMENT
Public \v'0rks department hns 
started digging out Abbott Street 
(South of Strathcona Park), Aid. 
M. Meiklo informed council. Tho 
rood will be filled In with rocks so 
that it con bfl blacHtoppcd ot a fu­
ture date.
....... .. •. vT? Ivlvv.77 ,T . ,TTS
G fET INSPIRATIONS FOR A
OUR BOYS’ WQOL TOQUES—Assorted colors at 9 8 f  and 1.25
EAI$ MUFFS, assorted colors at ................. . . 79^ and 97^
COWBOY HATS a t .................................... ..........  ....... L39
BOYS’ DRESS SHIRTS in white and colors at.......  ..... 1.95
SPORT SHIRTS in white and colored a t ...... .....1.95
ARROW WHITE DRESS SHIRTS—Fancy boxed a t 2.95 
ACME JUNIOR DRESS SHIRTS with bow tie and-cud links
at ........... ...... ............ 1,.......... ........ .......2.95
FANCY BOXED TIES, assorted colors.........69^, 79f and 97^
BOW TIES in black and colors a t ..........  ........ ........ 49^
Engineer to study 
sidewalk petition
City Engineer George : Modeling
!
would be v<ry grateful for dona- Glcmhore-rScouts at the Glen- ^  cvnird c“rib- v 
tlona of used stamp* of uny kind More School. Scoutmaeter Id Mr. . u w a ji pointed but ,tlie sidewalk 
.  .and these should be sent to the bcO- W. Hill. Wdlf Cubs at the Glen- «  about three feet below tho level
A port-canva** meeting of tho rctary, Mrs. S. Thorlakson, RJL l. more School. Cubmaster is Mr. II. <b<l roadway, and If the walk 
local auxiliary of the British and Oyema. DC, Willett. was brought up to grade, residenu
F««l£n Bible Society, waa held at ------ ____________  jFourtKKelowna-Scouta a t Anglt- W0“M have to till in their front
™ io' iS w K 5 . I T . " E t j T u f w  STnJS!' 5 S ? o * r 5  aSA cS: P AwrtL*?i™ ‘M”kil0.comm,iidri
x I IW* ‘ -lift
’ONRUICaiCBttBUI.TS '
Catholic Hall.
tho, Ing In 'their, homes, ’’Despite the 
Scoutmaster is Mr, lateness >of4he season, petttiona are 
D. Lommer. - , •* , still coming In," he said. ' “Side-
Bkcobd Kelowna—Wolf Cubs a t walks and boulevards certainly en- 
tbe Scout Hall. Cubmaster is Mr. Ranfe the beauty of the city.”
1L 'M LH)
n h, . I «ic( i? MU
ysSj^i^y* y r m
rm
i ;
Sometimes we rather 
seem to choose,
Or take unto our 
sclvesi the blues, 
When things refuse 
to como our way, \ 
’Wo let it spoil a 
pleasant day.
Then those *wha watch 
* our live's may be, 
Affected by tl|« life 
they pee, •' *
We, may cause shadows 
i to appear.
Instead of iijLing '
DIRECTORS.




(INFANT’S t WINCETTE NIGHTIES—Made from 
greatest name m cotton. Dainty floral design in blue, pink
“Horrockscs" tho 
 |  p a
nnd yellow, Priced n t ......................... ............ „.................. ......’ 1*5“
INFANT'S ESMOND CLOT1I KVMONAS—In pink or blue. |  Q r
Satin collar and binding. A delightful and useful gift a t .......... . I » » 5
INFANTS’ 100% ESTRON BUNTINGS with fleece lining, quick a  p a
drying, water repellent, shrink, soil and, stain resistant a t    7 . 5 U
BEACON FABRIC. BUNTINGS with detached jacket and hood. Plastic 
lined with dainty motif on front. Zipper fastening. •» p a
In pink, blue and Nile a t ............................................................ . /  t v v
WE HAVE A LOVELY SELECTION OF INFANTS' 3-PCE, WOOL OR 
NYLON SETS in delightful shades of Nilo, Daffodil, Pink. White or
Blue, Priced from ..................................:............ ..................... M9 to 445
GIRLS SILK PYJAMAS—Smortly styled by Stanflelds. Wide legs, 
smock-style top, in pink or blue. Very good wearing. a  a p
Sizes 4 to 14 a t ..... ............ ................ ................. ....... .................... 9 * 7 5
LOVELY, SOFT , and CUDDLY DOLLIES—Air foam filled, covered 
terry cloth In dainty pastel shades. A ,thrill for any child to a  a p
possess. Completely washable at............... ................. ..... A t f J
.  BEAUTIFUL ELORAL DESIGN NYLON
"TOMMRL TIPPEEt' CUPS, arc always a favor-^RrBLOUSES JUST RECEIVED — Dainty puff 
ite with Junior. Mode in -six shades, with tworaStalccvo, iocc trim, Delicate pastel shades. Sizes 
handles. No more split milk at ................ L R l i r l  to 12 at ............................... ...... ............ 2.9J
F u m e r t o n ’ s L t d .
D E P A R T M E N T  S T O R E
i
MW h t e r e  C a s h  B e a t s  C r e d i t 0 j
*1





P H O N E  N U M B E R S
COURIER COURTESY
Police _________ Dial 3300
H ospital______ Dial '4000
Fire H a ll___ Dial 115
Ambulance D ial 115 '
MEDICAL DttliCTOBY 
SERVICE
f t  m m M *  to  c a n te d  •  R a d a r  
dial t m
D R U O  S T O R E S  O P E N  
SUNDAY 
CM to MO PM.
WEDNESDAY
. VjuO to EM pJD.
OSOYOOS CUSTOMS HOURS* 
Canadian and American Customs 
14-bour aervlce.
— *  -*■•■*-*-*■ **- — — -
c o M t N e a v m m  c a r s  a t m  T h t ic k s
■ ■ :! - | .-.r - “ ■ Y.....— .1 . M.II'.IM ■ W , — •- «*■«.
LBOtON HALL C A TH im d TO i « s  OELUlcR CUSTOM. IttffiO R  
wedding reception*. banquet* ate. sedan. Low mileage. Phone 3493 
PboneD. Mllto* 4313 or 4 l l t ^ morning* and eve
, .. .. .. .. .. ,  s .. .  j ».
ings. 36-tfc
PERSONAL
‘ WHAT’S IN A NAME? Take -Don 
Gray." That means line workman- 
ship in cabinet*, counters, renova­
tion. Phone 2211 (night* 4284). 1139 
Ellis Street. * 38-1*
YOUR DRESSMAKER. Mrs. A .S . 
Goetz, now resiles at 960 Cawston 
Avenue, phone 8164. 37r3p
DOUBLE YOUR MOTOR L1PK 
with anti-friction BardahL Improve* 
compression. power, pick UP-
78-tfe
Minor zones abolished Totem Inn
in favor of one district 5ehBfcACHtAKD-Pcfechland'4 Tot-
FOR SALE 
(Miscellaneous)
DeWstatei attending the B.C. Interior Vegetable M arketing em Urn Hotel 1* now listed a* 
Board convention Wednesday .morning a p p t^ v ^  a b c M j g  the “Licensed Lounge", permitting the
GREY ENAMEL OIL 
range in good condition.
*een at 1978 Abbott Stl. Kelowna. 
B.C., between 5.00 and 7.00 p.m.
38-lp
and sale { wine,‘beer and hard, liquor. 
Manager Pete Spaceman return- 
l from Victoria on Mohdty with 
eagerly - awaited for
wa* the only player passed following prolonged discussion. . . .  tome time. Doofawcce evened soon
•cnalijr.- getting two i- • f a  p ^ e n t  the marketing area is divided Into six zones. Bound- after Mr. spackmanv return and
ENTERTAINING THIS CHRIST- .
MAS or New Year? You'll need r~ ^ ^ , m~rnrv t h a t  
smart, original invitations. See The iPAJ?.IES' GIVE ,
Kelowna Courier for yours. Order ®u?ittanv
early. 3fl-tff| R e s to re ’-* Brittany
U O U B 1B R
Calendar 
of Events
Ykla eelaam te published by The 
Ceoricr. aa a aenriee to the com- 
teealty In ad etfert to eliminate 
•verlapptng of meeUna data*
CAR BUYERS! Before you buy 
your hew or late model car see us 
about our Low Cost Financing 
Service. AVAILABLE FOR EITH­
ER DEALER or PRIVATE SALES. 
CARRUTHERS St MEIKLE LTD, 




from Imported and championship 
stock. Excellent upland game (tegs. 
Apply 2736 North St. Phone 8119.
ARE YOU PLANNING A DANCE? DOMESTIC SEWING 
Concert? H^ve your tickets, pro- with reverse stitch in
PUF8 LEAGUE (ilM. l l  
• Acte I. Vtea;I'*’Y v
-------------  ft. Rotten’.- assisted b y s b t  Sher — — -— j  .— -— » ■ ■ .
riff and d. Pamon. picked up Ace*’ v»Hou9 Tones which come under the control of the 
lone marker, while Tarry Mann, eh w «w ishintt d oa t-tone  area
------------- J . ' c L f S S n S w  t S y i £  “  p e  ^ o U o n .  m bm ltttd  by the Kelowna Ideal, w ai finally *
BURNING verda, of Vies, s « b lu e
Can he to receive a pe ty 
minutes for 
final frame.
MI DGET— - »mp u irc c iiu  iajusi ui [nam e mai».vi3. , For many years the building was
W estbankXLeftabT ; Delegates also approved another adopt the same P«**<tore a w tr  known as the Edgawater Bin and
Tucker, assisted by VfachUn. and resolution which recommended to resolution that cornea-up. Let's get WM one of the Valley's hadst popular
MeGlidery and Grittner.-both un* the marketing board that when on with our business, he said. - jcrommoSatidh r spots.’ ‘Since re­
assisted. counted foe winners. Lou- Vegetables are difficult or Impos- Mr. Wilkinson said that Kelowna naming i t  the Totem Inn Hotel., the
doun and Large, both aided by Boy- eihte to tharicet' through regular was the largest growing area, and new owdera'haws renovated,U from
be permitted to mectihg chairman W. A. Johnstoh. top 16 bottom*, ’today i f  tsthfc pride 
direct to any of Quesnel said he was not in fav' i .
(tuurket.  ̂ ’
to geographical Isolation, 
tea* also approved allowing 
Creeton area to have its own 
. .to pool.
At the outset of the discussion
husferiv*
fi'lln <iH.iUi.ll »111 limn   H"1 ■ “>*■*■
*.
0, l l o ^ r 5prevements and fcddttteh-, 
a\ rooms wilt follow in 1933. * •
I  Balance your Budget
, • chuk, picked up a goal, for Legion. Channels, growers 
No penalties were awarded in the |eu  th*t produce 
yroR gamp., V ' mar t ‘NEW ITALIAN “VESPA" MOTO  
Scooter. Accessories. Also German 
Minox Camera, light-meter, carry*
36-3c ing cases, film. Phone 8246. 37-tp person-’a_
*" MACHINE a goal and kh assist. Mhd hlcClellan. 
new condi* with no assist, notched point# for.
(BUDGE? LEAGUE '(Dee: 19) 
Elks t .  ftntland t
B. Person and Gravel,- both with
grams, etc..’ printed by The Kel- Hon. Modem desk cabinet at half Elks. S. Horning 
owna Courier, PRINTING is our original price. Phone 3293. 37-lp scored for Rut 
business. Phone 2302. Thank you.
27tfnt ONE) HENTZMAN PIANO, one kit-._________________  chen Set, one bedroom suite, one
MvvMTtt.T-r.no n n n o m t  A v chesterfield suite, one lady’s blfcycle.BUSINESS PERSONAL All articles in good condition. All
articles must be sold before Christ-
„ Thursday, December 19 LAKEVIEW CAFE ma»- All articles priced to sell. Ap- ly, and Boychuk, with ah assist, '  Louis Hart, of Osoyoos, said the* \iTadershiD If jve refer everything
Ram o m 3 M ^ r l» iWna n “finnpr* S X ^ n d  “Double &  610 .RowclJ« ?  Ave’ aIter„„5?0 . 1 °  W luU on was merely a recom- la c k  to L ais, we w ont ge tahy-
irning aind Yamalka 
utland, with A- Horn­
ing picking up: an .assist ..
BANTAM LEAGUE (Dae. 41) 
Black Hawks 2. Bed Wings 9 .
Kroschenko end Roth, with a goal 
and a goal and an assist respective- 
* ‘ ist
dealing wiu*‘ marketing of produce 
whereby growers would be permit­
ted to Sell vegetables to any mar-, 
twR when the board finds It diffi­
cult to move, one delegate stated 
it; is‘getting 1°  the point where it 
is necessary to give the board more 
assistance “or it will fold com­
pletely."
or of “passing the buck" back to 
growers. 'The impression I get 
there is dissatisfaction. So let’s do 
something which may eliminate 
this dissatisfaction.v .There’s no 
point in remaining dissatisfied 
throughout the .season."
Mr. Wilkinson again interjected 
saying there is k‘too much leaf 
among the growers—fear among 
board members they will do some­
thing unpopular. When. I  was on 
the board we dla some unpopular 
things. That is the responsibility of 
the board. Someone has to 'take
Packers, 8.00 p-m. emorial 
Arena.
Saturday, December 18
Canadian Ice Fantasy of *55, 
Memorial Arena. Two shows.
Thursday. December 23 
Penticton V*s vs. Kelowna Pac­
kers, 8.00 p.m. Memorial Arena.
Monday, December 27 
Penticton V s vs. Kelowna Pac­
kers, 8.00 pjn. Memorial Arena.
Thursday, December 36 
Vernon Canadians vs. Kelow­
na Packers, 8.00 p.m. Memorial 
Arena.
Monday, January 3
Penticton Va vs. Kelowna Pac­
kers, 8.00 pan, .Memorial Arena.
p.m. “Super shakes" and “ ouble 
Burgers” best in the west!
8-T-tfn
p.m. or phone 2898. 38-lc were handed out in 'the  tilt: mehdatlon.
STORAGE SPECIALISTS! 
Entrust your valuables to our cere. 
China — Furniture — Antiques — 
etc. All demothed and treated with 
care. Dial 2928 for further inform­
ation. D. CHAPMAN St CO. LTD. 
305 Lawrence Ave., Kelowna.
62-T-tfn-c
GET YOUR CHRISTMAS AND 
New Year’s tzeese, ducks or chickens 
at Bell’s Poultry Farm, Belgo Road, 
Rutland. Grain fed birds, alive, 
dressed or oven-ready. Phone 6047.
37-5c




Felix Casorso said 'a  one-tone
M l L K CH M v « ^ i m S s S  khd \“t te g  Peiaxlng of restriction, said area” wouW ^ssi"bly curtail Am- Matsuda, Hoover, _vmassisted, Snd jj, g i ^  the growers an op-, eriean truckers. Wholesaler* should
George 
of the
NETTED GEM POTATOES FOR 
sale- in ton ’lots, 100 or 50 poUftd 
Kicks: Phone Armstrong 3732 Of gets.
Bruce Kitsch, assisted by 
Hawkins, w as,the . order 
Bruins’ Scoring, 
from D. Morris, fhd  
ed by J. James, counted for Ran-
FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT 
and Commercial photography, de­
veloping, printing and enlarging, 
POPE'S PHOTO STUDIO, dial £883, 
631 Harvey AVA „ 37-T-tfc




OFFICE SAFE—OUTSIDE ̂ MEAS­
UREMENTS 36x24x23, inilde 21x15 
xl4. Reasonably priced for quidk
.Maple Loafs C
Andrew. Gruber pi 
of goals for winner*,
a pair 
Kelly
Kelowna *nd District Horticul­
tural Society meeting. BCTF 
board room. 8.00 pm .
Saturday, January 8 
Vernon Canadians vs. Kelow­
na packers. MX) p.m. Memorial 
Arena.
Tuesday, January 11
Penticton V s vs. Kelowna pac­
kers. 8.00 pm . Memorial Arena.
Friday, January 14; 
Canadian Club meeting, Royal 
Anne Hotel. / Brigadier Quillam 
speaking on North Africa and 
the Far East. 6.30 p.m.
Saturday, January 15 




BCFGA annual convention, in 
Kelowna, January 18-19-20.
Saturday. January 22 
Kamloops Elks vs. Kelowna 







TIRE SPECIAL—Stan- Street'phone 2802. 
“. 2T—32.50. Can-
x i4. Keasonaoiy pncea ror- -quaw garaertd assists- for Maple Leafs. 
ffe^A ppiy A crow taht .1580 Water ^ ^ ? J n p l> e f t  cblleeted Cknadlatis;
tm Campbell's FOR BETTER LEGHORNS BUY Loudouft. -
96-tfc your chickens from the source, a pjgE WEE LEAGUE (Dec: 11)
i . r — ■  .......................... . ......breeding farm. Every egg set comes Canadian* « Re^ W inn 0:
BASEMENT* EXCAVATIONS and from our own wing-banded stock Dav ^ K g h L ^  2 o rS  hn an
Poultry Farm Ltd., °™ “ ‘‘ 10 n  ■ asisist trom Ted *
ditching—We specialize With ma­
chinery for every Job. D. Chapman 
ahd Co. L td, Kelowna. Phone 2923.
94-tfc
portunlty to compete with other buy locally-and not truck In from 
»  usrnwW nM « n, u  competitors on a more edual basis, (he states, he said.-He .added that 
nsaint- Itte'ttibHoh was finally carried., B few years ago. the growers^Were 
and Morns, assist j^ g e s tlo n  for the abolition of 109 percent behind the board, hut 
the various zones. In favor of one not so today, 
area, caused a prolonged'discussion 
before it was approved.
.Asked for an opinion as to how 
if. would affect the marketing 
agency, Ted Poole, secretary, Said 
it would "make life easier,” and 
that a slight saving may be realiz­
ed oh inspection arean. He was 
Unable to say whether it would
cut off Sales to wholesalers. ' .  I _  • ^ I I ^  J
. Y. Suglmoto, of Grand Porks. T A  h g  i n t f  a l i g n  
thought a one-zone system would ■“  MW , a
“ruin .the whole system of orderly Motion to .approve a <contract for 
hlly ahd Jon GOT- marketing.'’ He added, “we have the installation of a propane light- 
................. ’ ‘ Rich school.
m in ia t u r h ; w o o d e n
A PPL L B PX
FUled with Delightful 
<• A f ^ k Q b d j r  
. . .* the- ideal Christmas : Gift 
from the Qkanagah. Easy-tormoll 
—deliciousf to .eat, mail your 
frlends a real-treat '! '
ON DISPLAY A ? ALL 
LEADING STORES. 
v i » ~ ~ "'*>■.■ 37-3C
fay buying BEEF 
from FARROW 'S!
As well as our HIGH QUALI­
TY FRESH MEATS, we are
f* selling tedder, young, com­
mercial BEEF.
Our store is CLEAN and 
BRIGHT So drive out and 
SAVE 10* to 29* PER UW i
•  LEAN STEW BEEF J
3 lbs; $ 1-00
•  RUMP ROAST
Per lb. ........... .....
x# T-BONE STEAK 
Per lb ........... ........
•  POT ROASTS
Pet lb..................
CAPONS!
too select birds! Raised on out 
own poultry farm. Cotne add 
see them in our cooler and 
make your choice AT A LOW 
PRICE!
TURKEYS
Lovely looking local birds, 
Selected by US.
Competitive Prices! . 
Open Daily,, including We A 8 
am . to 6.30 pm.. Open Satur­
days Til 8 pm.
FARROW 'S 
|  CORNER SUPPLY
t 2801 South Pendosl (MEAT MARKET AND GROCETERIA)
and AfieKeqn added a goal tech and 
Ddeli, With two, Weiset.ehd ftehmldt 
‘ t l  .
Finally the amendment to  peter 
the matter back to locals Was de­
feated, and the resolution was 
finally carried. Some delegates did 
not.vote.
lone goal on a setrup hy DaVld
1° P,r.0.du^ £ f ^ n assist f ro m ______ _____________  _______ -  -  -------- - ■ . -----------
sarflB ,ajU ., ^on scored unassisted fdt the only our marketing machinery set. up. ing system for Joe 
- c two talttes Of the t i l t  No penalties
HOUSE WIRING — LARGE OR 
ymnll. Wiring for electric heating, 
etc. Call in or phone Loanes Hard­
ware and Electric 2025. Evenings 
4220. 96-tfc
PLASTER, STUCCO AND CON- 
crete work. John Fenwick: Dial 
6250 or write to Okanagan Mis- 
Memoriai sion. FREE estimates. ‘ 67-tfc
SAW FILING. GUMMING, R& 
CUTTING: planer knives, scissors, 
chainsaws, etc., sharpened. - Lawn 
mower service. E. A. Leslie, 2915 
South Pendoad- 68-tfc
and yet we are’ready to throw it given  to Interior Propane Sales Ltd., 
yrvp r at.v — ft snrO N D  HAND were hahded o u fin  the^ghme. out the window on one day’s no- in the amount of $364.53, was un-
portable typewriters .in • hkcelleht Otters 4; B ette  2 • : H®** . „  . ,  _ , __
condition. $35.00 and $60.00. Also B. Bouchard made his first hat- Louis Jtort, ^ tO ^yoas,
3 new portables — Underwood- trick in hockey, scoring ..three of in favor of The . resolution, said, we
“  OUers’ markers. Other goal for
winners was gamkted by K. Mlt- H. Turnbull, . a tf LiUooet favored 
chell,- while F; Tonite tokde an fas- referring the matter back to the 
s k  Krostelnsky.DOto 'Buloch and terals for more consideration, and 
T, Lewis tm ateisted\'#ete Beats’ he was supported by John 
marksmen. DoUg. yTh6nipsqn> n»ond, of Kamloops.
V a g r a m ’s  V , 0 .  ★  ^
S t a g r a t n s
A
.to
Royal-Remington. Gordon D. Her­
bert. Typewriter Agent, Room 6, 
Casorso Block. ; . 37-3c
ONE WARDROBE TRUNK—$20.00. 
phone 8015 after 6.00 p m ... 86-8c
3 PIECE CHESTERFIELD SUITE OilerS; repeived the only pehplty Of SERIOUS DECISION 
in green, one chair rose, like neW. thfe match. : v ; ' “it would mean delaying the
Wtetinghouse automaU* eltelHe . v . Baroha.4, Huftet*,* . . . whole thing for 12 m onth£  coUn-
iron and typewriter desk. ■ Phone lah-Angus also picked up his first tered Mr. Wilkinson. Dont be
6471 between 6.00 and 8.00 p.m. hat-trick* as^he potted three, goals cai*gbt in your own net when
84-tfc tor Barons. Bob Godfrey/netted a 
goal -ahd two assist*, and- Geral....d
Memorial MOTOR REFAIR SERVlCE-LCom- CCM BICYCLES, also RALEIGH^, Robertson aided on a pair ;of exe 
plete maintenance service. Electric- Complete stpck of parts and ®eces* eutlWis. l0r  WUiheirs.
al contractors. Industrial Hectrlc, aories and good repair^service. Cyc- -------
Wednesday, January 26 ______ _ &.,an„a ovfag. BSfs come to Campbell'Sl faial-2l97 • . • s i  s
82-tfc —Leon at Ellis. CAMPBELL’S P b S F n l & t i l l
BICYCLE SHOP. 45-tfe T C f l y H I O l w l
B o a r T T ^ a d e T a n n L r  meet- 256 Lawrence Avenue, dial 2*8. 
ing. 6.15 p.m. Royal Anne. *“ *
Friday. January 28. .  . .. PLASTERING, STUCCOING, Con*
A.O.TJS. Men’s Club fourth an- crcte Free estimating. L Will- 
nual Bums Night. United _ an diaj 3203. 71-tfc
Church Hall al 6.15 p.m. — L.
something’ develops that works' to 
the detriment of the organization,” 
he added. He warned that a lot of 
growers would like to “kick the 
marketing' board over" just be- 
cabge of, lack, of changes in the 
marketing system, particularly 
since the war. He added that the 
problem has concerned growers
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
* 'B A T E S
g f per word jpfer insertion, minimum mower
15 words- .
’ 20% discount for 3 or more inser­
tions without change.
Charged advertisements—add 104
» for each billing- _'
SEMI-DISPLAY ON CLASSIFIED 
PAGE
|UOO per column inch.
1 DISPLAY
fLOO per column Inch.
H ELP W ANTED
S - A - W - S
Sdwfiling, gumming, recuttlng 
Chain saws sharpened Lawn-
service. Johnson’s -Filing couver, B.C,
DEALERS IN AT T. TYPES OF PEACHLAND—Mr. and.Mrs. RAn f0r- the test three years.
Used equipment; milL mine’ and Redstone spent the Week-end With * Board chairman Robert Stockton, 
logging, supplies; neW and used Mr. and Mrs. T. RedstOhe* bf Kamloops, warned delegates it
wire rope: pipe and fittings; chain, , ,  * .* *-• - was a serious decision they were
steel -plate ahd Shapes. Atlte lW>n 'M rs. Renfrew fhS9' returped home making, and he too wondered whe- 
Ltd., 250 PrioT S t, Van- from the Kelowha General HoS- ther the matter should be referred
animously passed at a school board 
meeting last , night.
• Chairman of the board, Charles 
Hubbard, explained that oh Decem­
ber 2 he visited the Joe Rich School. 
Since that time he. has ordered the 
Well to be filled, the pump removed, 
DeS‘ and fresh water brought in* A con­
tainer for the water, is also provid­
ed. . '
The new propane lighting system 
Wilt involve six fixtures, on the 
walls with double lights: Mr.' Hub­
bard said the unit should be in­
stalled before the children ‘return 
from their Christmas holidays.’
He said .he had previously con­
sidered having the children taken 
out by bus to the Rutland School, 
in view of the conditions .at, Joe 
Rich, but on his visit had- decided 
the road; weren’t good enough.. , 
Improvements at the school fol­
lowed a series of urgent requests 
from medical health officer Dr. D. 
•A. Clarke, and the residents of thd 
Job Rich district, that something be 
done.
m W  S e a g r a m ’s  * 8 3 * aA
’ This advertisement Is not published or displayed by 








pital. \  back to--locals.
-- : He referred to the 1950 conven-
Mf, ahd Mrs. S. Smalls, ahd Mrs. tlon when delegates favored cen-
VISIT O. L. JONES USED 
TURE Dept for best buys! 513 
oard Ave. 50-tfe
FINAL READING
City Council Monday night gave 
final reading to a bylaw in .connec­
tion with the city and the provin-
LAKESHOBE HOME FOR B A L t-  S n jg r, ;»nd M *  B ^ 4.
........ . .... — ------------- — 1— --— —* mr, ana rs. a. email . ana m ts . non W n delegates ravorea cen-
to’b r i f e W P T V  P D R  C A T Y  Fi Bradley,'Jr., lelt, for'New West- trs i packinghouses for vegetables. 
r n U r a A - l  1  . , minster oh Saturday where MrS. ‘Tf the board had gone ahead, we
that growers were against’’ he . th
' A l  . . . . aJ a i i o  M k n f t n ^ a  i n  M L  C U y .
and bath. Phone 2018,
AGENTS FOR MADE TO Measure 
Man’s and Ladies* Clothes direct
NICE FRONT SLEEPING-ROOM in 
new home. Gentleman only. 501 
Harvey Avenue. Phone 4266.
37-3p
3-BEDROOM ®JUCCO H ^ IE . . • -a ♦ - , stated. t various meetings in re-
Large jlying room, cabinet ktteten, Mr. Dan Blower is a patient lh Ceht Weeks, Various locals liave 
Pembroke bath, patio, hotwater the Penticton General 'HosbitaL turned down the central packing­
house srtieme.
“If the majority of growers want 
it. We’ll haye ho alternative but to
SIX ROOM BUNGALOW FOR SALE
Situated on a large com er iiot With nice trees, garage and only 
one block from Schools. Contains thru  entrance hall, living 
room  with open fireplace, dining room, very smart m odem  
kitchen, three bedrooms and bathroom , also sun room  and 
basement with sawdust burning furnace.
This is an attractive home, well decorated and offered for
$12,000.00
Charles D . Gaddes Real Estate
2S8 B ernard  A venue D ial 3227
ROR RENT
---------:------------ :------------------------ P ^ 0*,, p rt tt enf td. p l.
FOR RENT-3 FURNISHED robins hteter, oil furnace, bloWCr control % ,  ,
36-3p forced air. Small, fruits, Jitoubs, MirS. RUnt Is h patltet in the 
annuals and bulbs. 50 ft. of fexcel- Kelbwha General Hospital. ’
lent beach. This property fenced.
Asking price $12,000. ' CWpdf leay-. Ladies;
■.* , * ...........
Curling Club: »ne t bn
from factory to weqrer. Full or part FOR RENT AT OKANAGAN'Mis­
time. YOU can earnU FREE BONUS slon,- warm modern .2-room cabin 




rinks oh the tce^tWs yeaf.
K. Dml was eleCted presWent pod >lon. , ■ . L ! 
Futkft'as agriculture con-. Ah Otojhoos
put it into affect,” he said.
In a ' “straw" vote taken by the 
Chairman, it was disclosed .that 
seven delegate* hftd discussed the 
matter with their local*. In some 
cases two or three delegates rep- 
ite^nted one total at; the Cohveri-
grower, O. Jahhke,. Exporlehce hot neees- ' ' M ANn nf>Anri w on m rsi- paster®, hay and vegetable W  r wS
________________ Avenue. , 37-tto jS S b  ' * U<M ^ 5 5 5  thh Btethland ing with extension of sopes, indi
RECEPfflONlST FOR PR( 
dr/BlONAL office. Apply in 
handwriting stating age, e
OFES- 
own
__l l ' xperi­
ence, salary expected, e tc , to Box 
$50r Kelowna (poutte*. : . 37-tfc
, ' ^L B A R & T G 'F lV / ' ’• ' '
The R.C.A.F. has immediate open­
ings for young men to train as
-FURNISHED BED-SITTING ;Rqom ACRB ̂ h ARD, 6 ACRES
w ith . kitchen 
gentlemen,
facilities. Ladles- or fully bearing Maes, ond_dcre ;fuU ChyiStiijas ‘ cortd,
the ChrlstmM mtoting Of bald aeVeral other resolution^ dcal- 
A^,«» «i W .L i ^ F r W « W  l 1 ‘ *“ *
growers had discussed the
and , re  ci
642 Buckland Avenue^ cherries, % acre pters bear* eXchSn^ to' gifts ::te»
...................■84:3Tc ing. * acres F ---------- ......... . —
FOR RENT—FURNISHED ROOM, and Spartans.
IE
Red Delicious prurieis rounded hut the com’tehatton busl- Articroft, chalteoged the procedure
...................  —  chairman in
sluiable for business girl at man. acres pasture. 
Phone, 3097. 37-8c pickers’ cabins.
pilots. Navigators and Radio Opera- FOR RENT OR SALE, COMFORT- 
tors. If you are between 17-25, ABLE 3 bedroom house, at city
With junior matriculation, the, llmlto lUrnlahed, or unfurnished. .
dept nr heller here la vour Phono 3833. 37-3c gatnge, Phone 4310.
3 years , bid, lte  nesa and social.meeting.
Sprinkler system, a s
Phone 6261. . ............... ...
terest .to gU in the conupunlty are
_  resolutions had
38-lp Three phrtEtmps progtsms of to- cussed With loteds.
to point, H. H. Gallacher, of 
‘ “  “ ‘ t  r r
asking dele- 
l  bien dls-
“M you do thls, you may as well
Closing Hours of Kelowna Stores for 
the N ext Tw o  Weeks are as Follows!
Stogie w l ^J te UTcutetl .  i its. Fu is ,
equivalent or better, hete la your Phono 3633. 37‘3c






7 S S S !  OPPORTUNITIESnee the Career Counsellor a t the monthly. Heasonnwe rates, r w w  
Afmourite In Kelowna. Tuesdays, .... ■
'* i j ,/ \  , 134-3T-C
WANTED—NEW MEMBERS FOR 
Kelowna Rural ' Ratebayets* Asso- 
the* JteaoelMtoo has ap- 
li} ip to to e ,;lftii 'iM»wY|‘WeUh m , can'
W ANTED  
(Miscellaneous)
OPPORTUNITIES. WE ARE grow­
ing! In, 1054 we shipped out Okan­
agan manufactured products in 3 
countries, into 5 other provinces and 
12 states. .We need on aggressive 
perSortdllty for dealer contact or di­
rect, to grower contact. Guaranteed
po p  m a r k e t  p r ic e s  p a id  f o r
scrap iron; steel, brass, copper, lead. Met. to gro er cohtact, uuarnnww
__________________________ ^  etc. Honest grading. Prompt pap* salary plus commission and expen
j^ D S l I T T ^ N  W A M T F .n  1 ment made. Atlaa Iron and Metto* acs. Please don t phone,, but wjrtto
f),Y,P.U. of Summertend are .Ing on their Christmas play en 
ed "Homo fb r, Christmas'; in the 
PChcHlfthd Baptist Church Saturday 
evening, December lG,,and.the Un­
ited Church concert will be held to 
their church on Dee. 22. .
The program will consist of the 
Sunday School 'children and films 
of Jerusalem taken and shown tor 
MC. ahd Mrs. ShrJrock. ’ A silver 
collection will bs taken.
IPENTER WORK, alterations of Fhotlb FAclfio <B57. 
ktod/ toblflct making, power
wrtto
L td .'250 Friar 8L. Vancouver, B.C toll particulars to-Trump Ltd., OU-
k-tto
Winfield
W A N TED
USED FURNITURE AND 
APPLIANCES
Top buallbr Used goods required 
‘ v ; Ws.WlU appreciate 
ntty to bid oh your
0 k . U s d  Furniture 
Store
Pfa<toe2l W-tfc
Reasonable wages. Phone C A R S  A N D  T R U C K S
I . ; - 88-3p ------:................................... .
MOTOR SCOOTER to exed* 
UtCBD • W P u l h  MAlf ■ leht condltlon. j.Cfttibo »ten fat HW
vcr. B,C. P.S.: We have an excel 
lent opening for an accountant, to! WINFIELD — Slncfatesl condol- 
v \ a7-Ie ences 0 { friends In the district are
K u m v x  BUBINBBa—A  irn ln m r
(crop on’ ai
10 yemn tepertroce. *.
9tt S t, Kelowna, B.C.
nuLstiaAw
\  HELIAltl^ TKEN-AaER
;; p m *  ̂
;l • ]| ' ii',iiIiii 1'ii'irr‘iT 'll - :■-■■ .... ...iL..,...... :
»-2p  1051 DODGE H-TON Pickup, radio, 
hteter, chly JBOOO1 mile#, Price 
1.600. 238 Lten Ave.;; or , phone 
130 daytime. 8192 evtetn»».
> , i ;V  I, , ' l l # ,
n«W P«lnh...........
that operatef 24 hours dally,. no
oyerbead o r  help required a t ariy mch 
time, can he placed In any business 
location Of your own choice, full M
• •» ■ >  • 1
rn Choice full rs. tt. PotUtdl is « patient at 
e never required. Very profit- present to Kelowha Oeneral Ho*- 
— Figures available ihowlng. pital. * k1 •
write Stanley Johre, df Hope. B.C., 
m u ^ t t e ^ !  MOO vlttted a t the tmrrte of his mother. 
MOnttdaX Q u e .^ ^  Mta. M. JbW» o ^ r^ th e  week-end.
MBS. CLRWLSGt 
time tor .steady 
Phone 6092.
EXPERHDtClBG . 
ax. married, wwnt* 
dairy or stock farpo- ' M ounxLtd.P«ndrelttL teR *
‘Ikmeoi
' ^ 'to ifa ic a i/'
Lionel McCarthy has been a pe- 




sts‘ beside beautiful 
. Columbia Pictures’ 




suave British and Wedftentay 
.« epitome Psrcei plays n
K:- -- BN|:M)..,
as a HrUteh Army to 10th Centufy
next










RITCHIE M 0 S .
n M W >
Monday, December 20th l  -  
Tuesday, December 2 1s t ,  .
Wednesday, December 22nd 
Thursday, December, 23rd .
Fridev, December 24th -  -1 * , ■ , . . . - , l ( i
Saturday, Decsmber 25th .
Monday, December 2 7th  
Tuesday, December 28th • - 
Wednesday, Decsmber 29th 
1 Thursday, December 3 0 t h . .
Friday, December. 3 1st 
Saturday, January 1st 
Monday, January 3hl
R q p b ,  d « h «  h—r  M  S jO  jp a fc - 'w l* '» « W S  U  « •  N w  X t * .  W W W




. . .  .  5.30 p .m . 
. . . .  5.30 p .m .,
.- .  .  .  5.30 p ,m . 
. . . .  9.00 p>m. 
. . . .  5,30 p.m .
. .  CLOSED A l t  D A Y  
. . .  CLOSED A U  D A Y, ■ * 1 ’ i '.*i . . . .  1
.  5 .30 p ,m . 
12 .0 0  nooni r • •' " '■
. . . .  5.30 pJiu 
. .  .  .  5.30 p jn . 
.  G O S ID  A U  D A Y  
.  O O S E D  A U  D A Y
m , »l i* m m
Ilk ' 4>j m m m
' i . ’
RETAIL MERCHANTS' BUREAU





to  greener fields
H. P. Hestltn, Prince George, and 
A. J . MacDonald, Nelson, were the 
recipienti ol well-wiihes and gifts 
at a dinner held recently by the 
local, sales staff of the Shell Oil
CAGE SIX THE KELOWNA COURIER
Company.
Ur. HestUn received a  silver en­
graved tray In recognition of his 
services in Prince George, and to 
mark his transfer to Vancouver. A 
silver cream and spgar set were 
given to Mr. MacDonald upon his 
resignation from the company to 
enter into a business of his own.
New citizens congratulated f m i n r i l  r o r o iu o c  t i l  C T O  High winds play havoc
v  .  ̂ W U I B I a l l  I  w l a w I v V a #  w t f v V f  High winds on Tuesday night
5 n r  ■ ■ , - »  » were blamed for a minor outbreak
How Hard Would Fire Hit You?
What would a fire do to your bank 
account The answer depends on your 
insuran t coverage. Is it in line with the 





C A N A D IA N  W H IS K Y
• f ■ ■ _ .
* lhU advertisement ts not published or displayed by the 
Liquor Control Board or by tha Goverament of British Columbia
IT’S GIGANTIC • C0L0$$At~STUPEND0U$
S K g S V
••HU««tW6BW*0lf
■'VSa’e S S ? '01*''
.*5
'cA-X'Pt
C A N A D A ’ S LA R G E S T  ICE SHOW
2 SHOWS SATURDAY, DEC. 18
MATINEE 2.30 p.m.............Children, 50<; Adults, $1.00
EV EN IN G  8.30 p.m.
Children (Rush) 50^ Reserved seats $1.50, $1.25, $1.00 
KELOWNA and DISTRICT MEMORIAL ARENA
bill from city solicitor
r v«HMvai au w u w u v u  wivu a  u a u ia g v  s u n  MUUU1CU agaillM
for depreciation of property when a power sub-station was
E. C. Weddell, Q C., submitted a bill for $3,000 for defending 
three actions against the city; $1,500 for agents’ fees, while sundries 
amounted to $39.34. ’
Three residents brought • action 
against the city; the B.C.. Power 
Commission and West Kootenay 
Power and Light Co. after a power 
sub-station was, erected on Richter 
Street and Francis Avenue. ; They 
laimed the structure depreciated 
property values, -while the trans­
mission humming noise Interfered
1th their sleep.
SETITLEMEjNT TERMS
The action was settled out of 
court for a total of $10,500. Under 
the settlement terms, Mr. and Mrs. 
V. Matick received $9,800 and Mr. 
and Mrs. C. R. Morrow, $5,800. City 
had to purchase an adjoining lot 
to the power station at a cost of 
$2,250. Action , of Mr. and Mrs. O. 
A. Perrault was dismissed '  with 
costs.
Under settlement terms, the two 
power companies agreed to pay the 
city $6,133. The city purchased the 
Matick house and this was later 
sold for $6,500. .
When the settlement was an­
nounced, Mayor J. J. Ladd said he
thought the net liability to the city 
would be between $4,000 and $5,000. 
Rather than have the matter drag­
ged through the supreme court and 
incur additional costs, council agreed 
to settle out of court, the mayor 
explained when terms were an­
nounced.
COUNCIL TABLES BILL
At Monday night's council meet­
ing, Mayor Ladd suggested that Mr. 
Weddell's bill be tabled for one 
week, pending further. s tu d y ,T h e  
city solicitor, in a covering letter, 
stated he would be glad to furnish 
details of the bill. Aid. Bob Knox 
said he would like to  see a  break­
down in figures.
Mr. WeddelP’s service on the dam­
age action started November 9, 1953, 
and concluded April 15, 1954.
The weather
Max. Mih. Rain
December 14.,.....„.....  43 35 .01
December 15.............  46 23
i  i    i t 
r  l  f r  i r t r  
.of chimney fires and the beaching 
of a CPR barge near Peachland.
Within thirty minutes, firemen 
were called out three times, involv­
ing’use of all five trucks and thir­
ty-nine men, to quell chimney fires, 
at 2264'Pendor, 396 Royal and 803 
Leon. Damage was negligible in 
all cases.
The b?rge was being towed by a 
t*Jjg captained by W. SpUler when 
the wind caused it to come adrift 
According to J. Bumstill, CPR 
agent waves were going, over the 
wheel-house at the time.
No damage was done and the 
barge was refloated without diffi­
culty the following morning.
DAMAGE ONLY SLIGHT
An overheated clulchplate result­
ed In the ferry “PendoxP being 
pulled out of service for repairs* 
early this week. Damage, however, 
according to public works engineer, 
Tom Hughes, was so slight that the ' 
boat was returned to service with­
in two hours.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1* 1954
k  m m  ml ro c s  *  
ELECTRIC 
‘A P P L I A N C E S '
RADIOS
MODERN 
APPLIANCES A  
ELECTRIC LTD.
Phone 2016
K E LO W N A  B U ILD ERS S U P P LY
LIMITED 
1054 EUis Street
for LUMBER -  BUILDING MATERIALS
t  McLeod River HardCOAL
w
Shaking hands with Mrs. F. H. Ficke, of Westbank, following 
a welcoming address at presentation of Canadian Citizenship papers 
Tuesday morning is Mrs. H. S. Harrison Smith (left). Looking on W  
is Michael Slavek, of Kelowna, who along with Mrs. Ficke received 
his papers. x
Ceremony was the second held in Kelowna this year. &}
Y O U R
? 1
WHEN YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT TO G IV E . . .  
GIVE THE IDEAL GIFT—THEATRE BOOK TICKETS
NOW SHOWING 
THUIL - FRI. at 7 and 9 pan. 
SAT. continuous from 1 p.m. 
Extra Cartoon for the Children 
at 1 p.m. and 3 o.m. Sat.
NOW.. .
THE W H O L E  W O R L D  
O F  A D V F N T U R E  
A B O V E  A N D  B E L O W  
I H E  S E A
I N
C i n e m a s c o p e
Co m i n g
MON. - TUES. - WED. next 
21st, 22nd, 23rd
F0 T0  NITE W INNER!!
On TUES NITE NEXT, the 
21s t . . .  the Paramount theatre 
will hand over to 
MRS. ISABELLA PEARSE 
of ■ 605 Francis Ave., in ex­
change for her photograph, a 
cheque for $385.00. Mrs. Isa 
bella Pcarse was at the theatre 
when her name was called.
MON. is Attendance Nile 
TUES. Is FOTO NITE 
•The Cash Awaqrd $100.00. 
Bb at the theatre Mqn. or Tnes. 
It could be your name to be 
called.••«...« v m g
M N O T
W A O N
m S S r i
am  m o t
R O U N D
imitras
CARTOON - LATEST NEWS
m m m m m  w u c is






GIFT ROOK TICKETS ,
buy
! store.
■ f.!;. m ;*,"
at tNRiP ffafyorilftAiiff
Little girl recovering 
from near 
at
A two-year-old child is recovering in Kelowna General .Hos- ^  
pital today after a near-drowning fatality ifi a slough at Glenmore. §» 
J _  Penny Lockhart, daughter of Sgt. and Mrs. F. J. Lockhart, was 
found by Percy McCallum and his 11-year-old son, Stephen, shortly $9 
after moon yesterday with her face down in the water at the edge gjtf 
of the slough.
The little girt had wandeted away The little girl is believed to have 
from the home around 11.30 a.m. and wandered away when someone left 
when Mrs. Lockhart’s mother, Mrs. the garden gate open. Young Steph- 
F. M. Lavell, noticed her missing, en McCallum heard her cry as he
and his father were searching for 
the tot. ,
According to Dr. Athans, the child 
spent- a Comfortable night. X-rays 
wijl be taken later today.
About a, week ago a teen-age 
youth went through the ice when 
he was skating on a Bankhead 
pond. After several futile attempts 
had been made to rescue him. Har­
old Long went out in a boat, 
smashed through the thin ice and 
rescued him.
McCallum and Const. Anderson RCMP have issued a warning to
liro#A Avo/lifo/l lititli eniflniv 4bn rfii»ln1 ofrv ah aahiIb ««m.
a
&
police were .notified. Meanwhile a 
search was undertaken, and Mr. 
McCallum, along wth Constable G. 
W. Anderson, “RCMP, applied arti­
ficial respiration until the arrival 
of Dr. George Athans and the am­
bulance.
“Ne ig h b o r s  w o n d e r f u l ”
“The neighbors were wonderful,’’ 
declared Mrs. Lavell. Mrs. Felix 
Sutton and Mrs. Johnny Gowans 
were among those who assisted. Mr.
were credited with saving the girls' 
life.
children pot to skate on ponds un­
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New  citizens receive papers
“I swear that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to Her 
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, her heirs and successors according to 
♦the law. I  will faithfully observe the laws of Canada and fulfill 
my duties as a Canadian citizen, so help me God.
“I hereby, renounce oil allegiance 
and fidelity to any foreign sovereign 
or state of whom or which t may 
at this time bo a subject or citi­
zen.”
, With these words three men and 
ono woman of Kelowna and district 
became Canadian citizens Tuesday 
morning under His Honor Judge J.
Ross Archibald In the court house.
They are: .
Gertrud Berta Ficke (Mrs. F.
H. Ficke), Westbank; Santo Truant,
Kelowna; Karl Anton Zienert, Kel­
owna; and Michael Slavek, Kelow­
na; ' ' - -
Mrs.. H. S. Harrison Smith of 
Kelowna, a lawyer who will be 
called to the' bar in January, gaVe 
o few Words of advice to the new 
ClUjiens,, expressing the welcome of 
fellow-Canadians and the hope that 
their .lives hero will bo happy ones.
“One often experiences shyness 
when commencing n new venture,” 
slto said. “Do not let this shyness 
keep you from exercising your 
rights as Canadian citizens."
&
Specfode apS Intrigue la Asia.
Sho reminded them that cttl 
ship in Canada brings both rights 
and dutles-pthe right to live one’s 
own life in one’s own way, while 
respecting the rights of others, and 
the duty to preservo those rights 
for oneself and others.
“FBr too often one hears Cana- , 
dlans say, *Wpy vote! My vote la 
only one of fnllllons. What’s the 
use?' No Canadian voter hos more > 
than one .vote," she reminded the 
new citizens. “Thus ell are equal, 
nad It is the votes of all Individuals 
which shape Canada’s future. It Is 
your duly to vote. .To 
rights one must exercise them."
. “Though English-speaking 
have had these rights for 




365 Days Of 
Carefree Motoring
M ore then 2 5  motoring benefits'In 
, one g ift,p a c k a g e — the Ideal;choice 
for th a t friend or relative who drives.’
A n  e e ty  gift * •, give —
|! weederfel (e reCelve, - ' i*
* 1
Give A
MfMNS ■ •» .• 'i,-' L
B.C Automobile
LAD IES ' READY-TO-W EAR 
D EPAR TM ENT
CASHMERE CARDIGANS —  by
“Jaeger” and “Peter Scott” of Eng­
land .'A  lovely gift, beautiful colors. 
Sizes 34 to 40 at 25.00
CASHMERE PULLOVERS —  “Im­
ported.” Beautiful colors.' Delight her 
with one of these .... 16.95 and 18.50 
HOUSE COATS-—in all wool English 
flannel, pretty plaids and plain colors. 
14 to 40. At 15.95 to 32.95
HOUSE COAT'S —  in heavy quality 
wash satin—roll collar, wrap ’round 
styles finished with sash, also zipper 
front styles. Sizes 14 to 42 at—
11.95 to 25.95 
PAJAMA SETS—4 piece sets-—Paja­
mas, top coat, slippers, in ai dainty 
quilted case. Prices 5.95, 8.95, 12.95 
NYLON GOWNS—Dainty gowns in 
heavy quality tri nylon with lace trim. 
Pale blue, pihk, turquoise, white. All 
sizes. Priced a t ............ 8.95 to 19.95
§  Gifts for the Home | f  
^ G ifts  fo r the C hildren! 
i  on the 1
GIFTS OF LINGERIE - -  Slips in 
nylon, tailored and fancy. .   ̂ lace trim.
Sizes 32 to 44 a t ............ 5.95 to 8.95
NYLON BRIEFS —  Lace trim and 
plain cuff styles. All sizes. Priced
a t .......... .......... ............... 1.75 to 3.95
GIFT SCARVES and squares in pure 
silk, floral patterns. .Priced at—
1.95 to 5.95
GIFT HAND BAGS-—Pin Seal, Mor­
occo, calf, snakeskin and plastic. New 
styles and colors at 4.95 to 32.50 
DAINTY EVENING BAGS —  Silk, 
velvet, metallic, taffeta, satin and
cordo. Priced a t .... .......3.50 to 7.95
ANGOLA BERETS—with matching 
gloves. Colors—blue, green, white, 
pink, yellow and turquoise. The set—
3.95 to 4.95
g SHOE D EP A R TM EN T
I  Women's Slippers
Styled by leading manufacturers.
PACKARD AND OXFORD MAKES
Packard Sherlings in wine colors 5.95 
Packard Bridge style. Patent .... 4.95 
Packard Comfort Slipper. a  q p  
Low heel .......  v a # D
OXFORD WEDGIES in »  q p
wine, black and b lu e .... .. T . / D
MOCCASIN STYLES in all colors. 
Leather and suede, fur cuff. Priced 
from .........I......;.....,......  1.95 to 4.95
|  FREE
I  GIFT BOXES
for Men and Boys by Packard
ROMEOS—Leather soles ........ 8.50
OPERA STYLE—Leather. Priced at
7.50 and 7.95 
OPERA STYLE, soft sole—  r  n r  
at ................... ...'......... ........ .
OPERA— Boys and Youths. Priced 
a t .......... ................... ......3.15 and 3.25
OXFORD SLIPPERS
Loafer Style,, soft sole .............   5.25
Opera Style, stilt so le ............... 4.50
Zipper Romtoif, soft sole .......... 6.25
CHILDREN’S SLIPPERS
Zipper styles .that wear and stay op the 
feet. Sizes 5 to 10, Priced from—
1.95 to 2.75




M EN 'S  DEPARTM ENT
Gifts for Dad, Brother, 
Son, etc?. '
MEN’S GIFT SHIRTS — by Arrow 
and Forsyth. Quality shirts in whites, 
plain color, neat stripe and checks. All 
the popular collar styles to choose 
from. Sizes 14 to 18. Priced at—
4.95, 5.95 to 8.50 
GIFT PYPAMAS by Forsyth, Arrow, 
Warrendale. Smart colors in stripes, 
plains, figured. Sizes “A” to “E”. 
Priced at 4.95, 5.95, 6.95, 8.95, 9.50
to 12^95
NYLON SHIRTS—White and colored
at ................................... ...............  9.95
DACRON SHIRTS—White only—
, 12.95
FLANELETTE PYJAMAS ^  All 
size?............. ........  ....... 4.95 to 6.95
GIFT SCARVES —  In authentic 
scotch plaids, silks, in foulards, pais­
leys, etc. ......... . 1.50 to 8.50
GIFT TIES —  New stock to choose 
from in plains, stripes, foulards, panel, 
paisleys, etc. Priced at—
1.50,2 .00,2 .50,3 .00 
GIFT SOCKS —  Imported English 
and the finest of Canadian makes . . .  
in all wool, nylon and wool, and spun 
nylon..Sizes 10 to 14. Priced at—  
100, 1.25,1.50,1.75,1.95 to 2.25
i GIFT GLOVES by Webb of England, 
r and the better Canadian makes. Com­
plete stocks in unlincd or warmly lined 
capcskin, pigskin, “Antello,” etc. Sizes 
7 ^ -to 11. Priced at—
3.50, 3.95, 4.50, 5.50 to 8.50
DRESSING GOWNS -  in authentic
fluids and smartly trimmed styles. ricc<} a t ................... 16.95 and 27.50
GIFT SWEATERS
Cardigans ................. 6.95 to 14.95
Pullovers ...................... . 7.95 to 16.50
Sleeveless .......... ......... . 5.95 to 7.95
OTHER GIFT SUGGESTIONS —
Handkerchiefs, Belts, Suspenders, 
Smoking Jackets, Sweaters,, Sports 
Shirts, Slacks, Hat, etc.
4* vA'
1 (i ll * / Ir r * l*
lost in , a gener t l ^ U i a ^ n v  w *
dian citizen will not aK^taa .hia ■ a p u . _ f .
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A  CLASS “A* KIWSPAfBS
PUBUSHED MONDAYS AND THURSDAYS
. . .  a t  1580 Water Strati, Kalowna.BLC, Canada. bar
T te  Kelowna Courier U n ited
' B. F. M liiM t N U htar.
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER PUBUSHED IN THE 
INTEREST OF THE CENTRAL OKANAGAN.
Bobscrf ptioo ftias: Kelowna <4X0 per year, Canada $3X0; UAA. and 
foreign S3JS0i Authorized i t  aecond class mail by the 
Post Office Department. Ottawa.
AVERAGE NET PAID ABC CIRCULATION THREE MONTHS ENDING SEPT.
The Kelowna Courier SECOND SEC TIO N T H E  K ELOW NA CO U RIER
v Q H y s over Hope 
roadside vegetable stand
Criticism over the operation of the roadstand vegetable stand at 
Hope, was expressed by H. H. Gallagher, of Ashcroft, at Tuesday 
afternoon’s convention of the B.C. Interior Vegetable Market Board.
ter a grated and washed potato, 
Pows ^  up In a clean sack,' aomething 
which he cannot usually buy from
THURSDAY, DECEM BER 16,1954
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A n  a tro c io u s  c a rto n
The British Columbia fruit industry has had 
the reputation across the country of being a bit 
ahead of its compatriots in other provinces. It 
has been looked up to as a leader in its field and 
we in tte  Okanagan have been pleased to bathe 
in the reflected glory of a good product well- 
packed and well-merchandised. . *
It is for this reason'that we were a bit disap­
pointed ,and disillusioned the other day when we 
happened to, see one of the new cartons which 
B.C. Tree Fruits is using. It is hideous and 
repulsive. If it has sales appeal, we are not nor­
mal customers.
We do not quarrel with the carton itself. It is 
the printing thereon which makes us a bit nau­
seated. “Mountain-grown” is tte  brand label and 
•’there is nothing too wrong about that except that 
it doesn’t mean a thing; a thousand orchards over 
this continent can claim the same thing. After 
all, what is a mountain?
We all do it
'  I couldn’t  help but feel a bit —
4,029 «ony the other day for the chap thorized the building of this road- 
, in , Victoria who was pinched for side stand?” asked Mr. Gallagher, 
“T * ”  getting out of his car on the driv- who noted that it cost the board 
er** tide. ,He was doing only what 
comes naturally. I  would imagine 
the act is a natural one for about 
99 out a t .every hundred drivers.
The police do not write the laws, 
of course, and one can’t  blame
The stand has been operating at a loss iu recent years, and the 
board sold it to a private individual over a year ago.
“Who and what department au-
But who ever saw a royal blue and blood 
red mountain? Or apple either, for that mat- themTbut rviTseen RCMP officers 
ter? They are the colors used on the carton and 51® 4?n?ny ,tlmes-
if they are conducive to apple sales the world is in a thousand times does a  police 
changing.
getter.ttey are horrid.
Each cote in itself is repulsive, to- Z
police get out the lefthand door— 
and aldermen, and mayors and
914,000. “I was definitely opposed 
to this building in the beginning. 
He added that some time later a 
fruit stand was built half a mile 
further on.
Calling for a halt in the con­
struction of such buildings, Mr. 
Gallagher said the Hope- Board of 
Trade was also opposed to the 
roadside stand as it hurts retailers 
in  the town. ,
ADVERTISE PRODUCE




Bernard Pow, of Vernon, was 
re-elected president of the B.C. 
Interior Vegetable , Growers’ As­
sociation Monday night Meeting 
was held on the eve of the" 19th 
annual convention of the B.C. In-
could plant accordingly.
Referring to potaoes. Mr. 
said that fahey pre-packaging does’
not encourage .quantity buying, . __ .
“Our best market today would ap- producer, he said. ■
pear to be the'local one, but re- Secretary-treasurer R. C. Iteeze 
tailers are not giving the buying urged growers not to tear , down 
public what it wants. Buyers pre* their maketing oganiiation.
Steps taken to organize 
Westbank improvement area
WESTBANK—A definite step forward in the organization of 
community affairs in the Westbank area was taken Wednesday of 
last week with the incorporation as an Improvement District, under 
the Water Act, of the Westbank Fire Protection District. ■ 
considerationUnder  for some 
time, a canvass of property-owners 
showed the 'majority, in favor of, 
such district, and the first general 
meeting of voters in the newly- 
formed area was held in the 
Memorial Hall last Wednesday. El­
ected to hold office for the terms 
indicated were: Paul Brown, chief 
of the local volunteer fire brigade, 
J. H. Blackey, and M. 
eaclMwo years. P. 1C
Sear, 
ey, <
Further, wc^defy even the artist to find moun- Pf ker and Nelson M. Reece, each
tains in the doodling which IS supposed—WO too. AM  . every Other Tom, Dick 80 88 to advertise, interior m ats  """
imagine—to represent a mountain range. The 
repulsive blood red apple even looks tired and 
ashamed of itself. Instead of shouting “BUY 
ME” it is cringing and .muttering “Where can I 
hide?” • .
ai\d Barry ■ one • sees drawing into and vegetables ata__polnt whery 
th» curb .and leaving his car. ‘ ‘ “ ~ “
which opened here Tuesday.
ing. • |  . The Westbank Volunteer Fire Bri-
Other executive has a£ ually in existence
Ryjuin; Kamloops, representing the f05. T*0?? t t f*nu ^ uL J ears,i if iur™f Ashcroft-Lillooct-Kbmloops d i s t -  ^Wch time it has been called out 
rict; Y. Terada, Kelowna, repre- “  times Fortunately none of th ^ e  
senting Kelowna-Westbank area; H. haPP?,ne<} to be serious-ow- 
Schlage, Osoyoos, representing Ol- ing probably, Impart, to the exist- 
iver-Osoyoos, Keremeos - Cawston; ence of the fire,brigade, which was 
and W. A. Johnston. Quesnel, rep- ertabtitiied and has-been maintain-
attractive packages but surely scant consideration thi v?. i u»e would l £ & ^ S B & S n$ ' V  £
waa given thi. carton. Cartons can cany edec S L f & S '  " * * * «  - - .................-
others,;isn’t  tuned to  reality.
rp m  "■ __• ■
Bill Warwick, too?
. Wha^s happened to the athletes? 
B.C. Tree Fruits have had in the past some Two recent news items combined
have made me wonder whether or
-  __ __  there was heavy traffic. One rea-
Secms to-me'this Taw, like many «>n for the failure, he said, Was
that other roadside stands, partic­
ularly in the 'Osoyoos area, were 
buying direct from the grower,.
“If the Hope stand had the same 
opportunity of getting produce di­
rect from the grower, instead of 
having to go through regular mar-
. . v. j  „ t. physical courage:
tive sales messages but this one does exactly the in Australia one of that country’s
opposite. We are disappointed and disillusioned tenntir stars burst into tears when 
. r %T _  :  J, .  ... he left the court because he had
m Tree Fruits understanding of the primary been defeated by an American
player.purpose of advertising—even on cartons.
W o r k in g  o u t  w e ll
In Toronto a Montreal 
players, was - in tears because he 
made a poor pass. So . hurt did hei 
feel- that a  fund was actually rals-
edv in’ Montreal to "cheer up” this board secretary, replied that 
player wM  had le ft in deep dejec- saving would be very slight, 
tion for bis home across the bor­
der. '■
W|iat’s : the matter with thesePremjer Bennett in effect congratulated the a testimony to the basic sobriety of British Colum , t
people of B.C when he expressed satisfaction bia and proof that even in this western outpost j^ j^ n d ^ a r ' tiie^ iin^and^r- 
with tte  way. the new liquor act was working out the graces of social , living could be observed rQws_of thEir_ misfortunes? if this 
An abstainer himself, his observations carry that equally well as they are in older lands.
much more weight in this connection, since he 
would not be prone to gloss over any undesirable 
tendencies. In point of fact of course the public 
has behaved with commendable restraint.
Once having declared its preference for a new 
system to broaden tte  base of liquor sale and 
consumption and thus dilute the evils of the old
keeps up there’ll come tije day 
when Bill Warwick breaks right
idea behind the scheme was sound.
. Turning tb another subject, H. 
Turnbull, of Lillooet, asked if del­
egates decided to  do away with 
tiie marketing agency, and sold 
produce through B.C. Tree Fruits, 
would that not be a saving.
To this question, Ted Poole,
the 
He
pointed out there is a great deal 
of other work the agency handles. 
“The only change would be .for 
Tree Fruits to handle all the de­
tail work, inspections, collections, 
etc., etc., and quite frankly I don’t 
think they would.
Arm-Vernon-Oyama iarea. operative public.
In his annual report, Mr. Pow The new corporate status will 
said he did not believe that at provide a more equitable basis of 
today’s , produce prices, coupled meeting requirements and at the 
with working under a quota sys- sam® tlrne enable the , trustees, to 
tem, growers can economically ini- Plai» ahea<* wlt^ more certainty 
prove quality of produce. than could otherwise have been pos*
“ . . . It appears we should find
some way of getting our vegetables A new fire alarm in the form of 
to the consumer by a cheaper an ARP siren was purchased rec- 
method than catering to the chain- ently, this siren being , equipped 
store method of merchandising, with a five h.hp„ 3,600 rpm motor 
whereby consumers ’are encourag- and control switch, and is consid- 
ed to buy in small quantities be- ered an admirable set-up by elec- 
cause the profits are greater to the trical inspectors. The chemical 
retailer,” he declared. truck, ready at all times for
Mr. Pow also thought that the emergency calls, is ready to tender 
price of canning tomatoes should helP whenever and wherever in 
be set early so that the grower district a fire breaks out.
Talk of the Town! 
HALL & HANKEY’S
S A N T A S !




These were a sell-out last year, 
HANG A GINGERBREAD 
SANTA ON THE TREE tor 
EACH KIDDIE. They love 
them!
2 for 15c




It remains only for the public to continue tte  down and cries on Kelqwna ice. 
pattern of moderation, and for the liquor board 
to keep a sharp eye out for infractions on the part 
of licence holders. There never was any doubt 
that British Columbians could comport them­
selves respectably, but it is nice to have proof of 
this made so clear. Minor irritations there are
system, the public has taken the new forms of bound to be, both with respect to consumption 
outlet in its stride. The prophets of disaster have and administration, but on the whole, the new 
been confounded by innate good sense of the system is, as the premier notes, working out well, 
people. It is a pleasure to be able to say this, Let’.us keep it that v ây.
COM PLETE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
" O n e - e y e d  m o n s te r s "
(From The Vernon hiM l) • . ;
The Chilliwack Progress, in its current issue, 
asks this question: “Whatever happened to the 
old-time'headlight tests police used to make in 
the road checkfe?”
That’s a good question.
“There are more one-eyed monsters on the 
road now than at any time in history. There are 
■ cars with practically no lights, cars with lights 
pointing up into the sky, cars with blinding lights. 
In a good many cases, it’s obvious the drivers of 
these vehicles don’t know what a menace they
' *. T9• atc*
We don’t know the situation in the Fraser
r-
By G. E. MORTIMORE
The human nose is the nearest 
thing to a time machine that has 
yet been , devised.
Lqt me smell a whiff of steam, 
and I am transported back over the 
years to  a creamery where I was 
employed for a while as a youth.
* Once again in the mind’s eye (or 
shipuld I say the, mind’s -Mse) I> am 
at wdrk'^pfently leayit^ pjecies; of. 
^ " L ” in the churn - to be
r <*(
M cGILL &  W ILLITS LT D .
Your Rexall Drug Store
Phones: Detivery Orders—2019; Office and Gifts—2091
.4R •TlfP*
many drivers seem to operate on the princifde that i ^ d d ^ q ) r o u ^ ^ l .o ^ p o u n d s  of 
they are unlikely to get caught, for'assuredly the bimer, and turning a jet of steam
situation is bad in the Okanagan, too. A drive on. my own leg.• The-m ere 'sm ell'pf steam gives 
Of any distance on the m ain, highways will reveal me the whbie feeling of my life 
♦u- "> as it was then.-That is.Why I say
tite tru th  of the Progress statements. • the nose, is a- time machine. At
Or  a recent trip home from Kelowna at dusk, ^ aSt* \ K8? 4,3?ea.k..for, , , ,  , ,, . . . „ yours. It is an established fact that
no-less than three of these one-eyed monsters some people remember sounds
were encountered, most of them of a vintage that o“ d oMhose^wM ro-
should long ago have consigned them to the scrap member smells, 
heap. For us human bird-dogs (or ken-
■ nel-dogs, take your choice) Holly-
If the only solution is more road checks by wood conceived the idea of films
the police and an even sterner crackdown, by all ^  r earC°Ac1:o^iig“ to^hiffs8 of 
means the authorities should detail sufficient of- rumor that reach us from time to 
fleers and vehicles. The dangerous winter driv- S ;  so whyr̂ n “t5"smMies”Uto 
Valley, - but certainly throughout the Okanagan ing scene is almost with us and hazards of snow E«jeraî  technkal dlfflcul.
the police have been very active in repent weeks and ic9 are quiteenough without hot rodders and ties, ofcouree. to bringCus in quick 
on conducting tests. Despite these efforts, too jalopies to contend with. flei^^cattfecorrav^^^ke^nd
. the heroine’s garden will challenge 
: ’ the. ability, of the smell-effects man.
.. . Double features will be tricky,
to a  Suppose the action of the first 
movie takes place in the sewers of 
• Paris, and the second in the pineS o  m u ch  a t  s ta k e
*
countless other items runs into many millions of woods. Won’t this olefactory mish-
. „ i. • f • „ , .  .. jnash give the movie-smeller -indl-dollars. It is fair to say that at least another gestlon of the nose?
100,000 citizens earn their living from  industries The best remedy would be an 
which supply the railways with their needs. cane strength—and if a few of ihe
Such being the case, Chief Justice Sloan’s f f 0̂ leX ,f1vente?CS d
assertion in his judgment in the recent rail labor' strained into spaghetti, it would be 
dispute that “the railways are by reason of the wc,1n1 r ^ - r o e n e ^ r t e n  will ex- 
_ transportation, provide direct employment for shackling effect of a national policy, in .much the pect to smell tobacco, shaving lo-
Rcarly 20,000 citizens. Assuming the average samb position as a man facing formidable and {i°n8meif S f f e . ’wSurthey*®  
.size of the railroad employees’ famiUcs , b  powerful antagonist with one hand tied behind
Tour, it follows that roughly one million Cana- his back, constitutes a warning of a situation gaH.mdaka for the smeilies? 
idians, or tine out of every fifteen/ is dependent which vitally concerns hundreds of thousands of
to , the door with a package under
Most people are prone to regard the rail-1 
.ways’ job as that of providing needed transpor­
tation. This is true, but it is by no means the 
^ only important role the railways play in the 
Canadian economy.
Canadian railways, apart -from providing
V ^ s . ’
B e a u tifu l
Refeeshiag as the rolling reaches 
of Kentucky meadows. . .  and the 
spring breeze wafting 
over th em . . .  the 
fresh, sweet tang of 




linury So*(i Salt»— 
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t n n
Nimantfll*•(111
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FOR A SOFT CASUAl CURL NIKDS NO N tm A U m / / /
upon the railways for a Uvclihood. citizens whose jobs aw at stake.
% Thb railways themselves are among the larg- Chief Justice Sloan has proposed a sensible Hero'uro your
*cst consumers to be found in GfoidL Every nnd neccssary remedy for the fiiiancial plight of channel Pour smells for this week, 
•year their purchases ol supplies, Including rail the railways. It is the government’s urgent 'th c ^ o t ' ^^h^^lcture
, equipment, rolling stock, linen, foodstuffs and responsibility to implement his proposals. tube will do the rest.”
“ , r  r  "fto, thank you. I get all my
■ ■■ .■ ■ ■■■ ■' .......... - ■■■;  ■ • ... . eniellB delivered by the Chunnel
r ' .... ' " 1 ' V Five m an.npw .,I don’t  tike your
. .  i ,  , .  deddorant' commercial. And those
W i t h  a x e  in h a n d
, • ■ j • * Murder Mystclry.’ ' Who . handles
Nobody likes to bo out pt work. Uncmploy- Utc middle of that year or at the end of it. If your program selection? Confidcn-
cnent is a hardship for the Individual and a hard- jbo wero required to guarantee a full year’s in- tiaUy* it. stinks,”
‘ship for tte  community and labor unions are pome to every man ho employed, he would have v , 
certainly doing their duty for their members in to be very cdutious In his hiring. Ho simply 
attempting to cut down tho possibility of layoffs. couldn’t afford to jjimblc. ,
However, the method ot relieving the hardships > ^  right at'the beginning, he woutd .employ 
of unemhloythent suggested by tho United Auto fc^ cr if ffic guaranteed annual wage were 
Workers mi^ht well be questioned. In advocat- the standard practic« throughout Industry (and . n
ing thc guarantcetl annual wago they are atteinpt- |o ite( workers got it. aU would have tho right to \ .
ing to make the employer respoosiblo for piovid- it) then all Industry would be forced Into
tifUng a hill 52-wpeks work tte  every Worker, re- ^  OVcr-cautious attitude, which would bavo tte  
gaidkss of obonoude conditions. Tiffs b  sonic- ^  Actually causing Adverse economic condi- 
thing like asklog doctors to guarahtcc that no- tioiu thrOughout the country. 
bodyw tilgrtikL  ...........
RUSTCRAFT GREETING CARDS
Are different . . . so much quality for so little cost; 
Boxed assortment or. single cards.
S B E  T H IS  1 6 -P IE C E
G I F T  C A M E R A
SP1
\ .
M'l 'i ; . ......1, t ,, . 111*0̂1
Packaged In an. ailracflve, gtit box, |Hlt 
Oulflt contain* «v«rythlng naedad for snojs- 
shooting Indoob or out. In oddllion to tiin eamaro, you gat a 
Fltehotete wlth. two boltar|Ss, Fbthguate^t^.fiokh bulbs, 
two tolls of Kodak Vnrichipmn Rlip, end tha t^Mrti <’Steif>4
shots v^thybte.BtownleHawkayOComara; ’’Agrwd 
gotihxi lor. Snopshootars of oil ogos.,,
■.. ■I.*jw 'r......i*w
V lUlltl//'• â anawai*
. Cvttow-msd* (of 
Onf MfV' B |,7B  luan ^1
T A M w m m st
Th, n*w, InvUIbl* Z f i /  
half droulnal " 7 “
4|-75 J KS-j ludn ,
j *y.\ V&*im(nov((i (or any . Howfiimnai*
7)
ELECTRIC SHAVERS
Remington • Sunbeam - Ronson and Sch|ck Electric Shavers
K I N G S  M E N
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1 ib. tin ...49c





37cExtra Large. 13 oz; tin ...
Medium, OO
13 oz. tin   wwC
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8 oz. pkg. . . 3 2 C
Y C v  • ,W.»AuCfcv'








m i x e d  n u t s
’ No Peanuts.
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! B ritis h  B is c u its  I
★ COCKTAIL SNACKS 75c
★ EMPIRE STADIUM 85c
★ CHOCOLATE B I S C U I T S S S ; 2.45
m
★ ROSES DRUM * .p̂ ra!.re...... 1.89
i;; ★ LAD Y F I N G E R S ;^ , ,  49c
T O M A T O  JU IC E
Fancy Quality ■ •
49,01. tin .  . Y  , r .  .  .  .  .  35C
CAM PBELL'S , ■ > f ,
^  /  C O N SO M M E S O M ' ' .
• 1 , * - i  v '- j . . ” i ;  : .  Vi , a  j/ i f t f f i W  v.
An appetizing prelude to yourChristmas dlrtn?r5
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Only food the the .highest quality can qualify for the most important meat of the whole yeaf-
-■.j • Chrismas Dinner. You'll make this Christmas the mer’rjest !ever if you serve foods from Super-
Valu at your festive table. At Super-Valu you'll find a complete selection of all traditional festive 
. i . • foods from appetizing entrees to delectable desserts-every one tested and unconditionally
guaranteed for truly fine flavor.
Creams and Jellies, l U P
 ̂ Full, 14 oz, b a g ........................................i J v V
Kelowna's fastest
m b  ■ ■  m m  h - h  n ■ - ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  ■ ■ ■  «  ■ ■ n  m  selling chocolates,
1 lb. box .  .  .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  -  Mrs. Willman's, finest quality,
“ Full 3 Hb. cake .  . . .  . . . . . .  _ —  -  _■
, ■“  ■ ” ■ —  "  ” •  “ •  '<<
m :
"O ven Ready" I
"!■ < <’ji .■ IR31i,.,
CHRISTMAS DINNER BECOMES A WONDERFUL FEAST WITH 
V OF OUR OVEN-READY, PLUMP, FLAVORFUL ANp
:v » hi -.
' ' supiermYa l iJ q v e n -i
w tm m m m m m m  treat to prepare. You si
favorite dressing and pop Jn_
compared in price with a ‘‘New■York” dressed bird (with the feathers oil only)T 
m m u a m a  When you buy Super-Valu oven ready Turkeys you arc jnpt,pacing , for a lot of 
• waste parts. Each bird is scientifically cleaned. No waste portions remain which 
iMiiiMWiKMm may injure the meat’s fresh flavor. Large leg tendops are removed for easier
carving; See and order an ‘‘oVcn ready” Grade ,rA” Turkey from Super-Valu today.
a s f e M g p I f  .......................... :
i  ★ SAUSAGE M i p ;
■ »  ^DCCK: CTCAg/C Delicatcd, tender and juicy, " z / j .
 ̂ K  3lCMi\3 Gradc“ A” Bcd Brand ..,.... ........ ...... lb. OVC
J selection.of oven-ready Poultry %  ^P O R K  RIBLlETS t3ra|n-fcd pork ............. ........ 19c
* pirns, Ducks, iu###’ Roasfilng Chicken B  i^LOlM PORK CHOPS orain-r<|d...... ............ 'ib. 59(5
I  ★ FRESH HEAD CHEESE s iire d o r^ ....: ....... ,b 3 9 c
..* 1
, ' i t . , > > . ■■
, ■ ■ i ■ 11 . . . • 1 . ■.!. ■ ■ i' 1 I '-j*. ■ 1 '' i ■" ■ .■ 1 ■ ,
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FR U IT C A K E 
M IX
It’s not too late to bake your 
Christmas cake. It you use 
this ready mix.
.pk“ : ...... ........69c
M cC o r m ic k ’s
SHORTBREAD




A delicious beginner 
for your festive 
A dinner. .
“  “A 41c









C a n n e d  F ru its  a n d  V e g e ta b le s
SLICED PEACHES Libby’s, Fancy Quality, 28 oz. tin .. 42c
PEACHES Libby’s Halves,- Fahey Quality.,28 oz. tin ........  42c
.BARTLETT PEARS^t**, Fancy, 28.01. tm...................43c
SLICED PINEAPPLE , Libby’s, Hawaiian, £0 oz. tin ... 33c
APRICOTS Berryland Choice, 15 oz. tin ;.A................a... 2 for 39c
ASPARAGUS TIPS Nabob, Fancy, 12 oz. tin ...... 41c
CUT GREEN BEANS Nabob, Fancy, 15 oz. tin.-. 2 for 35c
PEAS NabobFancy, Size 2, 15 oz. tin.. 25c 
DC AC Green Giant* fancy* O  AA.





TOM  and JERRY
BATTER
• ' Alt flavors'.
M IX 6 pkgs. 49c
16 oz.
jar .... 73 c
F r u it  Ju ic e  a n d  M ix e r s
LEMON JUICE Sunkist. 6 oz tins 2 Tor 27C
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE Nabob, Unsweetened, 48 oz.' ti » .... 29c
PINEAPPLE JUICE M a  s, 20 oa t in s ..........  2f„r 31C
COCKTAIL M IX Harry Home’s, 16 oz. bo ttle .................... 89c
FRUIT PUNCH Nabob, Assorted Flavors, 16 oz. bottle .. 35c
LIME CORDIAL Grantham’s, 26 oz. bottle ..........  59c
GINGER ALE / Canada Dry, plus deposit, quart bottle .. 35c
TOM  COLLINS M IX Canada Dry, plus deposit, q u art...... 35c
COCA COLA Carton of 6, plus deposit-.................. . 42c
SEVEN UP Carton of 6, plus deposit    .... 42 c
Tqble Figs and Raisins
t.
t i
N u t s
AFTER DINNER MINTS n oz * , ................  39c *
MIXED SALTED NUTS No pcainuts, 16 oz. pkg. . 99c
SALTED CASHEWS Faultless, 8 oz. pkg.  .........  ...... 49C :*
CHOCOLATES Cherries, Donna Lee, 12 oz. b o x ....... 98c
P ic k le s  -  O liv e s
SWEET ONIONS McLaren’s, 6 oz. jar .......  27c
SWEET MIXED PICKLES s w * . . * - . *  41c il
PIMENTO OLIVES Gattuso; 16 oz. jar 87c
QUEEN OLIVES Gattuso, 16 oz. j a r .............. .........  .......59c
Fre s h  F r o z e n  Fo o d s
STRAWBERRIES Fraservale ,16 oz. pkg. .... *.....  ................ 43c y
PEAS Frozo, 12 oz. pkg.;: .. .V............... ...... .................5 for 95c
white figs ?rf™aorT‘«,49c- CUT GREEN BEANS Fraservale, 10 oz. pkg. .. 27c |
BLACK FIGS and tender . f t 4 9 c  MIXED VEGETABLIS ocinor, .....2 *. 43c
r a is i n s 39c
w-:
Prices effective 
F ri., S et., M on ., 
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a s * ® '
at the lowest 
price in years. 
Large size .  -  . 6  f ° r  4 9
MANDARIN ORANGES Fresh from Japan .  . 
BRUSSELS SPROUTS large, firm heads .  .  .
Large solid, firm heads .  .  .  .  .
GREEN CELERY Fresh, crisp stalks .  . . .  .   ̂ .  .  -  .  .  f  .  .  -
A ■ ' 1 ■. ■ . ■ , . 1 ' . ■' " 1 : ■
FANCY TABLE DATES Try them candied for Christmas, 16  o z. pkg.
:V \
■■■•.I
,. ,. „, »•- ■ ■ -ai r’ .vV iff* t- M t i 1 , *>''1 * 1 *• a
A •. , A i
OWNED AND  OPERATED BY 
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First cathode ray tube was de­
vised aqd built in 1897.
About 123,000,000 uteres of forested* 
land n Alaska is managed arid, da- 
ministered by the UJS. land manage-
Sweden and Britain are the only ment bureau.
m intries in Europe which still have -------------------------
traffic keeping to the le f t m  COURIER CLASSIFIEDS
As required by the Income Tax Act, this will advise our 
customers as referred to in the said Act, that in accordance 
with the t$rms and conditions, and within the times and 
limitations contained in the said Act, it is our intention to 
'pay a rebate in proportion to the 1955 patronage out of the 
revenues of the 1955 taxation year, or out of such other 
funds as may be permitted by the said Act, and we hereby 
hold out the prospect of the payment of a patronage rebate 
to yon accordingly.
GROWERS SUPPLY COM PANY 
LIMITED
1332 Ellis Street Kelowna, B.C.
shutout as Packers 
take 2-0 defeat
SPO RTS D IGEST
By RON WILLS
Ski trails
(Special to The Courier)
Now that the tow house has been 
completed and their is some evi­
dence of snow up at the Ski Bowl,
. I t  was disappointing to see such a small crowd taking in Kcl- getting0tyour 
owna and District Minor. Hockey Association’s “Minor Hockey Club. The ground is well frozen 
Preview Night” in Memorial Arena Saturday. and if there should happen to be a
There arc many who continually cry “what arc we supporting X ^ m i^ e v S  bTskhS I S t s ^  
senior hockey in Kelowna for? Why don’t we bring in junior hoc- day. while this is still the skier’s 
key?” dream, reality is not too far away,
But when the time comes to support the minor puck body &  fXdJ°t£ g T w f f th e  can g*cS 
what happens? Only a few trek to the arena to view the younger out
set exhibiting its talent. " There are several privileges to
Those complaining about lack.of support for minor hockey can A  2 1 £ u* .
k I M I . I O
T H E M IR A C L E  
L U S T R E  E N A M E L
PEN ^CTO N —Kelowna Packer lived up to all advance no- usually be found turning out to the majority of senior encounters, S ' S h e n  X v'iust'h iS  m 
tices here Tuesday night, and played the sensational hockey befitting seldom really aiding in the promotion of minor puck chasing, much* as non-members. For begin- 
a team on a winning streak. But there was only one team on the \ I J L  ,  f  l l  ners, there will be free instruction
ice—-the Penticton V’s; and just to prove it, they presented goalie L V IK lllU rS T S  TOlU given by one of the senior mcm-
Ivan McLelland with his first shut-out of the season, a 2-0 decision ■ bers and‘there is free admission to
that had the slightly over 2,000 fans on the edges of their seats all Canada’s representative squad at the world hockey tournament Since the Kci-
evening. It was a real hockey game. \  in Sweden last spring, East York Lyndhursts, has chosen to retire Canadian A m atiS rsK toktation
The Packers have nothing to be ashamed of for losing this from the Ontario Hockey Association senior “B” group. any member, who wishes to do so, is
one, as the. V s, smarting from four games of very mediocre puck- Seems Harry Crowder, the club’s sponsor, decided to toss his uoSlr1- enter C,A-S*A- comPcd- 
chasing in which the best they could muster was a single tie, played sponsorship to the winds after watching Lyndhursts absorb a 12-2 u T. n t
like champions. The Kelowna team was terrific— but the V’s were drubbing recently. I t was their fourteenth disappointment in. as Ido, that befongtnjfto t h e s k i d b  
inspired. They should have won by at least three more goals, as many starts this season . . . and we thought the Packers were gives you. it is that feeling of be- 
Lalonde, despite turning in a commendable perforinance, was clear- doing poorly a while back . . . Crowder should have burned his Jpg “one” with the other skiers, of 
•^ly* beaten on Several occasions. franchise after his team lost 7-2 to Moscow Dynamos in the cham- < ^ ? ® p‘irlner in thi? Kin* °f
Packers, on the other hand, never — — —-------------------------------  pionship encounter for the world hockey title in Stockholm last a^L u;h moiXat^nm®11̂
SOOd “ “ “ *  *° ,COre !“ ? *<"■»• — h » a c h  Phil Herges- winter. .
Word has it the Russians are conditioning no less than 10 in,„the conversations as the group 
----- - - — - ------ - relaxes around the fireplace. With­
out realizing it, you suddenly bc-
aip night heimer netting Elks’ fifth. Most
The game was rugged but fairly successful for Vernon were Sher- ‘ 
clean, with the exception of a few man Blair and Brian Roche with a teams in various parts of Siberia and the Urals for the 1955 chara- 
mix-ups here and there, usually in- goai and an assist each, o ther pionship bout with Penticton V’s in West Germany next March.
volving Packers new defenceman singletons went to Don McLeod and .
? chj iV  Referee Neils°f1 aaly had Odie Lawe. This was the fourth D s p l / A f C  n C A U A  n A t o n t
to dish out seven scattered penal^tim e in KaJloops. this season that raCKGlS piOYG uOTBIlT
ties, four to the visitors, three to a single goal has separated the' two " ’
coming one of the “gang." Cost of 
membership is low.
Get in touch with Lance Tanner 
at 6458, or Dick Stewart at 2202,
the hosts. clubs at the’finish.
The most sensational play of the cttstotarv 
evening was that leading up to Pen- UUA“ 1'
Packers’ last four straight victories have been indirectly the an-d- JCServc ..your membershlP now-
BASKETBALL
TOM ORROW  




' t s .
★ Kelow na B-A Oilersl
Good Preliminary at 
7.30 pan.





result of the increased interest among crowds at home games recent-. IP ■■■■
ticton’s second goal, w'hich o c c u r - J ? u,ke ly. The “Wrap ’em up, Packers” slogan made it impossible for 
rA r ot» i “ w ^ , r d‘L ' r„ar .  the local boys to fail,
to . u d  an electrifying n » h  down 12  23- *•»>“ «  Between periods, coach Alex Shibicky could be heard pleading |
the ice ensued, with coach Grant r S J h *  _______ „ „  we’ve got a good crowd with us tonight. They re right behind us.
Warwick stickhandling „  only he We just have to  win.” |
sqna<LhrDick took toe^as^ioTeet 5’ Vernon> Roche (Blair- stecyk) A large number of Kelowna fans made the jaunt to Kamloops .  
o S  front oLLalonde^and\et fly k s t SaturdaY for Packers’ meeting with Elks’ And 1
from close in. the puck shooting ^  ' ' ' '  “  ‘ ‘ ‘ ...............................
past the latter’s right ankle as th i ’ Penalty:
^ S w s f S  goal was notch- (J^ g  ^ ^ k a r n C s " '  Steter 
ed by McIntyre .half way through g ^ i t o S ’7 00 Penalty- Lowl 
the opening period. McAvoy let ^  gni<w J Fenalty* Lowe’ 






Several complaints have been filed against the standard of hoc- ■ 
key and basketball refereeing in the valley. ■
Letters to the sports editor of the Kamloops Sentinel last week |  
stated “refereeing’has always been a sore spot in the OSAHL and 
particularly in Kamloops, which always seems to get the dirty end I  
of the deal.” ' ■
point, the puck was deflected by 
Tarala, and McIntyre picked it up 
at the open side of the goal to bang 
it in with no great difficulty.
SUMMARY
First period—1, Penticton, McIn­
tyre (Tarala, McAvoy) 9.56. Penal­
ties: Berry, Hanson, Schai. Shots: c n a r n e  i  Scribes contributing to the sports section of the mainline city
“ S  w X ^ T p e n tic to n . D. » P « e *  paper claim many fans are “taking their hockey via the radio or |
Warwick (G. Warwick) 16.33. Pen- ■ w  '  findmg some other amusement because of the situation supposedly
alties: McAvoy, Wall, MacDonald, Nut-ettes topped the Gay Way’s caused by biased refereeing. . |
g h a k  Shots: Kelowna 7, fentic- J *  . M t o t t o  feel “Kamloops fans would be quite justified in |
Third period-No scoring. No 2-39<> f°r high game and high three throwing Bill Neilson, or Arnold Smith out of the arena, and that ■






Elks win first 
game in last 
starts
respectively.
G. Perron, of Sports, picked up 
ladies’ honors with 337 high game 
aiid 767 high three.
LADIES’ LEAGUE 
Five Pin
ZERO’S) (3)—M. Andrusko 348, E 
Jenkins 465, T. Johnson 538, N.
H A N P  POW ER TOOLS
from l9.9$-tO'104.50 
“Skil” 7—
Sanders —  Drills
“Thor”
Saws
goes for Blair Peters, too.
Insofar as we are concerned, a referee has an unhappy lot. He 
can’t please everyone. It’s so easy to complain, but to offer con- |  
structive criticism is another thing. On the whole the boys have -  
been doing a fairly good job this year. If they clamp down at the I  
start of the game, there’s seldom trouble, among the players. f
Penticton Cranna’s Omegas weren’t content with the officiating *
Rathbone 268, M. Faveli 693. 786̂  of their basketball encounter with Kelowna B.A. Oilers Friday I
773* 663~ a’222- night in which locals won 78-59 in high school gym. _
'A sports article carried by the Penticton Herald Monday stated I  
M. McIntyre 383, m . Bejiveau 3w! “proper officiating both from the referees and the' scorekepers was ■
KAMLOOPS -  Kamloops Elks 70f>. 652, 816-2,177. said to be almost non-existent.” ■
threw off the lethargy that has af- ARABS (2)—R. Osberg 350, A. “Many unusual incidents occurred during the game, with the ■ 
fected their play in the last five Fuller 243, B. Newsom 326, A. Fer- most amazing happening after the game was over,” the Story con- * 
games and came up with a stout- g^on  479, K. Braden 615. 687, 797, t jnuec| j n  same paragraph it went on to say “The Penticton I
dians here Tuesday night. JUG HEADS .(2). — l . Marsden Payers spoke to the referee violently and received six technicals
Hero of a- tremendously fast and 517, B. Marty 332, M. Hamilton 442, for their efforts. At one time Penticton scored a basket and Kel- I
vigorous game was Boomer R o d z i n -  K. Douiliar 459, m . Prior 456. 649, owna received two points. Another time a Penticton player had .
yak in the Kamicops net.  ̂Rodzin- 737.^0-2,206. ^  « «  his legs kicked out from underneath him by Frank Fritz with no ■
yak successfully dealt with 44 of SPORTS (D—Gerda Perron, 556, f_ , .1______ 0
the 48 shots hurled at him. Gordon M. Calvert 17 ,̂ Mrs. Perron 280, foul being called . . .  AU this happened after the game? |
at the Other end.had a less happy G- Perron 767, Mrs; Gelbom 247, T hat IS sad. Kamloops Elks fans are SO fed up With seeing
time, for the Elks chalked up only F. Redstone 108. 611, 854; 692—2,157. the Elks take the dirty deal that they just can’t stomach it any (| Decorative Etched Desicns
27 shots on goal. _ ; ^ _N O T-J^ira (3)—M. jMathie 388, more>» And Penticton cagers are getting discouragd because they ■ Best Oualitv
Bench Power Tools
from 57.50 to 319.00
. “ DeWalt — “Beaver” 
“Craftmaster”
G .E . Electric Motors 
Power Tool Benches
A  LAR G E SELECTION O F H A N D  TOOLS
Many attractively Christmas Gift Boxed
icxictctcscicte îc îeisicniettisicistetstetticteictcicaEisapjtetsicicicictticicicictc
FOR THE H OM E
Polished Plate
MIRRORS
S U u t& u S S U
' AMHBRSTDURO, ONT. • VANCOUVBR. B.C.
This odvortisement is hot published or disployed by the liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
The game featured some bruising M. Evans 691  ̂F. Bouchard 405, P. rece:veti s;x technicals fo r^heir naif in sneakino “vinlentlv” tn the I  checks and boisterous exchanges but Schmidt 322, .-A. Kitchner 584. 744, roceived six technicals for their part m  speaking violently to the I
nexer got out of hand and Blair 789, 857—2,390. , referee after the game. Better times are inevitable, fellows. _
Peters found it necessary to call Sunshine Service last Wednesday JOTS AND DOTS . . . Was talking to Kelowna Curling Club ■ 
only four minor penalties, though night captured top hohors in the president Kris Kristjanson the other day. He says curling is “really ■ 
he appeared to let a vast number of Gay Way s mijeed five pin bowling i-ooinjiip now ” R ut be urged all those interested in making im  a ® 
infringements go unnoticed. setup with 1.193 high game and yr g e d a . Xh° SC 'n? eT  in makl!1S UP a
Don Slater and Dave Duke each 3,081 high three. rink to contact Vic Cowley, chairman of the draw committee, as |
emerged from the encounter with H. Jackson, of Black Motors, ran soon as possible for the second draw, which gets underway the first "
°ff w»h die ladies’ laurels as she week of the new year . . .  Big event on the besom and stane depart- I
th re r^ M o r t !1 ogfaTutiandd67J c 5 S  ment memo is the Christmas bonspiel slated to start December 26 m 
688 for men’s high three,’ while an(* run fok the entire week at the local club. The executive hopes I  
team-mate T. Burrell collected 314 to encourage at least 50 rinks to participate, with high school curlers ■ 
poirits to take men’s high single more than welcome . . .  Andt you don’t have to be a member of the * 
game‘ Kelowna Curling Club to compete in the week of curling, which ■




FO R THE* FA M ILY
\
Regulation Size
PIN G  PO N G  TABLES
5 x 9  —  y f  Plywood'
i
Painted or Unpainted !
CROSSLEY RADIO
A seven tube Radio Phonograph combination at a very special Chi 
limed oak. cabinet— three* speed automatic player, plays all speeds 
\ Regular price $299.75, Christmas special $199.75. No Down Pa)
:ci l ristmas saving. Beautiful 
and sizes of records. 
yment,
VIKING RADIO i
A six tube three speed combination in Smart new styling — Walnut cabinet with record 
storago space. This would make the ideal Christmas gift for the home, and just check the 
price. Regular Value $199.75. Christmas special $159,75.
^ V i f ^ A D  ’ f i l X V f i W
R tf f s i  V  % * n H s i 9  JL 9
A good assortment of cedar lined chests in conventional and 
upright styles. See these now, clearing at special Christmas 
shopping values. Idea) gift for mother or daughter. Upright chest 
—limed oak Was $74.50. Christmas special $59.50. Upright c h e s t-  
walnut was $74.50, Christmas spiTclal $50.50. Upright chest—walnut, 
open front style, regular $94.50, Christmas special $72.50. Conven­
tional type cedar chest—walnut, was $72.50, Christmas special 
$50.50. Conventional typo cedar chest—limed oak was $70.50, 
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BLACK MOTORS <1)-R. Koide 
501, R. Riste 460, H. Jackson 674, 
R. Neoults 374, law lady 370. 721, 
922. 742—C,385. .
, K.W.L.S. (3)—N. Grenke 390, M. 
1luf 541, H. Krause 483, A. Ruf 607. 
J. Burmaster 557. 908. 003, 878— 
2,689.
SUNSHINE SERVICE (3) — L, 
Mnrsden 606, A* Kitchener 630,’ C. 
Faveli 645, H. Ahrens 595, S. Mars­
den 605. 857. 1.021, 1,103-3,081.
BLOW PESTS (D—G. Thomas 
492, J. Lord 425, L. Kroschlnsky 
397, L. Gruber 655, low lady 409. 
890, 730, 1,017—2,640.
HYALITES—B, Whlllls 376, J. 
WhlUls 545, A. Loudoun 537, I t  
Bnlsdon 514, C. Balsdon 412. 713, 
8691 860, 802—2,384.
RUTLAND (4)—T. Mori 688, E. 
Bnrritt 436, R. Ottenbrelt 662, J. 
Coutts 457, T. Burrell 676. 815, 1,042, 
071—(2,828, .
W.K.P. & L. <*>—T. Whcttell 
574, E. Whettell 551, M. Warakl 
440, N.' Matsuba 521, S. Mhtsuba 
098. 856, 003, 804—2,053.
LUCKY LAGERS (3)-M. Faveli 
050, S. SmllUo 629, C. Smllflo 461, 
Don Munce 533, B. Baden 078. 904, 
1,122, 868-2.002.
IMPS (3)—G, Rue 459, P. Mac- 
Phall 501, J. MacPhail 446, A. Roth 
612, B. Roe 557. 944, Oil, 033—2.788 
PINHEADS (1) — Gera Perron 
Hutton 553, Q. Perron 504. 
Evans 303, J. Jaeger 555. 909, 
800-2.681.
MCOAVJN’S (3) — V. LoVasser 
LeVasser 571, D. Moebes 
562.«, Pearson 674, D. Webster 
576. 1.018, 097. 863-2.878. ;
SUNNY NIPS (1 )-T . Johnston 
410. E. Lording 595, J. Farrend 528. 
II. Johnston 004, J. Bayllss 494. 787, 
010. MM4-(2,741.
Kelowna Saw m ill&.^
KELOW NA and W ESTBANK '■ 
“Everything for Building” \ 
Head Office - 1390 Ellis St. j 
Kelowna tyial 34D
m S O Y E A l l S
th e  brew ers o f Royal 
Export and High life  
been have constant* 
ly prepared their 
p ro d u cts with 
the finest skill 
anA Ingredi­
ents.
J B B W I H m C O H ¥  L T D .
A
Brazil’s most important manufac- 
cotton .weaving, 
percent of t i l
Our drtmra era holders of firat old eerti-
fcc& teaandoreprepaf»du>beqfc*rvlc*.
' ' \
For free home delivery* call Kelowna 2224
ROYAL EXPORT & HIGH LIFE BEER
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jin 1020 and of Cambridge Univer- 
| ally In 194a.-
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* ^ f t e r c
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Sih
Vtewmasler ..................  2.93
Reels ................... .........‘... 50*
RIBELIN'S 
C AM ER A SHOP
274 Benuunl Phone 2108
0 .  L .  Jo n e s  discusses tra d e  u n io n s 
a t  re c e n t C o u n cil o f  W o m e n  m e e tin g  i E d ' B B $
O. L. Jones, M.P., was guest speaker at the regular meeting {ĵ J* ft1* lh#t p< 
of the Kelowna Council of Women, held December 10 in the 
Health Centre. He discussed “Trade Unions and Their Objectives."
•The speaker noted that like* time in history, said Hr. Jones, 
minded people who have a com- just a t a time when we were
mon bond of interest tend to unite, emerging into the . “mechanical
as for instance manufacturers unite age." an age which should b o a  
to improve their products and joint venture of capital and labor, 
manufacturing methods. It A 
fore natural that workers
unite in order to protect their ee- advantage. -
onomle rights, to guard their gen-; The advantages of mechanisation
era} welfare and to improve nous- should be passed on to the work- «£*P ^ iw ry w ;.
ing conditions. Although H was era in the form of shorter nolrs «oh at hojne. maintained 
only in 1871 that in England trade and earlier retirement. To obtain *®5®a. * \
unions were legalized, in 1899 the these ends the Strike method' lias fE M A U  VtCfKKSBM .
British Labor Party was establish- been used at times. The speaker Mention wag mad*' * of Marian
Improve employment insurance, 
especially for * those part-tithe 
workers like those of our own val*
industry nnd on 
t*l care U empha* 
for older folk! Also 
(hit that', pensions. spotild be 
^  ‘r  ^ In d u s try  and 
npt lust the. tax-payer.;he said, Tpe 
great unions arg proyd p f Cqnapa’s 
share in helping underprivileged 
countries through the  •' Colombo 
Plan and the various a |endes. 6f 
the. United Nations., , .;V ‘
- However they . feel th a t ' Canada 
could now give more. money • anais there* each with certain responsibilities 
t*?r  should forming a trusted teem for mutual W  
ct their ee- advantage. lea« t s ^ ) ;  nm«Tp<W ^ U ld  t ^ a t e
cjd tua- 
"  Mr.
ed and is now the second largest expressed the opinion that it is un- Royce, recently appointed 'deputy-.
r minister of Labor, .whose WbVk will 
labor disturbance which ends in a be chiefly to encourage patter con-
group in England.
ORIGINAL AIMS
Mr. Jones said that the original 
alms of the trade unions were to 
improve the shocking working con
fortunate that although for every
strike there are more than 10O dittoes for feme,................... , ,
Which are settled amicably,, it is In closing. Mr. Jpn^s retninded 
always the strikes which are high* the audience that trade-unions are
and to improve themselves by ed* t f f lS  TODAY - ■ . .
ucation. At first the workers had. Today, the aims of the. trade unions have beep led
no legal .protection against unjuat* unlnns ore serious..and member*
ices. A FnVni Commission- .was « ,  h is  schools where they may learn Trade unions should* 
tablished
d  lead*
Rojral i  a-es, t W eb o^whero Ahc ^in ^ j T ^ Wl a \
• ? .  m 4i .  _ a_ * _ t i n m n M  w n l n l f n n e  V h ^ l i A  i l n M i m s M .  r i r i n a  K v  f l a t  . " f o n r o l
unions, child labor was abolished. 
Later working conditions in the 
plants were gradually improved.
, Trade unions came at a critical
or, and with the help of the trade hmnan relations, in  the document
ed report o f the annual meeting or 
the B.C, Federation of Labor It 
may be noted that this body has 
gone on record that it desires not 
merely the betterment of its mem­
bers, but of British Columbia itself 
In the form of improved living 
standards, especially in the larger 
cities; prevention of the need of 
charity by maintaining steady em­
ployment^-improving of the “Na»
’ tional Housing Act" so that a 
. worker earning ■ less than $3,400 
per year may receive 
the obtaining of reasonable re-i 
turns for labor, comparable to 
actual gains of capital; and the 
putting eg human values above 
human wealth.
‘ The speaker pointed out that 
certain criticism has been directed 
at unions in their seeming .self- 
centred attitude toward immigra­
tion. In reality labor favors i immi­
gration but is anxious to sift out 
those Jmrhigrants whom we need
___ „„„ .. _ Work
done by them,’ ho t f rgetting their 
extended work which ,15 carfied 
on continuously, he concluded.
A short business meeting follow­
ed the address, and > • 1 resolution 
was passed ininplementlng the giv­
ing of life membership's to the first 
two presidents of the local Coun­
cil. -■ . 1 V ■' ’ '. .
In a report concerning the Qlqth- 
er Depot, the .women Wife #sk«d 
to  give assistance In the. tnkkiog
up pf Jayettei, whl(*‘'arp'nefided.
Before the ehd ‘ pf ‘the /  meeting 
assistance; th committee convenor’ on-United 
Nation* gave a brief synopsis .of 
the Declaration of Human Rights, 
pointing out although this declara­
tion was for so many o f .the. peoples 
of the earth, it js'belngltoplement- 
ed bit by bit, such as being incor­
porated at least in -ftaft in .  new 
constitutions of Indonesia. Haiti, 
Syria, Costa Rica and qtlier coun­
tries. It was felt* that th e  birthday 
of this declaration, completed in 
Paris on December 10. 1948, should
>4
m u ^lUiUKi m WUWUI w —*.*-.*,— "-T;sZ2.7 I k l i t
in this country from those others' be brought to  the attention of fill 
who will endanger the CaAadlan the assodation orgaftizations of the 
Worker. Labor is  also anxious to,Council.' .. ' i
F o rm e r K e lo w n a  re sid e n t 
a t  e ve n in g  c e re m o n y  in Nanainiio
St. Paul’s Anglican Church in  Nanaimo was the spene pf the 
evening Wedding of M aureen Fay M cM illan. M illar W W inston 
Ronald Fouidsl Archdeacon A. E. ttendy  officiated a t the cere­
mony for the daughter of M r. .and*Mfs,. J.M. M illar of Kelowna 
and the sqn: of M r. and M rs. Ronald Foplds of Nanaimo.
Given, in> marriage" by her brp- with navy Accessories, . pale pink 
ther Mr. Jack McMillan Miliar, the coat apd orchid corsage for tra- 
bride wore- a ; floor-lehgh gown of veiling. The couple took a-hpne£ 
nylon net Over satin, with lace bod- haopn trip by - car to Victoria, .Port 
ice and lace half shift edged with 0 Angeles, Seattle and Bellingham, 
pert ruffle. She wore a lace jacket They will reside , at 411 Chejsea 
with Peter Pan collar and lilypoint Street, Nanaimo, ' ,1 4  ̂ 4,; 
sleeves, trimmed wiih seed pearls. Out-of-town SUests included; Miss 
Her fingertip v e in  minted, from a Jean Miller,-Mrs. E. M..Millar,Mr. 
seed pearl tiara, and she carried .a and Mfs. J. M?.'.Miilar«pnd 'Jornpe 
cascade bouquet^ of red carnations Mr. <and Mrs* Tloy^, 
and white feathered chrysanthe- aifd Mrs. T. HaZel, all Of Kelowna; 
mums,, with flowlhg white lovers’ Mr, and Mrs. - W. R, ^5 ;
knots of ribbon, • . ’ Pfed Claggett and.Mtes Lois Druinfn
MAID OF HONOR • * -  .. of Vancouver, ond Miss potm& Mc-
Maid of .honor was Miss MpnO Kehzie of New Westmtfiater.- “ 
Foulds, sister (rftnegfbojm, who wpre -,1’ 'V T 1'..,
a pink strapless gown of pylon tulle h AI, t  . j ^
over, taflfeto and Rimmed In *ucw D e n V O U l i n
wore o headdress of pink nylon ;
v trimmed in irrldescent sequihs. BENVOULIN — IA thO Mission 
e4> Stole and cascade bou* Greek district two small
She 
tulle 
and carric Childrena st ----------
quet of deep pink carnations. Mrs, recently celebrated thelr birthdays.  *>-- t - u -  ... . • , «,.*■. Beranj
to play
_______ _ _ ____ _ , ___  ...  ___birthday.
over taffeta trimmed with ruffles* Qp December fl| Marilyn MeFarlane 
She carried >  matching stole And tyid som e, playmates, :vm to play 
bouquet of Pink carnations, and with her oh her second birthday. Af 
wore a headpiece of yellow .tulle. both places a good time was had 
Bridesmaid Miss NortnA McKpnzte ^ad delicious , refreshments were 
word a similar gown Ip turquoise, sbfved, . , . ,
with bouquet of pale plnk OAfna* ’ • « ■?’■< I.v'.,.
tlons. ■ ., - .. it was decided to resume the P*
Best, man was Mr, Allan Jatvle,. TA moefln*8 »V‘th« Minjo’n Crbek 
while Mr. flud Sutherland and Mr. schoorwheh the. following bf|icer^ 
Ray Enduzzi acted as ushers, Mf«. Were chosen; E. Mugford; presldoht; 
' “  ‘ '•Because.''. Mrs. B Mcj Iv
LOANED CH R ISTM AS
" W "  ¥  STORK
Z E N IT H
HOME FREEZERS
New features — Lifetime Deputy
Model KZ-F1DC '*
Designed particularly for the modem home and guaranteed 
to give perfect frozen food storage ( . . easier to install tho 
answer for the hard to fit space. Fast Freeze Compartment 
gives quick freeze protection for improved flavor.
PER
WEEK
a f te r  down payment
S tilt  AvU vlny










m am m tm m m m
Here they a r e . . .
*
l I M l i
\  - -
This handsome, Award- 
Winning. Hoover i* 
especially valued for its 
Triple-Action cleaning.
ItbuMsitswMps, 
as it deans. Routs out 
the deep-down dirt* 
Disposable-type dust 
bag. Complete set of 
attachments for $11 
dusting jobs.
* ■!— »»■ »**»*.*/■'
If a Tank-Type Cleaner 
is preferred. Hoover has 
a  winner for you, too! 
Recently judged “ best** 
by theDesign Award 
Committee,l/lodel 416 








* + \ v“ * S'
I" w
with each Refrigerator, Washer or Range sold 
for over $200.00.
I f w / ll a lw a y l do- h o tte d  o t
L O A N E ’ S
Y O U R  C H R I S T M A S  S T O R E
5
Bernard Hewk*r sangJ'BWttU 'V . i ms vita-prcmdent; Mrs. A L * * * * ^ * * .- .  fiA lr.n l/M -i n 
For the occasion the bride's moth- McClure, tfcasurdr. V. U K d n f i Q d D  I V l lS S lO n  rcr cholb« navy suit with navy.and ^  ; -  i I I  UVV'VM  j








“APPLE CANDY” is a hig favorite! Eosy-to-mnil, A delicious 
treat, Tvvp sizes................ ........... .......................... 90f, $ W 9
W.R.TRENCH u».




Mr. and Mrs. Olen Coe heW a 
gathering at their home Saturday, 
after tho Riding Club dance. .
tlcr, Mrs. H. Longley, Mrs.
tella' Nccomb and 
rls Kocnlq.
white necefsories and a corsage of The Christmas concert * will be OKANAGAN MISSION — The 
pink aW®B‘heart roses, while the -* *»»—*— « — •- «-*— ’
groom,'* mother wore i 
brown thrCaa with brown
accessories and a corsage -----------  ,
rosebuds, k
A  reception fo llo w e d  the core- jhe M issio n  (Jreek, scl 
m o n y  j n  the A u x i l i a r y  R o o m  o f th e  f t ,ghtt D b ««m h e r (0,  ToU<»Wltt# ttic th e  S u n d a y school ro o m  
C a n a d ia n  .L e g io n , w ith  65 guests, j UnWf r e fl^ h th e h ta  .f l*r Y * A  to  the w ardens. P la n s  v
_. . .  I . \  J 4 44.- to hold a turkey supper-'OR Febru-
Tr y  c o u n re a  c l a s s if ie d s
Coconuts and rubber afe the 
chief produetf of 'Papua, an Aus­
tralian tcritory* on tho isjand qf 
Now GMln?o,
Scene"
-tiored w e d d in g  cake, fla n k - T h e  M c M illa n  C ir e le  lh<? B e n - n ry  the 4th 
uns an d re q  tapers. m n n ih lv  m c c tln * ’
TOASTS
wn« sent agan Mission Brownie Pack on Wed- 
were made nesday the 15th at Miss BufV* $tu-” ”  i j i A r*n*«Aa wAJe/ioliiwAnta unubd .
carnations, white chry- voulln dotted Church, h
santhemum d rs.
, olfl thVir
tho^h0t n e ^ f CM r * a n d  M r s ^ w . H o d g - T h e  O k a n a g a n  M issio n  School f - r i + p  h r i f i P - t O - b f 11 
T o a s t proposed b y  A rc h ^ c a c o h  A -  m f' a c o rg e  R q d  C o d d u e m  C h o ir , consisting o f o v e r  fo r ty  c h ll- L U l C  UIIUU IU UtJ
E .  H e n r y  W as answ ered b y  th e  w o rsh ip . M r s , H .  H .  nlchols g a ve  d re n , w o re  to k e n  to  C K O V  to  m a ke  ■ i
a IVaat the mission study, atid carols w*«> recordings of Christmas songs, '  n Q P P n t  C h n \A /l
dio. Gnmcs, refreshments were an-* 
Joyed in n Christmas atmosphere.
Kpom, and Mr. Jnrvic gqVethe bridesmaids. ’ Buhjf.Scrvlteurs were Miss MUllo Good- held 
man, Mis* Donna Emery, Miss Gerry 
Manns and Mrs. Irene Haddlc, fho
i i  t , n  l  ra w l   »°"fr8
uhjf.f .Thp next meeting will be which wlll be played by CKOV dur re c e n t
F o flo w ln g  th e  reception th e  b rld a  w a *  decided to  g iv e  ca n dy to  flfb  
d o n n e d  q pale b lu e  w o rste d  su it y o m ig e r g ro u p  / o f  S u n d a y  School 
' " V . i 1 ........................................................fo r ,C h ris tm a s , ■












r  e n ris tm a s , T h o  Ju n io r  R e d  Cross h e ld  a sue- 1; ^ ° ^  r o v e l y ^ H l S ^ ^  W ,‘ U
|n  th e  B e n v o u lln  U n ite d  C h u r c h  oessful tc «  an d Ju m b le  ja lo  a t t h f  '  X in o n g  th e  guests w i r e  M r s . * .  
S u n d a y  *? h o o l, a  tem perance c o n - O k a n a g a n  M ission / c h o n l O v e r  K o c n l f l ,M r B. A .  S p c rio , M r s . H e le n  
test w as re c e n tly  h e ld . W in n e rs  e ig hty-seven  tegs w e re  acrved. Tl>a C o d o r^  Mlfl3 H o n e y  G o llin g . Miss 
W y r e M n tc m ie d la te  d lvIs  o n - M a n r -  J u n i o r  « c d  C r o w  m a d e  a p ro fit o f jl e ,  ’  p Cn g e rt, M l u  H ild a  Sch»n7
4*xssi"7;is a r ^  . . .
T h u r s d a y , th o  10th . a t 7.00 p .m . a t A d o U ' M U a  Jc o n  P » ^ d ,  M r s . A ,
ysiswN'sweuicuHPWtwsepsuNtUw ■
A  SINGER 
SEW ING M ACH INE
is the Ideal 
Christmas G ift,
by Rd|d and Diana TUckcy (fled).
■ * * . q f
Members of tho Benvoulln flW Okanagan Mission Community 
community have been extremely Hall, the school staff, tho commun- 
busy. Beautiful fol»y, Bi^wqle and Njr hall association and tho "You 
Santa Claus costumes, made from q o  1 Go'1 club are putting on a 
cloth are seen In the fitting room joint party. Christmas films will 
(lunch room) made b y \ ladles" be shown end Santa Claus will bo 
nimble fingers. Others are busy there to greet all the children.
iper costume* of Ml *h*po» .  , , , „
Mr* L. E. deCocq is leaving 
lortly to spend the Christmas holi-
Qritks^ pjastc* du$t and noUe have day* with relatives in Kamloops.
Saturday th* Riding Club
with P«P*
and
bkle mqmtXMrs a)« no| iaie enner. 
, |** * ftnls b* o
n seen and heard ground the 
fftmvQulln School r^*ntlyt vrfdlg
W* w ill Mi *h«l *1'
Mal e ber ye ) (d ith , sh
L*#t w ................
;lda  dance In'tho community hail, 
Vftout W people war* in attendance. 
Iqugte dtnelnfl wa* enjoyed. The 
Qlen Coe. Games were
Cabinet* and portable from 
$94,50.
For further btfonagfkm 
PHONE 3015
B H ttih  GnUm*'*  
f l i m t  ,
nwmm*.
■ ■ RUM
RtMlHtfMWlMhR̂ .’'' • "
This ftdvertfMmient hi pot pul Of
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DECEM BER 17 - 1 8
A IR W A Y  C O FFEE
A mild and mellow blend . . .
NOB H ILL C O FFEE
Rich aromatic flavor.
EDW ARDS C O FFEE
No finer coffee packed . . . always fresh . . .
Drip orRegnlar Grind,
1 lb. vaanrin tin ....__..L...__
ED W A R D S  IN S T A N T
C O FFEE-10 0 %  Pure, Special Offer!
Edwards—100% Pure . . . Rich, full-bodied.
2 oz. jar L  
less 10< . . . O l V




15 oz. can ............ ......  O  for /D C
Brilliants
Colorful and tasty, a  #
1 lb. pkg. .........  .... .. £m for O D C
SH R IM P
Shady River
39c







Add fun to the festivity. 
Package of 12 ........ ..... . 89c
Christmas Stockings
79cA fine selection of toys and novelties, each
NIXED NUTS A fine assortment of Walnuts, Almonds, Filberts and Brazils, 1 lb. package ............
Moirs Towntalk, Assorted, Soft and 
hard centres, 2 ^  lb. box ............
PINEAPPLE Lalani Fancy Slices . . . .  Delicious for fancy desserts and glazing ham . . .  20 oz. t in ............ .—;■— ......... ........
C A N TER B U R Y
TEA
O R A N G E PEKO E
A. luxury blend in every respect .
1 lb. 
package 1 I Q  TEA BAGS. 1 OQ •  1 7  Pkg. of 120 1 . 1 0
O R A N G E PEK O E & PEKOE









IS oz. tin ..........
S TU FFED  0 U V E S
Rose, Manz, 
9 oz. jar 43c
BRAZILS IN SHELL “  
FILBERTS IN SHELL "op 
PETIT 0'HENRY x,T sozwrp\Td' 
CHOCOLATES
f P A M R E D D V  SAUCE je l l y , a
iD C IV I\ I Ocean Spray, 15 oz. tin JL for1
36c
f i l N f i F D  A l  C Special Q £ fe w t, . 
v I l i v C I x  M IX  in handy carton of 6.
10 oz. bottles, 60 ozs. (Plus deposit) .
PLUM PUDDINGS 97c
SHORTBREAD n ^ ePt gPri“  Braemar 85c 
VEGETABLES * £ £ £ *  2 ,„r 45c
Polly Ann
FRESH B R EAD
White or Brown, Sliced or Unsliced . .  
wrapped16 oz 
loaf. . . 2 for 27c
JA P A N E S E  M A N D A R IN
.•V M
■ n |  , ■■ 1 ■ ■ ■ ■
G  w  «*> W Salewa, "  9“ k pw teri . .be delicious or your money back . . •
_ _  Safeway are cleaned free upon r e q u e s t _
u p J i a t e J I a f f M J  * * * •  I
tS&s I  i r o n s  L ^ J J S K U
| ,  t f * V  |  ------------ — -— m e a t  pnr<» Pork for dressing ..*••••  ^I  S A U S A G E  M E A T  Pure Pork for a n * * *
O Y S T E R S  Fresh Pacific. 8 or. Jar.  ............................ ~  2 5 c
B O L O G N A  Sliced or p iece.......... . ..... ...............5 5 c
P O R K  C H O P S  cenfia cars NO * fc 4 9 c
Sweet, juicy, easy-to-peel, ideal for the children. 
Buy now for Christmas and avoid disappointment
9 lb. box _
Bundle 
of tw o 
boxes>  >
18  to 0rtd* 
25 lbs.
Keep some on i r
bond - >  -  :  ID#
*V W V \
► JTW 1CW0 ■ T T » ,  ! ,>■ - -  " —
■ ra m LOOPS SHOW  BEEF
S T A N D I N G  r i b  R O A S T  Gr.de A  «.,<.* »>. w  
C R O S S  R IB  R O A S T  .......... A s h o »»>. 4 3 c
R O A S T  = £  -  
............ -  B O N E  R O A S T  Gr.de A  Show lb d d C
BS £ ,“ d ......... Gr.de A ^ » » b - 4 3 C
i t f S S I S / S  . . .  !->» .Od Btad-
Fresh and' 
solid ..... lbs.
s m o k ed J ^ ^  Jrra.niCnrtlAI \ S
MEATHAVE p o u l t r y
p w c S miNTT iw N .
RESEK«VWmjWRB. II
O  SA
T U R N IP S  Firm and heavy ......... . Jb. 5c GRAPES ■■ Emperors ■ 2ib,2 7 c
PO TATOES o i l  10ib,4 5 c  FRESH DATES 33c
O RANG ES : a ? n .  2 ,b.2 3 c  G R APEFR U IT t t " " 1: !  2 ^ 2 5 c
LETTUCE and c risp .. ib. 16c APPLES McIntosh .   ib. 10c
CRAFffiERRIES
a*...:.. .I . I ■A Ym Wk mm
m
b/ F‘. 1 t M ' i > \
, .  Il, 1
,.v
A
Ji * , t
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Ellison notes
Clean streets, healthful living, 
and efficient and safe disposal of
*LUSON—Mr. and Mrs. B. Marsh 
and ton are staying with Mr.
Marsh's sister and brother-in-law The only time most of us think 
Mr. and Mrs. J . Bowick prior to of garbage is when we have it to 
leaving for Kltimat empty. The chore seems to be
• • • equally divided among the family,
Rod and Nairn- o r. «,nrlr and 0 *  bad grace Which goes With
N#ln»  *** work it, too. Fortunately, city engineer 
i g at Kamloops. George Mieckling and his staff more
* * * than make un for our shortcomings 
Many Ellison residents who were by their keen and active Interest in
employed at the KGE packing house what is left over, 
at Rutland finished work last Sat­
urday. On Friday the employees
sat down to a fish and chips dinner, _arba~_ from both domestic and
r L X rcr ^ lbutcd to e#chone by Santa Claus. their constant vigilance and super-
. * * * , . Vision of operation garbage dis-
Mr. and Mrs. T. Lipkovits and son
Tom recently returned from Oliver. RejiderUial calls ^  once a
- l.  „# week, two cans if you wish, and.
1? l n ^ ,aor ^ 0n!hI y commercial call, made more fre­
quently, do much to give Kelowna 
the reputation of being one-of the 
cleanest and healthiest towns in 
B.C. .
LID PROBLEM
“We do, of course,” said Mr. 
.Meckllng, “have a few problems. 
Like the lady V ho  insists upon 
emptying her tea leaves in the gar­
bage can, and the gentleman who 
delights in putting in hot ashes.” 
The main problem, however,
the Ellison P-TA was held at the 
school on December 10. Final plans 
were made for the Christmas con­
cert and tree. After the business 
session closed, refreshments were 
served.
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR QUICK RESULTS.





Most people have had a bill 
sometime, bearing die words, 
“Please remit by return mail”. 
And many of ns have oot 
always been able to send 
payment by return mail. A 
farm unplanned bill, or a lot 
of utde ones, can often cause 
this to: happen. Most people 
don’t realize that all they 
need to dear away their 
debts la time; yes, time to 
spread the payments into 
m ore pay envelopes. A friend­
ly loan gets yon a lamp sum 
of money, with which to pay 
your bills. Yon then have 
time to repay, with payments
So can handle more easily.s a simple way to get bade 
on your feet. Friendly loans 
op to $1900 from Niagara 
are life-insured at no extra 
baft to yotfa Besides, on many 
"  ”  ‘ * t are
So  give yoursel/timf > arranging a Niagara 
loan. We’ll be glad to see yoq 
. . . s o  just drop in.
Dial 2811 
101 Radio Bldg. 
Kelowna, B.C.
seemed to be one of lids—or lack 
of them. Although the city bylaw
“ f l V Y r o ^ l i d l e i ^ b L '^ ^ ^ a  Revenue from garbage collection is estimated at $26,000 for 1954. Rex Rhodes, city engin- 
heaith hazard and a general public eer’s department, is shown contemplating best way ot removing pile of rubble at city’s garbage dis-
nuisance.
“This,” said the city engineer, “is 
especially prevalent, around the 
commercial establishments. Young­
sters, enjoying to the full the search 
for oddments, not to mention dogs, 
particularly cause us trouble.’
Revenue for garbage collection, 
which barely meets the cost, is es­
timated for 1954 to be $26,000. This 
is realized from the 50 cent a moqth 
domestic charge, and trade waste 
fees from other sources.
Three men and a truck! are all 
that is necessary to deal with the 
city’s garbage needs. Refuse, after 
collection, is taken to the dump out­
side the city limits, burned, crushed
posal dump.
M a r k e t in g  b o a rd  p a rle y
Vegetable growers have come through worst 
crop year in last decade, delegates told
Interior vegetable growers have come through one of the poor- your board in an attempt to put 
est crop  years in the last decade. ™
This was indicated in the board’s report to die delegates at- season^t had been agreed that we 
m d  b u i l d e r  tending the 19th annual convention of the B.C. Interior Vegetable wouiS’ £ < *  t X  peachboxes in
than design, as the old water Marketing Board- • . the hope, that this maturity and
sloughs are filled in, acres of land In recent years, vast acreages have come under cultivation in pa. ge Jw9ul<* ge‘ our tomatoes to
ar“A ? th e  to w ^ ^ o W s” said Mr ^  US.'where tremendotis^rops are prodqced at cheap production. f f io r tu n a td y ,\o ^ v e r .  .this SS 
Meckiing “it  may be necessary to “Unless some means can be found whereby these adverse factors tainer did not prove altogether 
find another disposal site—and pos- can be offset, we are afraid that the outlook is a bleak one;” board satisfactory'and in mid-season wp 
sibly another way of disposing: of chairman Roberi Stockton informeddelegates. svatchedto the 4,A> crate a n d we
Adverse weather conditions this year were partly, responsible S S ^ a h d  maturity should provegarbage . . . who knows?”
The next time we have toJ™ pty for penpr returns. He cited figures which showed only 147,671, lugs pop ia ifa lidm a?be  the answCr forthe garbage,. it might be as 
remember that were i t  not for Mr. 
Mackling and his co-workers, 'and  
our ready co-operation, ;we would 
find ourselves faced with, the prol 
lem which bequeathed to the cap' 
tal of England one of the tragedies 
of th a t; country’s time-r-the Black 
Plague. ■
of tomatoes were moved to the fresh fruit market;-compared with which we are looking insofar as 
“22,110. in 1951. In 1952, total of 20,500 tons of toms were our package is concerned. . 
•recessed, compared with 5,861 up to end Of November, this year. h?ra
made it hard to prove anything. 
Tomatoes were very slow in ripen- 
„ . ... . ing and this appeared to be partic-
not providing; us <wtthfotdew utorly’ so in  the Kelowna district 
if our dearance^is thereftre' instrf- > a
fic|eht. We; will, roUithp; product in'"Aconcerned for, sale-upori-.,arrival; very dennite step was taken in an
Disposition, of - such - rpueiS'.on the
spoil if. -not.harvested at a certain 
time, e.g., cabbage, lettuce and F P .’ 
Onions, etc,,-if'certain markets are
34«
68<
Other types of marketable pro- 
luce showing a decrease over the 
SSWfour years include beets, cab­
bage, carrot*, - cantaloupes, celery, 
cucumbers, lettuce, la tep o tao es , 
silverskins.
ACjREAGEDOWN
r r - T w “1r - to vs r-*“ otd
from a peak of , 2,938 in 1952. Can­
taloupe acreage dropped to '' 33 
acres compared with 187 in 1951, 
while cabbage was 96 acres against 
145 three years ago’.
So concerned was the board over 
marketing of produce this year,
that it notified agents that unless __ . . __ ... „...
market? are not provided it would
“roll the product concerned for j* ^  very hard to find an outiet for 
sale upon arrival,” Mr. Stoqkton
said that while this may sound a ^ lo esa ê out*ets re-use *° ^uy- 
formidable threat, it is not the “I t will be seen that in nearly 
answer to the problem. He pointed every commodity we are down this 
out a “rolled car” may hurt those year. To a large extent this can
s me
cases, -drastic steps may. be neces­
sary in ; order -to get our products 
into the hands of consumers.” .- - 
“While tliis may sound a 'for­
midable threat; it ■ is - not ? the an­
swer^ to our problem. In the first 
place,' a rolled car m ay; hurt the- 
few Mends who are supporting us
attempt to improve our quality, 
permission being granted to tag our 
FP. Onions ' as “Canada No. 1” 
which were: “Only fairly well cur­
ed and fairly firm” instead of “well 
cured and firm” as is : required 
normally for a No. 1 onjon, provid­
ed .the onions met all the require­
ments of a Canada No. 1 in other 
respects and it is felt that this 
(Turn to Page 3, Story 1)
4  1335 Water St,, Kelowna, B.C. Phone 2066
who “support us on any market,” 
but on the other hand It- is hard 
to find an outlet for “rolled” prod­
ucts if wholesale outlets refuse to 
buy.
Lateness of the season w as blam­
ed for the loss of early markets, 
coupled with increased American 
competition.
TEXT OF REPORT
Following is the text of the 
board’s report;
“On looking over our reports for 
the lost two years we note that In 
both we referred to the very un­
usual weather which had occurred 
during those two years—how little 
we knew what the weather could 
do if it tried—and it is certain that 
the weather we have hod during 
the past year was quite the .worst 
in the memory of anyone in the 
Okanagan, and the results arising 
therefrom have certainly been such 
to make the production of vege­
tables completely unprofitable.
“Not only were'wc very late with 
oil our crops and p o  lost the best 
of our markets but the weather 
also affected the quality in many 
cases.
“In addition to the troubles men­
tioned, we thing it can be fairly 
stated that there is a certain 
amount of antipathy on the part of. 
pralr|e wholesalers to our prod­
ucts. There are many reasons for 
this, among the foremost being the 
general quality of our deliveries 
os compared with similar products 
from the U.S.A,




One of the highlights of the an­
nual meeting of the B.C. Cancer
b e ' attributed to the loss of the 
early business due to the lateness 
of our season, but we are afraid
that on some commodities—even    _____  m _ ___
making allowances for this—-this Foundation, at the Cancer Institute 
does not explain the shortage. jn Vancouver last week, wag the 
Carrots, for instance, in 'sp ite  of presentation of two cheques for 
our offerings and in spite of the $145,000 and $50,000, respectively to 
local production around all our the Foundation, by Mrs. F. M. Ross, 
markets, have been brought into CBE, president of the B.C. Division 
those markets from the U.S. in a "oI the Canadian Cancer Society, 
pre-packaged .condition. In presenting the cheque for $145,-
, “The early potato movement was 000 to A. C. Turner, president of 
a good one and because of high the B.C. Cancer Foundation, Mrs. 
prices ip 'the  States we were able Ross stated that the cheque repre- 
to sell our entire, crop at a .  fair sented the major instalment of the 
price.. society’s grant of $160,000 toward
“A good deal of travelling has the cost of the new boarding home, 
been done this year. Our-manager The new boarding home, at pres- 
madc three trips around our mar- ent under construction adjacent to 
kets on the - prairies, while your the institute on 600 block West 10th 
chairman and secretary have at- Avenue, will accommodate 36 beds 
tended numerous meetings through- for cancer patients undergoing 
out the area, and in compliance treatment 0t the institute, and will 
with a request from the Prince cost approximately $260,000, when 
George area that they be included fully completed. Mrs. Ross men- 
In the area )under,the Jurisdiction tion^d that the remaining $15,000 | 
of this Board, the secretary flew up of the. society’s grant would be paid 
there in order to go. ipto matters over in 1955. 
with the growers. Your chairman Mr. Turner expressed the appre- 
end secretary also flew to Pcmber- elation of the Foundation for this
ton where a meeting of growers 
was. held on June 28. .Meetings 
have also been attended at Grand 
Forks,; Kelowna, Vernon, and Ker- 
emcoa, while your Chairman’ has 
also met and conferred with the 
minister of agriculture and the B. 
C. 'Marketing Board in Victoria on 
several occasion. Y our. chairman 
and .secretary attended the Cana­
dian Horticultural Council, while
........................  l n v un the former also attended a meeting
many of our products our season la of the Ontario Vegetable Growers'
generous grant and stated that the 
construction of the new boarding 
home would not have been possible 
without the society's financial aid.
The $50,000 cheque covering the 
Cancer Foundation’s share of the 
1054 Joint Conquer Cancer Cam­
paign was then presented to Mr, 
Turner.
-■ fftmttMtrn' Cirnfa.
M l -- lit* lltlL A
an exceedingly, sltort one. Early 
cabbage, for Instance, and the dif­
ficulty of forecasting the opening 
date vvlth anything like exactitude, 
the already short season can be 
cut Into by tho loss of a week or 
so at the outset. ,
“ROLL” TWO CARS 
“Wd-ran into very great troublo 
at the commencement of the cab­
bage crop in trying to keep move­
ment up to production and we had 
to roll cars Into two of our mar­
kets and slash the price to a very 
low figure; This resulted in a 
movement as good as that of last 
year and considerably better than 
that of tho two previous years: but 
only at prices which — —* 1 
profit for the grower.
“The difficulties encountered it) 
moving our cabbage directly it wia 
ready were such, that In consulta­
tion frith D C  Tree Fruits Ltd. the 
following policy was laid down Snd 
teletypcd to our Agents in all mar-
any vegetables Which w ill
Marketing Board to discuss the 
Cannery tomato deal for the com­
ing year. , '
In order to get a clcur picture 
of :the onion and potato situation 
for the Fait crop, our manager 
visited Nompa, Idaho, with, L. R. 
Stephens, and the information ob­
tained there was, certainly most 
revealing. The variety of onions 
grown there is tho, Sweet Spanish 
and tremendous crops running up 
to 45 tong to the acre are produced, 
Every onion Is taken into a packing 
shed where it is graded and re- 
sacked in a new sack, the total 
charge taken,by the handler is 49 
cents a bag. this charge to cover 
selling, brokerage 
;qw a profit to| the 
habdler, he?taking all .risks, and
showed 'little sacks, griding, 
costs, and alloi 
* * *- ‘• n !'-”
mile
)
whil  thla Ip coM toers^h^ess than
Guide commissioner 
given big welcome 
at Westbank
WESTBANK — District Leader 
Captain Jessica (Mr#.’ A. F.) John­
son and Lt. Joan (Mrs. B. Jcnncns, 
welcomed District Commissioner for 
Girl Guides, Mrs. T. Marsh; at, on 
enrolling ceremony held in the 
• George Pringle , High auditorium 
after school Monday of lust week.' 
The eight girls Joining the ranks of 
the |ocal company of Girl Guides, 
now numbering 17 in all, are Jo- 
Ann Duncan; Jan .Ingram, Georgia 
jjcvls, Jean Ingram. Beverly Bash­
am, Claire Stafford, Diane Twln- 
amc and Diane Springer.




•  Genuine Oak »
•  Hand-rubbed finish
•  Solid End Gables on every piece
•  Tarnish-proof'.Drawer Pulls
•  Dust Proof Construction
Complete with . . . ' -
1. Combination Headboard (Radio- Head with 
* NJte. Tsbles...
2. Large Doable Dresser, 6 Drawers < Genuine 
PUte Gian M iner. ^
3. 4-drawer Chiffonier.
4. 8Immohs Ribbon Sitting





Special .  .  .  .
DINING ROOM SUITE
 ̂ * ’
Designed by Master Craftsmen to bring you 
one of the most attractive suites we have had 
the pleasure of offering. You’ll like the way 
the buffet china cabinet is designed for 
utility, yet is decidedly smart. Centre China 
display space has sliding glass doors* 2 glass 
f shelves and mirror back. Sturdy chairs have 
padded seats.
Special .  .  -  .
(
i t  Easy Monthly Payments -  First Payment Feb. 1st
ON A BEAUTIFUL NEW
u in rubber backed wool frieze.
8 0 .0 0  T R A D E -IN
FOR YOUR OLD RADIO 
on a Westinghouse
COMBINATION RADIO
Full Price -  -  .  -  -  -  -  - 239^50 
Trade-in _ .. _ .  80.00
No Money Down 
2.00 per week. Y O U  P A Y  .  15 9 5 0
OCCASIONAL CHAIRS and FURNITURE
Modem and period styles.in mahogany, blonde oak and walnut. . 
Example Set—Large comer table, step table and 
coffee table—walnut, blonde o a k ........... ....................... .............. .
•a ,* s
)& SAVE 6 0 .0 0  9
Westinghouse
REFRIGERATOR
Compare this large spacious, oyer 9 cu. ft. refrigerator 
with any other fully automatic 
defrost refrigerator.





.  .  .  .  459.50




FILLERY TANK VACUUM 
CLEANER. Reg. 100,50. Complete
WESTINGHOUSE CLOCK RADIO
Regular 40.05 .1 ;.....
• ELECTRIC KETTLE^- i ' / '  ' V' ■
,G,E. .Element' ...;.... '................... ......
'No , Money Down 





CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTS— Q C .
fl-llte- Bcrlefl..... ....... .........-..ia. . . .........;.... - T J v
RCA VICTOR kfANTEL’ RADIO- Q fi
Regular 20,09, Special .............M » ¥ t*




AUTOMATIC FO ^U P TOAOtfER—
Evcrlirlglit Li,..... .................... !.
MOFFETT IRON AtID SANDWlCpl; /  
TOASTER—Conibias|tion; .....
... ..1......4 - 1 7 J 5 « i B ’i " ““ ir i
fi.,r
to a
tinder. Mqnday Aftereoen, whim Ihelr leW - 
uystem, ii ls dif- era Attend dietricl meeting In Kel-
r  -1' : i | first *14 end •  ChrlatoMa party to | 

















frick trip to complete Ms
t o e  m o y m c o i m n a THURSDAY,
V '
'V
B U » O C | E
SUPER Constellation Service all the way.
Save with off season fares now in effect , . 
for example: MONTREAL to GLASGOW 
off season round-trip Tourist—$386.70 
a saving of $97.70.
See your Travel Agent or call TCA In Vancouver 
i > a t TA-6131,656 Howe St. (opp. Georgia Hotel)
T R A M S -C A M A R A
i .
in iM iio iM i ■ • . u » « i » t u .n f  
t«*MtCONT)MINI«l
2 H I  ll you are going ' 
to make calls 
at Christmas .  .  .
0  The custom of calling at 
Christmas has long been 
• a popular one . .  . and with > • 
each passing year we find 
that more and more people 
use the telephone as their. , 
friendly, personal, way of 
“visiting” with ’ distant 
friends or relatives . . .  they 
have found that a Long' 
Distance call can be the 
nicest gift of. all *. . .
'* The vast flood of Canada-wide calling on Christ- 
,man Day becomes so great that Telephone Com­
panies find it a  physical.impossibility to complete a ll * 
Christmas calls on tiiat day . . . as a result, many 
calls to points outside of our system are often 
subject to; delay . . ; ‘ '
, As an alternative |o  calling on Christmas Day, may 
we suggest-—that you place, your Long Distance 
call when things are less hectic . . .  say, on Sunday, ; • r 
December 26th, or “after six” on any evening dur- , ' ; ,  
iqg the Christmas * week—your “visit” by 'phone 
will be just as welcome then and you will still 
enjoy the low-holiday calling rates . . . Just call . ; 
Long Distance—we’ll do the rest! (Calls within our ?. 
system will ber completed on Christmas Day, of v  
course.) ' '
to British pfttumbla. Aqd:
Wfcerea*-No part of British 
Colutobiawiil ever attain Its great­
est peak in tourist promotion until 
we haVe a gbod all Weather high­
way tapping the National Parka to 
the east And;
Whereas — Numerous Boards, of 
Trades and ' other repre&ntMive 
bodies have consistently urged the 
Provincial Government to complete 
the Trans-Canada highway, even 
at the expense of other, construe-
Action called
\*  ̂* *, ,» ■*
t DreOmber. meet! 








held , D u m b e r  8, 
with fourteen members present, end 
President Ryles in the chair. 
Following the reading of the 
* minutes and the correspondence,
■ , there was considerable discussion
te ^Harding local membership and
ways and means ot stimulating 
more interest in the branch and its 
activities. A recommendation was 
prepared tor the 1955 executive in­
viting them to take some action in
’*■ doUnn* In ’ answer to a letter from the;  retarded her develop- Ladics- Auxiliary. Mr. A. W. Gray
^  NunnMiM nt  th* was appointed auditor for the ayx-
lliary an<l  volunteers were obtained 
• . LaV to assist the ladies in decorating
’ t oe ' elc-> f°r their annual 






and lack of business ablt: 
building the east end of the Trims 
Canada highway many, years ago. 
And ^  ' •
, Whereas — Such procrastination 
and lack of foresight has cost
.............. Columbia' has
an agreem ent'w ith'the. Dominion 
Government; to ■ complete' the 
Trans-Canada highway before the 
end of 195A
Therefore be it ’ Resolved—That 
we the organised AutoCouqts and 
Resorts. Of ^British Columbia here 
in convention assembled; reguest 
our Provincial', Government to 
honor its agreement with the Fed­
eral Government, and to  complete 
the Trans-Canada highway ; im­
mediately.
STOCKING B.C. LAKES
>: Whereas—British Columbia has 
many lakes, that because'. of bad 
management in the past, have be-
day, December 27th in the Oyama 
Community Hall. D. J. Eyles and 
H. W. Byatt, were appointed to net 
as representatives to meet the Oy­
ama Community Club in regard to 
the heating of the community hall. 
Seven members signified their in­
tention to attend the meeting of the 
North Okanagan Zone to be held in 
Vernon on Sunday, December 12.
i‘Instead of waiting until midnight of Dec.> 24 , Santa Claus made a special trip to see four- come depleted of good species of 
year-old Marie Medvezkv of* Bay City, Mich. The pose that he'has adopted here suggests'that he and’ Infested. with C j^ . and 
‘ wme not. only toTist wHat she.wahted for Christmas, but remind her' that if he i f  to visit her a? ?  economic value.
:« >at all otl Christmas eye, she must be a good little girl
Letters to the editor
WAR MONGERS
Slr.-r-Despite a. number of errors 
•by* the;jWTlter, JC. H.' Neale, con­
cerning to e  noteworthy Dr. Chis­
holm, a ■ progressive ̂ thought was 
introduced—namely, that hostilities 
in future* wars be commenced by 
the "diplomats,: bureaucrats and 
politicians hurling atom bombs at 
one another.
ThW is w hy in  the ‘present dis­
cussions on blockading China, it is 
suggested that Senators like Know- 
land, Jenner, McCarthy, and Dan­
iel; representatives like Celler, and 
editors show their good faith, swim
the Pacific,and, consummate the 
blockade with their own bodies;
thereby, they will prove that per­
sonally they spearhead the war 
party in the USA.
That this w ar party is the great­
est menace to world peace, is em­
phasized in a statement of the re.- 
tiring founder of the National tract 
■ Council for the Prevention of War 
(Washington. D.C.), as reported in 
the Dec. 6 Washington Post. Fur­
ther corroboration, is offered by 
the retired Colonel- William H. 
Neblett: “ The General Staff now 
controls what should be called the 
military party, of which the over­
whelming majority of both Demo-? 
crats anct Republicans to Congress 
are devoted disciples . . . The mili­
tary party has become so Strong 
in Congress toa t every single piece 
of legislation, asked by. the Penta-. 
gon in the last seven years has, 
been adopted; no military law has 
been passed. . . . unless sponsored 
by. the Pentagon 
Of .schemas’ nas gained full, con 
trol of the nation and will soon,.
^ pulessrits power is; curbed by: Con­
gress,' lend us down toe road to 
war” , (Pentagon Politics, 1953, pp.
127, 128( 131), .
If there are Canadians who don't 
want to he taken for a ride with 
the Americans in the next war, 
they, toe Canadians, can prevent 
such war—if they, convince the 
Americans to use more peaceful, 






If Kalamalka and Woods Lakes 
• were stocked with black bass, or 
even with; lake trout, they would 
attract enough tourist sportsmen 
to fill every tourist resort .between 
the Kelowna ferry and ttie north 
side of '.Vernon. They are ideal 
spring .fed lakes, with plenty of 
natural feed, and of the right size
Whereas—Many of those lakes 
would be a great asset to the Prov­
ince providing they were Stocked 
with, species, of fish that would, be. 
an attraction for tourists. And;
Whereas—One of toe greatest 
attractions for tourists; in all' prov­
inces except British Columbia is 
the catching of Game fjsh in In­
terior Lakes. And;
Whereas—No. province has great­
er possibilities for the production 
of game fish than British Colum-
TBY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR QCIpK RESULTS





for the average tourist fisherman.
Okanagan Lake is too large, too
rough a n d , too dangerous, to at- ed with species of fish that ar« 
the average person ' who
conies, to B.C. to  fish.
In spite of any argument to the
s s s s -  s ^ " s s r a g  es
species of fish that are 
suitable to contend with conditions 
iu lakes such as they are a t . toe 
present time. And;
Whereas — The' Rainbow Trout
many countries i consider the black 
bass at his best as toe king of 
fresh. Water fish. In  any' case the 
addition of any species of gpme 
fish could no longer harm Woods 
or. Kalamalka . Lakes, as all the 
harm possible has been done under 
the management of our so-called 
sportsmen of the past. . True if 
planted in the valley, they may in 
the nekt twenty years or'so spread 
to other ldkes, but' in my Opinion
now stocked, do not seem to thrive 
except in lakes with abnormally 
cold Water; in wilderness ^places 
and at high altitudes. And;
Whereas—Lakes in our valley, a t 
low altitudes, with warm water, 
and beside payed highways, are 
most suitable for the tourist’ or 
vacantionist, but is not a good en­
vironment for Rainbow Trout.
Therefore we toe members of 
the organized Auto Courts; of Bri­
tish Columbia; npw assembled in 
convention request the Provincial
This Christmas when you go 
home . GO GREYHOUND ’ 
Then you'll travel in comfort on 
frequent, convenient schedules 
, for FAR LESS per mile! . 
GO GfttYHOUND ANO SAVE
- Thfe 'group '^ e r S S i i a  .
. - ever iinhabit’ Beavei' or^Dee lakes
cnnscnupricc Thc Vilflck hn<w is a *jaKe«  ana lnal 5“cn survey ue-̂Put under competent management; 
that in stocking British CoL. 
umbia lakes they, are stocked with
T te  g , , S f a * hel'  VaCa“ °M “  “ “ I '’- short period in the spring, hide coluin *
Distilled, Blended and  
B oitled  in  Scotland
■ 1 in
• S6Vt oa, aad ISVt os. bottle*.
JOHN W ALKER & SO N S LTD.
Scotch'Whisky Distillers 
KILMARNOCK. SCOTLAND
This advertisment is not j published1 
or displayed by. the Liquor Control
' 0 & f C
From KELOWNA
\ - One Round
Tov way Trip
VantQuver $8.35* $15.05 







- N E W  YEA R 'S
Excursions
Fare and One Half 
Return
Dec. 24 - Dec. 27 
Dec. 31 - Jan. 3,
Teachers St Students 
Dec. 1 - Jan. 25th, 1955
For complete informefioit con­
tact your local Greyhound Agent.
, nence. '_ j  “r ; :  . . , i v rt.itiri, n nt iwe i*tquur t^omroi
inhabit «“ d S J ; '  Board or by the Government .of■ * ii n niTM nov n n British (^olumbis. • ^
themselves in the deepest part of 
the lake, effectively getting away 
from Oil but the old time experi­
enced fishermen; Not many fisher­
men-are prepared to go down two 
or . three hundred' feet ' in their 
search'for fish. There are too many
AUTO COURTS’ RESOLUTIjOjN 
The Editor,
The Kelowpa Courier.
Dear Sir:—I am enclosing a 
.couple of. resolutiotas toaf were 
passed by the Kelowiia Auto 
Courts Association, and forwarded 
to toe convention headquarters • In 
Vancouver. They were passed by 
the convention and given top rat­
ing in the publication of resolu- 
tions by toe Vancouver Province. The resolutions: ;
We in the tourist business who TRANS-CANADA HIGHWAY 
are making our living from the Whereas—Because of her close
tourist industry, believe that a ; proximity to toe United States
The Kelowna Hospital Women’s 
Auxiliary.




lakes, and tbo many species of fisH Kelowna Courier 
where this is-not necessary. Dear S ir :-A t the annual meeting
. I would appreciate the act it you- f th Kelowna Hospital Women’s 
are able toi publish our4wp resolu- Auxillary held recently a vote of 
tions, pointing out that they come thanks Wad passed to The Cobrier 
from -the Kelowna Ante Cdurts, -




auxo vouxw. f . th publlcity you have so klnd-
bL ,* e ^  given'us thisyear.
WCe'1, We much appreciate this asslst- 
”  ance and hope we ihay have your
continued interest in our wprk.
' Yours Sincerely,* , l 
MRS. H. W. ARBUCKLE.
Secretary.
One cup convinces...here’s a
.****’*.“ A t-
good all year paved highway be­
tween Kelowna and Calgary would 
solve ninety percent of our tourist 
problems. There are plenty of 
people on ttys continent ready and 
willing to travel, given good roads
The Editor, ;
The Kelowna Courier. •
Dear Sir:—I wish to commend 
our Memorial Arena for. gqnerous 
allotment o t  ice time to  minor 
hoqkey, likewise minor hockey of­
ficials and coaches for. their to-
j, h' ,/(
Which is the tourist supply centre 
for the. whole world. And, - ' .
Wheyeas—British Columbia has 
great scenic,' climatic:1 and ’ geo­
graphical advantages, which will 
some day result In the tourist in­
to travel on and something out of dustry dwarfing all other industries terest and untiring devotion 
toe ordinary to look at. We have in Canada. Ahd, “  ’ Perhaps a suggestion regarding
plenty of the latter, but require/the Whereas—The east border of the “Pups” whp play, each. JAon- 
roads to travel on. I  Wish to com- British Cblumbla ljiea adjaceht to day between 5.00 and. 6,00 p,m. wlU 
mend the Kelowna Courier on the the National Parke and great re- be welcomed, 
very; strong editorial, published, to' sort arefts of Banff, Lake Louise; Last Monday, following, a prf- 
the Courier about two weeks ago and Jasper; that hnve one of the game scrimmage, t oe' two teams 
concerning toe ffrans-Canada" high- greatest concentration of the better played a game lasting apptoxi- 
way. I think the Trans-Canada Is' Class of tourists in America. And, 
one of our most pressing problems ' Whereas—{There * is now no way 
today, and it could be completed for t h e 140 million of people living
dost, of the Rocky Mbuhtalna to 
Canoda' apd the United States  ̂ in­
cluding those in our Notional 
Parks, to ’ enter British Columbia 
over suitable highways. And;
Whereas —• Such highways os 
British Cblumbla now has along
I*
in short order if we only had 
enough pressure from too public, ‘ 
■No government will undertake any 
large project unless there is suf­
ficient pressure from ’the public. 
That Is where our newspapers to­
gether with Boards of ’IYade and 
other public’ bodies fulfill thef: 
greatest purpose, to educate an
mately 45 minutes, One team was 
two players shot-t and yet one 
youngster on that .team was ope, 
the Ice only, 5 minutes and S3 sec­
onds, during thq 45-mlnute Inter­
val! (Be was even Called off, the 
ice on one occasion when there was, 
no complete line change.)
Is the objective to “win toe 
game,” keep the more proficient
\
This atlvtrtiicmcnt 1» n o t published by the Liquor Go
I I
jV '■ 1 1
' k ’fwM
h fl 4k ( lUl ff) ( V , 
MfW y In'--.*'-14-ilwnU'
.IS '-1!'
i !)  ̂ fa 'ii 1 it „ * i * i| i Wi,
4 *’ i't ■
5 her eastern borders, tend to lend placers Out there? To gjve the less tourists1 away* from 'rather than ip adept—and they are in the major- 
. ; ity—on ob&olute mihimum ntoount
OLD
U seful foir w rapping , packing, etc. 
A pproxim ately  10 lbs. to  a bundle.
, I r ■ i i •» / . 'f ■ 1 > :i v k
25^ PER BUNDLE
. i ■ . , *■■■
THE KELOWNA COURIER
jV < 15^0 W ater Street '
' M"
asm s
ot tjme on the Ice? Perhaps thq 
error lies to playing top gome: the 
coaches nhduld forget, about ‘ twin­
ning" and give individual attention 
to each youngster, particularly to  
the youngsters who really heed the 
help. It, may be that the respective 
.coaches wlU be the’ first to  agree 
that this Is what ahould bo done?
I certainly sympathize, W*th thcip 
In their endeavours. ' ’ '
Few. of these youhgatcra under­
stand even the simplicity of "being 
Off-side." Whaty they require i s  
45 minutes of skating and scrim­
mage on toe ice, then play, a 19- 
minute hockey game: That la how 
wo were taught to Saskatchewan, 
Let the coach don his skates and 
display his Own skating1 and stick- 
handling wjtardy, show them howl 
That is what I did here .and the 
klda loved it.' The present arrange­
ment la ridiculqus. Let’s entourage 
the youngsters who1 are not quite 
as slick yet as one or two of ’ the 
others, Instead of retarding their 
progress and causing them to feet 
bad. Skating time and chasing the  
puck is what they want and' re­
quire, not belng rejected spectat­
or* for 4ft mlnnUw out o f 45!
More than c m  paren t shahn, toe
/Treat yourself to better t e a . . .  Canterbury. 
It’s the finest quality orange pekoe—-not a 
blend of ordinary teas. Your first cup will tell 
you there’s none finer! Notice Canterbury's 
rich amber color — really heart-warming 
aroma. And that flavor! Vigorous—extra full! , 
Notice the bright refreshment it brings— 
the way it picks you up. You'll agreo. . .  
"Canterbury—that's my cup of teal”
haariArM I 6 • ’
G o fa /te M ^  Canterbury
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"One for the road" holiday safety tip
' ' V -
■ '■-* %
when plans wQ be perfected for an 
evening of telephone whist.
• * •
Mr. and Mrs. V. S. Luknowsky 
are receiving congratulations on the 
birth of a son in the Kelowna Gen­
eral Hospital. December 3rd.* • m» ’
Local .school teachers. Miss P. 
Bradshaw and Mr. O. A. Erwin, are- 
putting on the children’s Christmas 
concert on December 18th at. the 
community hall. On December 21, 
Sponsored by the Women's Institute, 
all children in the vicinity will be 
entertained, including a vfeit from 
.Fajher Christmas. Children of the 
sixth grade and under will be en­
tertained from 6.00 untn 9.00 p.m.; 
the teen-agers will then take over 
until midnight.
Cats not poisoned at Penticton 
, ,  .  vets say it's distemper
Ask damages 
after injury 
auto crashinPENTICTON—Dcirens Of titjr and Idss of appetite, vomiting and grid- -
ual prostration until death ensues VERNON—Mr. and Mrs. Frank H.
in considerable pain. Septic throat snowseli. of Kelowna, were plain- 
and ulcerated .tongue are often tiffa ln a supreme Court Case here 
complications. • Friday afternoon in an action for
For treatment tq  be effective it
orchard cats stricken >.by death In 
recent weeks are victims
dltlon. he lost through' fielrure a 
light delivery truck he was purchas­
ing.
Repairs to his own auto cost more 
than $900 and the total on the lost 
truck was more than $1,000.
Mr, Justice J. M. Coady will give 
judgment When Mr. Borne submits 
further documentary evidence.
SAND and GRAVEL 
TOP SOIL m i FILL D titf 
BULLDOZING..
I . w. BEDFORD 
MSI Stirling Fteee
'  • -‘-w V vt' <• Mfel
L '





epidemic, of feline distemper, not 
poisoning as has b&eb the opinion 
held by  many, according to au­
thoritative opinion here.
-  Enquiry into the number of 
cases of suspected ' polsqning has 
been prompted by the nigh mor­
tality occurring after a few days' 
illness, often accompanied by re­
peated vomiting . and , dullness, 
giving the average layman 411 ’the 
impressions that the animal “has
'lot.
assessment of damages for personal
injuries'and property caused in amust be startled early In the course 
of the disease and. although .sulfa 
drugf have been tried the greatest 
success has been achieved using a 
combination of streptomycin and 
penicillin and glucose saline by 
injection, ter counteract the dehy­
dration, Which may be severe.
A vaccine has been developed fund
whkh *giveS good immunity tasting "
>r life, and ean bo administered ,reRrc!ent<r - . .
A happy Chiiadiafi custom w e t theyears is that of calling on 
friends to deliver peptopnlly a Cbristraak or New Year's gift: At
(Continued from Page 1) ‘
policy should be continued In thfe 
future.
“Growers should also be warned 
that In producing a F.P. Onion, 
their aim should be towards dual­
ity  and not just size. We are afraid 
that many of our F.P. Onions this
. .  ,  , -  . . . .  , . . .  . .... „ , . . . .  , . .. year were grown for size rather
ful hostesses today are ’Urging their callers to make'coffee or tea the than quality and resulted in a very
“one for t h e r o a d . ^ 'A c u p  of hot coffee o r  tea to counteract the b,s percentage of the crop going
■ r  - as “Jumbos.” ,
“With, regard to our spring 
planted crop. It was. obvious to 
your board and to the agency that 
unless we tpok steps to improve 
the quality andTlppearance of bur 
products and Wring thbm into line 
with those of our competitors, it 
would be Impossible to break down 
the prejudice that existed against 
our onions.
“In an attempt to do just this, 
meetings with shippers were held 
with a view to putting all our 
onions over a grader in the ware­
house and then putting them in
many homes-the gift bearer is invited in to share a cup of,Christ­
inas cheer, before proceeding'bit fus Way1 to the next home 6n his 
list. Offered with the bcs$ of intentions, too many drinks may trans­
form the genial visitor irito'a Steriobs traffic hazard and so thought-
effects of evAn a  tew total! drinks. may be the sincerest thanks a 
friend can offer to the bearer of gifts during the holiday season. It 
is also the sign.of trite friendsh%> and consideration at any holiday 
party where beverages are being served. ■>
of the annual epizootic of feline 
distemper, an extremely infectious 
disease which may, occur as either 
“infectious enteritis” or “snuffles". 
It is a different type of distemper 
than that which affects dogs. . , 
■ Apparently the • gastric., type t  is 
the ohe affecting local cats.vYoung 
cats are 'particularly susceptible 
and may be visibly ill for only one 
' ’ and
re­
motor vehicle accident- more than - 
a year. ggo. Defendant was Eneis 
James Swite.
‘‘Counsel for the Snowsells, M. C. 
Borne, also of Kelowna, told the 
court that the action would ulti­
mately be against the unsatisfied 
Swite \yqs pot
. ' , .- i i u
Mr. and Mrs. Snowseli sustained 
various injuries as the result of the 
accident. Mr. Snowseli was the 
most seriously hurt and still faces 
an operation on a knee.
as'early as age six weeks.
This Is the only method of pre­
venting the disease r a th r  than 
lose either the efRelent “mouser” 
of the store and orchard or the 
little bundle of fur which is such '  Costs incurred were presented to
a family favorite.
or tw o'days before they die 
a very big percentage ab wot 
cover. , .i i
The disease is picked up usually
the. court Including doctors' and , 
hospital bills totalling several <huii-;. 
dred dollars. Also claimed was 
loss of revenue and extra,expense. - 
Snowseli'is a loggirig contractor and
; LEASE REFUSED
Application from M‘ke Paly for a 
lease on land adjacent to the Tur­
ner property in the north ^end of, he said that h(q was forced to, hire 
the city, was refused by • council ir truck driver for his vehicle and
______ r ______ ______ _this week. City has already given estimated that his incapacity to earn
from ^directT or indirect contact and ’boat-builder Gordon Jdnnens first his normal Incotoe \yas $|0Q per 
within a few- d a y th e re  is dullness, option on the land. ' ' month for several months'. In ad*
NO FiNkR WHISKY 
IS MADE IN CANADA-
D O M I N I O N
T E N
CANAD IAN  WHISKY
O N E  OF THE W O R L D  s • ■Kt *  • W H i S K U S
Thl* advertisement 
"Liquor Control DqOrd or
Is not publjsheA of dU pla^dby-H te 
■ by the Government of jrithh Columbia.
LUR
to  remember to prevent 
Christmas tragedies by fire
It is tra^c but true that one of the main symbols of the, happi BI1U U1CU MJejn Jn
ness and joy of Christmas has often been the cause of sorrow and clean, new sacks. At these meetings 
‘death. Because of the potential danger in your Christmas, tree and * shippers stated that they could hot 
its decorations, the Kelowna Fire Department wishes to  remind the ntee. to d0 this untii th® MaS 
people of Kelowna of: some of the precautions they should take. - v —1e“ ^ as over and agreed 
A little knowledge of the haz- wall of a house because’of an over- 
ards will help keep, Christmas safe loaded, circuit not effectively fus- 
and merry. The ru|es which ,fol- ed.
low, mostly common sense, have Decorations are fire hazards too. 
been developed by fire protection DeCoratibns should be of metal, 
engineers and /recommended by glass, asbestos or flame; proof ma-
' ,
/
the Dominion Fire Prevehtion’ As: 
sociation.
Ib e  tree itself is an extremely 
combustible article, filled with 
pitch and resin.. A small ‘tree 
should be chosen, as ft is pretty 
and much safer. It, should be as 
freshly cut as possible.' m
The tree should not be set up 
until Christmas Eve and should be 
kept outdoors until the last pos­
sible moment.
The tree should be cut at the 
base at an angle at least one inch 
above, the original cut. It should be 
set up the coolest part of the house 
and away from radiators, heaters 
.and  fireplaces. It should not block 
passages or .exiUr,‘v /  ' ►. ' ....
DON'T USE CANDLES'’ . .
The base should be-stood--in b  
pail or bucket with /sand -or 
coal and water, which should be 
maintained a t as high 9 -level ' as 
possible, to retard the drying out 
of the tree. .
Candles should never be Used (m 
a  Christmas tree or near ‘It, and 
all electric lighting should ;bepr the 
labels of the Underwriters Labora­
tory or of the Canadian Standard 
I^Associatioii.
I” ' The tree should be 
frequently to make sure no 
has cropped up since the installa­
tion.
Electrical circuits, usually over­
loaded Christmas time, should 
be exi
replaced. Fires can qtart in the
terials. Don’t  try to . burn gift 
wrappings ‘ in the fireplace. The 
1>lace-for their incineration is out­
side. '
Good to have around are oper­
ative fire extinguishers and buc­
kets of i frater.' These items should 
be near the tree, highest on t|ie 
danger list.
' Another feature of social life 
during the Christmas1 season ate 
focial gatherings in public halls 
and hotels. The Kelowna f*ire De­
partment emphasizes‘the’ ; Import* 
ance of remaining calm ., if : fire 
breaks out at such functions.
The public is warned .that should 
ihe .Word “fire” be shouted/-a * per- 
son~%houltt WSilT toward, the near-
f'st' 'ekit ':aii(i J<reniember never to un. Panic is often mdre dangerous than.the fire Which causes it.
inspected 
danger
M rs . H . Bernau 
president of 
0 k . Centre W .I.
OKANAGAN CENTRE—Mrs. H 
M. Berneau was elected president indeed.'
was over „___
that while they would do this with 
all shipments' after a date around 
October 15, it would have to -be 
optional prior to that time.
QNION p a c k
“ The result of a trip made by our 
manager to the. prairies in October 1 
showed that without any shadow 
of doubt the step taken to improve 
our onion pack by warehouse grad* 
ing was the only possible way 
whereby we could regain the con­
fidence of our buyers and every­
where he went, the trade Congrat­
ulated us upon our very much im­
proved pack, with particular ref­
erence to the brightness of the 
onions,. their freedom from chaff 
and the popularity of the new bag.
“It was also apparent that the 
only “Jumbo” size onions which 
are wanted by the buying public 
are the Sweet Spanish. All 6ther 
onions, both S.P. and F.Pi, should 
be grown to produce as closely , as 
possible to" the Medium size ai\d. 
not the-Jumbo and this is partic­
ularly triie With the F.P. V
‘The situation which confronts 
the vegetable grower in the Inter;- 
ior of British Columbia is by no 
means a bright one. In the first 
place, we have huge new acreages 
which are increasing each yeaf just 
to the South of us—where not only 
do they get tremendous crops with 
cheap production costs because of 
the size of* their operations—but 
wheje again because of volume 
their handling costs are less than 
ours, and unless some means can 
be found .whereby these adverse 
factors can be offset, we .are afraid 
that, the butlook i s a  bleak one,
CENTRAL STORE 
(R. M. Morrison) 
1705 Richter St. Dial 2380
CROSSROADS SUPPLY ’






GO RD ON’S M EA T M A R K ET L T D . 
fiiernard Ave. D ial 2118
HALL BROTHERS LTD.*! * • \ " . ! .*■*•  ̂ i • ■ V
Okanagan. Mission Dial 7245
857
NEWTON’S * GROC&RY 
(Art Wigg^esworUi)
Ellis St. Dial 2881
PETTMAN B^OS. 
1302 St. Paul (G0>h . Grocery) Dial 3020
SOUTH KELOWNA MERCHANTS 
290* Pendozi S t Dial 2763
Westbahk
MAC’S GROCERY 
(MiEdcolm Black) Dial 5131
by  acclamation at the annual meet- 
amined-and any* faulty bafts ■ lng ĥe Okanagan Centre Wo-
m
men^s Institute,- held in the com­
munity hall. .
Other officers elected were: Mrs. 
•IL Drought, secretary-treasurer; 
Mrs, I. Hunter, 'vice-president, and 
Mrs. H. Bond, Mrs. J. Motowylo and 
Mrs, G. 'Snowdon, difeetdrs.
-Thetreasurer’s repori- audited by 
S. -Fewell, showed a.balance of $139 
for 11)$$;, total receipts >yejco $SJt7,
“In conformity with requests 
passed by resolutions' at delegates' 
meetings and from the Growers' 
Association that steps be taken to 
put in central {packing in the vari­
ous Centres, your board went fully 
into, the matter and finding that 
the purchase or erection of a house 
in each of the districts where mpre 
than one shipping house how ex­
ists is quite beyond the financial 
resources at our disposal, a sug-
WOODLAWN GROCERY 
(Noton !& Simkins)
2091 Richter S t (No fresh mtots) Dial 3090
V- vi I'j*// _ lii; ■ lUSUUrv S Ufc aia uaul* « pMb*
v^  balance Restion that this might bq done by 
OB $102.; v < ■ . /  . _ - -,— calling for tenders for the pack-
' In‘ lve?;e ■'&- ing of all vegetables producedmrlane. convenor of. agriculture; . A  . . .  M
Mrs. Pixtob. bn social1 Service, ahd 
Mrs. Baker, on home economics.
The directors report, read- by presi­
dent Mrs. Snowdon, was-In part as 
follows; "With twenty-five mem­
bers. -including two l|fe mombere, 
this has been a  busy yeah'Two new 
officers hove been 'created to en­
able us to cope. Mrs. H. Macfnrlarte,
.fine qU the life members, is the 
archivist; and Mrs. R. - Bvixtoq, the 
'betmahdnt Janitor."
Delegates were sent to- district 
rally and to  the bionnial honferoncb.
The two annual sales netted $128.58.
Reports -were repd by Mrs. H. Mac-
fnrlane. '• • *
Four talks were given: "Holland!* 
by Mrs, N, Mocrbourt;- "Flower Ar­
rangement," by Mrs. G. Butcher;
"Public Health” by Dr. Davo
’ ^ttcftrlancj. convenor or. ngncuuure; ea^h of the districts Was put for­
ward for discussion at the annual 
meetings of growers and, no doubt, 
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Suggestions for Your Christinas Dinner
Stuffed, Manzanila, 
McLaren’s, 6 oz. jar .... 
Bell, Medium 
1 11). ..............
1  lb. tin
Sanitizes and Deodorizes
nnd Miss D. Bcmeau spoke1'
’ .bight;week courso snonsored by
A
VERNON Five new teachers 
>vcre inducted intq the North Qiit 
anagan Teachers' Association at o 
ceremony held In the Allison Hotel 
tost, week, . . .
Miss Barbara Randal, h Homo
a pmlcs teacher of the Beriior school and Arthur Hitchens.Fcbriwty,’ ....   tonehcr bf Industrial Arts i>p ttih
A good Start wbb made on a gem Junior High school, wdri from 
oral survey of radio , programs for Vernon. ,
children, several suggestions were, The teachers from Lumby were; 
forwarded to local statloris: Miss Donna Cane, grades 1 and 2,
Cash donations wore made- to ihe Alan Maoklon, grade 0, and Ronald 
Solarium, .the Salvation .Army, th? Weir, grade 5. Mr, MscklOq Cornell 
Centre of CG1T, nnd the children's from England. '( 
tu rtles  held in the centre. Prior to the Induction, the exec-
,Chief -among the-community-peoj* utlve of tho NOTA and school
iminlty hail; rcpnfr of the wnori and tcacncrs at a atoncr with T. Tull, 
construction of ladders, diving chairman.
< bourd^md ptotfomu aponsorship of -Guests included chairman of the 
swimming courso for children; School Board J. IL Kidson and Mrs.-, 
acquisition of traffic signs through Kidson; secretory of tho School' 
the village; dispatch of Jig-savr Board, Mrs, E. IL jReinhsrd; Miss 
puzzles to the Indian Hospital, and Hilda Crydcrman, president of ' .  
a tag day for the CURB,.:  . - IK iT iy  president r f '  NtYTA -Jgck !
• • • Mitchell abd Mrs. Mitchell.
Mr*. Ivan Hunter was hostess at O ther guests were; Dr. and, Mrs.
t e  { t t 1 & ’| 5 r» s &  S - .  i
Mrs. Schubert, pf Tiilfttoeeife mpther and Mrs. J., W. Tnglts of la»nby,
M Mr* and MHb Stan Fergitson.
A.maM< to T h e ; thadctwS was 
proposed by L. L. Morwood-Clark 
of Lumbyt’MDr. Macklon In his re- 
India, which Is the subject this y*«r ply mentioned the wonderful wel­
ter all United Church women’s aux- come he and hla wife IJ|
lliaric*. Vernon. ,
The date for the annual meeting Miss Orydi rman spoko on tho 
is set for January,3rd a t W& iun., problems of tho modern, teacher.






SWEET M IX PICKLES
McLaren’s Crispie, 16 oz. ,ja r....................
DILL PICKLES 
SWEET GHERKINS




SIDE rBAC0N u a ^ ’-ib.!
PICNie SHOULDERS
Regular, M aple,Leaf.................. . lb
PICNIC SHOULDERS
Read to serve, Maple Leaf..... .............. ; lb.
COTTAGE ROLLS ^
Cry o-Vac P a c k ' l b . '
COTTAGE ROLLS
MARASCHINO CHERRIES ,o „
Red, McLaren’s, 6 oz. ...... ............. . Z O C
Kraft,
Whiz, 8 oz. 
Velyeeta, 
'4-lb. pkg. . 
imperial,
1 lb. drum *r*'»«*
36c
89c
All Botlcd Drinks require deposit tor bottles.;
GINGER ALE
Gin g e r  a l e
TOM  COLLINS
Canada Dry, 






C C tfE K I I ID  Carton of 
aC V C lM  U r  6 bottles t......











Navals, Malko Mac, 






16 oz. j a r ......
McColl’s,
5 lb. barrel jar
of the hostess, was *' teUgl-appre- l
dated visltdrr -
devotional period, and Mrs. Mac- 
tertane the study of missions In
P U R ITY SPECIALS FOR 
DECEM BER 1 7  - 1 8  20









FRESH DATES ? l ° t i ...
b A T A T A C t  Wetted Gem, Washed, 
r  U I A I  U C d  Malko Mac, 10 lbs. ....
DADCMIDC Malk0 Mae, 
f  f t R 3 l i | r u |  20 m . cello pkg...........
Malko Mae, a  
16 ioz.
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THURSDAY, DBCEuBKR IS. 1M4
provides many challenges for the coming year
*
Extracts of addresses
delivered at the 88th Animal Meeting of The Canadian Bank of Commerce
•  '
wIf it were possible to draw up a balance sheet of - 
Canadian conditions it would show a substantial surplus 
on the favourable side,”  said Jtimes Stewart, C.B.E., 
President, addressing the 88th  Annual Meeting of 
The Canadian Bank o f Commerce.
In dealing with the general economic picture, Mr. 
Stewart observed, in part, that “evidence is mounting 
to indicate slowing down, for the time being, in the rate 
of our over-ali economic growth. The commercial and 
industrial situation this past year is by no means de­
pressed-in fact, if it were possible to draw up a  balance
sheet of conditions it would show a substan­
tial surplus on the favourable side. However, careful 
#>Tflm?nfltlnn of the record reveals a  somewhat spotty 
pattern of activity with both gains and losses shbwing 
up in a number of areas and in a number of industries.”
•  * *
“It is generally agreed,” said the President, “that gov­
ernment policies of the past few years designed to main­
tain some measure of stability in a growing economy 
have been successful. We now are entering a period 
when business must, on its own initiative, test the 
strengths and weaknesses in the market-place. During 
the past few years there ha? developed a  feeling in 
some circles that business fluctuations can be smoothed 
out, even corrected, by various monetary and fiscal 
measures. On the other hand, a  skepticism continues 
to be felt as to whether government intervention can 
cope with all unfavourable developments. In  a large 
measure solutions will depend on the kind and degree 
of problem to be solved. On us as citizens — corporate 
and individual — much will depend on the position we
take on domestic and international issues. For example,
are we prepared to pay the price for “full employment”
— assuming the price can be estimated; do we favour 
price-supports to maintain floors wider prices that 
otherwise would be brought mtojine with demand; do 
we approve of special protection for special industries 
in the light of our position as a trading nation? These 
and other vexatious issues, _ concerning which the 
people as a  whole are vitally interested, call for early 
and objective thinking in the fight of the re-emergence 
of a buyers’ market”
In a  reference to national production, Mr. Stewart 
said: “But what possibly has not commanded the at­
tention it deserves is that,, with an expanding popula­
tion and a growing labour force, it is necessary — as­
suming economic stability — that productivity move 
forward in relation to this growth. If our standards of 
living are to improve, the Irate of increase in product­
ivity should be somewhat greater than the rate of 
population growth. When, in fact, production remains 
constant or declines then this is a warning that changes 
are called for in both business and government poli­
cies.” ’ *
* . * *
“The agricultural situation this year has changed rela­
tive to last year. The picture has been affected in no 
. small way by the capriciousness of the weather. An 
'  unofficial estimate of a 250 million bushel wheat crop 
for the prairies'this year follows three consecutive years 
of crops over twice that size. Even the diminished yield 
docs not tell the full story. The composition of the 
crop is even more revealing, as witness the estimate 
that a substantial percentage of this year’s crop will be 
rated as feed. Manifestly, the difficulties of marketing 
a  mounting; grain surplus in competitive foreign mark­
ets is somewhat alleviated as a result of this year’s out­
turn. However, any adverse, effect on the income and 
purchasing power of the prairie farmerssoon becomes 
evidentand in turn affects, to some degree, the over-all 
consumption pattern for the months aheUd. Production 
of most of our principal grain crops, with the exception 
of flax, is down this ycar.However,’ Mr. Stewart con­
cluded, The level of domestic food consumption re­
mains high and should remain relatively stable.”
7 . * , ; : '7
“It is evident that we are in a period of competition, 
which in course of timo may become more intensi­
fied, yet it would appear that the influences of tr sellers’ 
market during the past decade continue to prevail and 
consequently have made adjustments to competitive 
conditions somewhat more difficult to achieve. Wo are, 
in fact, witnessing the emergence of at least three kinds 
of competition: in foreign markets, where it involves
some of our exports ; and in the domestic field, where, 
first of all, there are felt the effects of imports from for­
eign countries, and second as between our own firms 
and industries.
“We hear on many sides of relatively high costs 
being detrimental to sales in the present competitive 
market. If this be the case then every effort to reduce 
costs must be made. Where productivity or other con­
ditions can be improved to reduce costs it is impera­
tive that plans be made to achieve this as soon as pos­
sible. In many cases, an increase in output could reduce , 
the per unit cost of the product and thereby improve 
its competitive position. In other cases, it may be that 
technological improvements are necessary to restore 
the industry to a better relative cost relationship to 
competitors. In yet other cases it may require manage­
ment to re-examine and where necessary revise produc­
tion and marketing policies id fine with the changes 
that now are taking place in the market.
“Since, as I have noted, competition arises in several 
forms, and since we cannot usefully separate our do­
mestic from our foreign activities, except, in certain 
specific instances, the question of protection looms in­
creasingly important. One of the questions in the field 
of foreign trade that cannot be ignored centres on the 
extent to which we consider tariffs as a device to sup­
port the economy. I have recorded on other occasions 
my belief that with regard to “protection” the long run 
rather than the shortim position is to be preferred be­
cause of the dynamic growth character of our economy. 
If we pursue tiie objective of diversification of industry, 
both primary and manufacturing, thereis bound td be 
conflict with imports, particulaHy'iri' manufactured 
goods. Nor is there much to be said for the view that we 
can concentrate our attention on exports while ignor­
ing the import problem. Nations; who buy, or who might 
be prepared to buy from us, in the final analysis expect 
to pay in their goods. Trade has to be viewed in the form 
of input as well .as outflow. Or to illustrate in a more 
homely fashion, any industrial organization has a pur­
chasing as well as a sales department. Except in special 
circumstances, protection'invites retaliation and for us 
this form of activity would be inimical to our desire for 
improved standards of living.”
“Canadians generally have given, I  believe, serious * 
attention to the position taken by the government in 
1945 to the effect that it would be the duty of the gov­
ernment to maintain a climate within which business 
could develop and expand. It now appears that the defi­
nition oi climate invites examination and clarification. 
There seems to be a belief that business—small or b ig - 
can, should and does operate in an atmosphere of per­
fect competition. Because Of existing conditions of 
mass production, indigenous geographic characteris­
tics, and growing elasticity of substitution and the like, 
we are in process of change. For example, substitutes 
are now available for nearly every product which once 
offered an opportunity for monopoly: new synthetic 
fibres for cotton, wool, linen, jute and silk; other fuels 
for coal; and a whole range of new ferro-alloys or alter- 
, nate base metals for the relatively few original grades of 
iron and steel. The Canadian consumer now has a di­
verse Variety of choice for goods and services which , 
gives to competition a universality that it never before 
possessed. We must therefore turn our attention to the 
realities of present-day production amt distribution as 
they apply to the Canadian economy. Tbiis suggests that 
while restrictive trade practices should continue to come 
within the purview of government supervision, the yard­
sticks that are used require careful re-examination. Con-. 
sidcration such as ‘to the detriment of the public’ and 
*undue lessening of compctitioh’ are tenuous and diffi­
cult of reasonable interpretation. Bearing in mind our 
geographic position, the pattern of present population 
concentrations, and the increasing coinpetition from 
abroad, it. is possible that certain forms of integration 
for greater productive efficiency, lower costs, and im­
proved competitive position, can exist in tho public 
interest. In tire fight of advances in mechanization rind
mass production some form of industrial planning must 
be acceptable; otherwise unremunerative prices may 
follow which would not be in the public interest. Unpro­
fitable business operations result in lowered wages and 
reduced employment—neither of which are desirable , 
ends of policy.
“The question of monopolistic practice surely centres 
on the relative profits obtained on effective investment.
If this yardstick were more frequently applied it would 
make for happier relations between industry and gov­
ernment without interfering with the right of action. 
The present approach, of proving collusion, seems . 
somewhat unrealistic and unnecessary in the light of 
other and more useful tests of ‘detriment to the public.’ 
Surely with the re-emergence of a buyers’ market, the 
sellers’ market philosophy will be replaced with a real­
istic approach to competitive business as it is actually 
conducted.”
“We have witnessed these past few months a revival 
of the purchasing power doctrine—a very pervasive 
approach to remedying any signs of unemployment. 
The idea that collectively we can buy our way out of any 
downward trend in economic activity sounds fine except 
for one factor—the resulting effect on prices. It cannot 
be said too often that we function in a world economy, 
not an isolated economy, and hence price is a key to, 
not incidental to, our prosperity. Let us keep clearly in 
our minds that, in the main, the product pays the wages 
—the manufacturer acting as a middle man in the trans­
action. What can be paid out in costs of production is 
determined by what the consumer will pay for the 
finished product. Manifestly, it is uneconomic in the 
face of a falling demand to do anything t<y increase 
prices in the hope of reviving that demand. Surely this 
is the time for realism in our market appraisals.”
Tbming" now to the imniediate prospects Mr. Stew­
art concluded: “Over-all I would suggest that the next 
twelve months will record a continuation of the spotty 
pattern that has been evident this year. How well or 
how; poorly we react to the growing competition both at 
home and from' abroad will of course have an impor­
tant bearing on the relative success of our operations 
next year. However, disposable income continues to be 
high and there is every expectation that consumer pur­
chasing will remain at a reasonably high level. Mean­
while, technology’combined with the continuing devel- * 
opment of resources suggests a steadiness in the rate of 
expansion of primary goods and ancillary industries. 
Investment opportunitiessKould continue to be favour­
able and particularly in; the construction industry it 
would appear that capital investment should remain 
strong.
“In the longer view, I look for continued growth and 
development throughout the country. Blessed; as we are 
with an abundance and a Variety of resources, one can 
only conclude that we can, with care, and conservation, 
market many of our products with considerable advan­
tage to ourselves. A growing population, which 
means a growing labour force, demands a continual 
revision of our objectives. This, amongst other things,
' means new markets and requires new or advanced 
methods of distribution, The challenges indeed are 
great; that we have, successfully met problems in the 
past with foresight augurs well for the road ahead.”
NEIL 3. McKINNON, VICE-PRESIDENT and 
GENERAL MANAGER, after reviewing the 
balance sheet, highlights of which are 
summarized below, said in parts
“The 88th Annual Statement records a year of major 
growth during which new records were established in 
many important aspects of the Bank’s business. Depo­
sits increased by more than $156,000,000 and total 
assets increased by approximately $160,000,000 
bringing the total assets of the Bank to an all-time high 
of $2,058,000,000.
“The past year has been on the whole one of active 
business, although at a somewhat lower level than last 
year, and it has been marked by a  widening in the area 
of competitive trading conditions which were becoming 
evident more than a year ago: This has not only been 
true of production competing in the export field, but 
also of business serving principally the domestic market 
which, to an increasing extent, has competed with im­
ports encouraged by the prevailing discounts on other 
currencies. The sharply competitive conditions have 
made exacting demands on management, and have 
focused attention on cost control and increased efficien­
cy. Much attention has also been given to control and 
balance of inventories and this, together with a level­
ling-off in the expansion of retail consumer credit, has 
brought about, in many fields, a. lessening in require­
ments for additional bank loans.
“This year The Bank Act was re-enacted by Parlia­
ment following the usual decennial revision. Several 
useful changes have been made, one of which enables 
security to be provided over petroleum in tjle course 
of production, a field of finance inwhich the Bank has 
played a leading part. Another change was the authori­
zation of banks to engage in mortgage lending under 
the National Housing Act under which, subject to cer- 
, tain conditions, mortgages are insured up to 98% of 
the principal amount. The Bank has also been actively 
engaged in this field.
“A new item appgyrs for the first time in our balance 
sheet in ffie fonn^x^m orij^ges insured under the 
National Housing A ct At 31st October this amounted 
to $5,800,000 and commitments presently outstanding 
will increase this amount measurably during the coming 
■ year..
“The balance at credit of undivided profits was in­
creased to $3,647,000 of which $3,000,000 has been 
transferred to rest account in addition to a transfer of 
$ld,000,000 from tax paid reserves to  which reference 
has been made in the directors’ report. The additional 
capital for which subscription rights have been offered 
to shareholders will augment the total of capital and 
rest account to $101,250,000. The enlarged capital 
resources will be an important aid in enabling the Bank 
to enlarge its participation in constructive develop­
ments and in furthering the continued growth of the 
- Bank. ■ ■
“Once again it is aprivilege to acknowledge here, and 
pay tribute to, the loyal and enthusiastic work of all 
: members of personnel within the Bank. The past year 
has been & very busy .one and the whole-hearted co­
operation of everyone is reflected in the progress shown 
in the Balance Sheet. With growing business and ex­
panding activity, officers and employees have maintain­
ed a high level of service to the public which is tradi­
tional with the Bank.”
\
A N N U A L  STATEMENT HIGHLIGHTS — YEA R  EN D ED  OCTOBER 31,195 4
LIABILITIESASSETS
Cash Resources (Including items in transit)........ (  318,359,590
Securities ............ ......................\..... ....... 793,918,331
Jptal Loans .; ..... ........................  .... 874,881,279
Mortgages and Hypothecs Insured under the , ,
N.H.A. 1954 .  ,.... ............ .... . 5,815^96
Acceptances and Letters of Credit....... ............  29,813,441
Other, A sse ts........ .................................  36,928,833
Total’Assets . .. ...... .............. i;................ -$2,058,716,970
Deposits ...................... ............... .......... $1,938,666,112
Acceptances and Letters of Credit •»•***#*•**• 29,013,441
Other Liabilities . .......... ...... ........ ...:... . 8,589,769
Capital, Rest Account and Undivided Profits.....  8] ,647,648
Total Liabilities....................................... $2,058,716,970
STATEMENT OF UNDIVIDED PROFITS 
Profits before Government of Canada taxes. $14,896,379
Lessi Provision for depreciation on Bank P r e m i s e s , ... ................. $1,685,029 ion mo
Provision for Government of Canada taxes.... ........... ..... .... .............6,807,000 i 8,492,029
Balance available for distribution $ 6,404,350
Dividends...................... . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... ..................... ...... 3,600,000
Balance carried forward ........................... ..... ..................... ...... .................. .................... $  2,804,350
Balance of undivided profits October 31,1953......... 843j298
Transferred to Rest A c c o u n t ... ..........
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the smoko and the Hemes.
Overwe^tee manager. John Mc- 
Laws. reported today tha t he was 
able to Save 'some of the canoed 
good*. but everything else was a 
total loss.
After the fire was extinguished 
he also salvaged $800 from the store 
office a t the rear of thd building 
along with all account records.
Mr. McLaws reported that he 
hopes to have the Overwaitea store 
open by next Monday. He will re-
Movement of vegetables and 
acreages planted to crops 
show sharp decline
From tl capital
PACIFIC GREAT EASTERN. , Horseshoe Bay-Squamish
r a il w a y  Section l ,  fcommencing
The chief inspecting engineer o( Abe B *f towards SadamiA slong 
the department of railways has re- Howe. S w td  toe a  distance of 199 
cently completed the annual hr-* miles. North Vancouver Electoral 
_  ,  . . .  .  ,  soection of the Pacific Great Iasi* District r etui nr ale' December 17,
The following tables show comparative figures fo r the move- S w a y  t U ^  s ^ t u r e s ^ I d  1854.
Tree Farm No. U—F. D> htul* 
holland. Victoria.'for 45CT acres near 
Parksville, with annual ytbld 15.000 
cubic feet for SO years, 300,000 cubic 
feet for the second »  years and 
15.006 feet for v>* ^enwlolnt M 
years in the cycle,________  ' •>
v |a >m , y/ h v * s wuu ji SMr ***** # ^  ,  . ■. # * t » • « * vast avia** w uwvm aui|v*%i*v» .w**w
open in a building two doors west mcnl of m am  crops both to  the fresh market and for processing, mechanical facilities, in  h u  report l a n d s  a n d  I  GUESTS
&
of the old location.
Adjoining buildings, the Merritt 
Bakery and The Gift Shop, suffer* 
ed.heavy smoke qpd water damage.
Police release 
holdup suspect
fleers, .alerted by a citizen who' 
thought he had seen a wanted tank












TONS OP PLUM PUDDINQ—A treat in store for travellers On Canadian 
National Railways trains durinrthe Christmas ahd *Tew Year holiday is 
being prepared (above) by ChefRomco Charest. The ptum pudding, made 
from a  famous, century-old recipe, will he served in all CNR dining cars 
between December IS and January 3 to top off turkey dinners dressed with 
cranberry sauce and all the trimming!. Chef Charest spends more than a 
week just jpwqgtring the tremendous quantities of plum pudding needed
M erritt fire damage 
estimated at $20,000
officers involved in the Intensive 
search. ’
Nome of the informant was not Potatoes^ Late— too
revealed, but police said he report- c;iVp,_ir;_.__iu \ .
ed seeing the wanted man in a ^ ' ‘VClsaiits—-to. ................
downtown pool room. , Tomatoes— l u g .................
The informant told, r c m p  that Tomatoes, Green Pr./B x. 
the man he saw resembled very 
closely an • artist’s reconstruction of
Potatoes, Early—ton
PROCESSED
. 1954 1953 1952
Nov. 30 Season Season








3000 7700 . 5445
453435 500200 381942
2686 2650 1846




a bandit who held up and robbed AsDara RUS— lb. . 340000
a New Westminster branch of the
Bank of Toronto last week. ^  n m ..... ....... ..
RCMP immediately toured hotels, Cucumbers—F/B x. ...... —
restaurant, lodging houses, beer Onions—ton ..........
parlors, warning staffs to be on Tpmatpes— ton . 
the/loojtr"* - — -  ■t0Ut/°ii.th5 Ina”\ saId t0 h? Tomatoes, Green—to a . ...
Beets—tonwearing a  leather jacket.As the search progressed, police _ ,
pujled in. ■ an out-of-town visitor Pumpkin—ton 
for questioning. They said the man Beans— ton 






MERRITT — Damage estimates made this morning came to $10,000. 
have risen to more than $2(̂ 000 in This did not include the building, 
the fire which gutted the Overwal- which was rented, 
tea Ltd. store, and the B.C. Tele- Building damage in the Overwai- 
phone office, early last Saturday tea store was estimated at $5,000, . -
morning while approximately $6,000 worth of of ̂ co-operation. He accompan-
The blaze started hi the rear of stock in the store was reported a ied pouch during the search.
. . » .. - ,n Peppers—fl?...................    63250many respects but that he was ' c J j l - h ____ ,........................................... l i v ­
able to satisfy them of his identity spinach—ton  ..............  274
and his innocence. ACREAGES
Accordingly, the “suspect” was - Q<-.
released after a short time spent
in the police office. ■ : 1 acs.
RCMP credited their unnamed Beets. ............ ...... ....................  11
informant with doing a first class Cabbage ......     96


















„  ,, . . . . .  . , . Four new tree farm applications
CiF i l h e  •i’ad have been approved’ for appraisal:right-of-way. together with bridges Trce &rm No> *_£!!«  Falls Co.,
and structures are In a very much tor 60.440 acres, near Contox with 
195) improved condition over former uttimate annual yield of 3.089,000 
Season **“ *■ J he ^ ork and ^placements cubic ^  in 75 years time.
which have been recommended on f re e  Farm No. 9—R. J . Fllbcrg. of
previous inspections have been, put Comox. to r.7,586 acres of numerous 
586 into effect by the company and all ga,aU blocks near Comox and on 
1248 officials concerned are co-operat- Denman. Quadra and Reid Islands.
22796 |" g most *uU? ’ TrinUlc U very »nuch proposed cut 1«M>Q0 cubic feet perincreased and trains are running on year tor 30 y t^  after  whlch the
o m c m  5°lteF sc,hcdulc3 and hauling much annual yield 'w ill rise, to 308,000 
201501 heavier tonnage than heretofore cubic fee t - ■
22679 ” Tree Farm No. ,> 10—Canadian
939 Appropriations for improvements Forest ProducU for 4,708 acres near 
yvr«r and replacements have been used to sechelt with annual yield of 180.000 
aa I cZ a f 00*1 adyantage so that the railway cubic feet tor 10 years and 340,000 
44o0o4 is now in a safer condition than it cubic feet tor ISO years.
J974 has ever been.” , — —— ■   -....... ...... . ■   
PUBLIC WORKS:
, . , ^ c  Contracts Awarded
4 1 1 0 /3  A $16,340 contract has been
322110 awarded to John Manly, Ltd., New 
11081 Westminster Jor Glade Ferry (power 
cable ferry) Nelson-Creston Elec­
toral District
170758 A $1,529,753 contract has been 
awarded to Dawson and Hall. Ltd..
/8Z Vancouver for 300-bed unit. Wood-
—  lands School, New Westminster, B.C.
30 A $24,066 contract has been
11138 awarded G> David Howrie Ltd., Ver­
non for five-bay equipment shed,
—  Vernon.
148 Tenders Called




ORDER N u m
•  ALL TYPES
•  LUMF
•  BRIQUETTES
•  SACK OR BULK
W m . H M IG  &  SON
133$ Water SL 
Phone 2066
S TO R M  W INDOW S
Have Yo u  Ordered Yours?
Estimate* freely gives on any number or 'size 0! windows 
for your home or business.
HARVEY'S CABINET
745. Phone 3358
the two adjoining buildings about complete loss. Police .were unable to say, how- 136
3.00 am . Saturday and completely Telephone operator Myrna Petrie ever,, whether the man questioned Ueiery, ea rly  and Late .......... 60
gutted the premises. The efforts of first heard the crackling of the was the person seen in the pool Cucumbers .....................   189
the Merritt Volunteer Fire Depart- flames overhead and put, in the T?om, or whether the latter indl- Lettuce, Early and Late ......1. 100
ment kept the fire from spreading alarm. While she was phoning to vldual was the wanted bandit. Onions. F  P  ?no
to other buildings. They fought the the Kamloops office the lights went c 'd  ' ...........
blaze for three hours using 200 feet out and the wires burned through. TRADE AND INDUSTRY Omons, S .r . ..............................  533
of hose. Their efforts to control the F .  Shepherd, district repairman, New llfe ihsurance protection put Peppers .......... ................... .̂....  98
fire were hampered by the false climbed a pole and put through the in force in B . C  during the, month of Potatoes, E a r ly ______ .  70S
ceilings apd the flat roofs'of the call to Kamloops. Octo)>er totalled $15,866,000. This Potatoes L ate 17o n
buildings. STAYED AT SWITCHBOARD compares to |14,076,006 for October c:iv<vitrL i *'""T* " " " ™ "
Estimate of damages to equip- Miss Petrie stayed at the switch- a  year ago* The tern-month total .......................... .
ment in the B.C. Telephone office board until she was driven out by for 1954 of $158,329,000 is 9%. above lomatoes ...... .'........................... 1642



















How is your stock of window en­
velopes, letterheads, printed 
qhsSques, sfateuients?
WO Will be pleased to print them. 
Dial 2802, The Kelowna Courier.
Th is  advertisem ent is. n ot. published, o r  displayed b y  
th a  U ^ u P te C o n tro L  Boorc| or. b y  th q G o y e rq m e n t o f British Colum bia)
W E N  ORDERING 
BYM A1LO RM 0N E* 
b e  sv R E W S fm rr\ 
BRAND  N A M E
OLD STYLE . LUCKY LAGER 
PILSENER • U.B.C. BOHEMIAN 
RAINIER > CASCADE 
OLD COUNTRY ALE 
BURTON type ALE 
S.S. STOUT • 4X STOUV
Pacific Brewers Agents limited *
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
.Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
By1 JAMES K. NESBITT . .
SVICTORIA—Some V.I.EJs have been visiting the legislative 
buildings in  recent days. . ,r ’ ’ ,
. - In  one <Jay three M.P.’s called on Premier Bennett. Two of 
them were S.C-’ers— George Hahn of New’Westminster, and Rev. 
E- G- HanseU of Macleod; one a C.C.F.’er—Harold Which, of 
Vancouver East, who, when he was leader of the opposition, sparred 
witkthe Premier across the floor of the House.
The two B.C. M.P.’s—Winch and Hahn—came to  see what 
the Premier wants from the Ottawa government in the way of what 
he calls a better deal for B.C. The Premier was glad to see them—  
for he;insists the Liberal govemment'is snubbing the B.C. govern­
ment merely because it happens to call itself Social Credit. ' ’ ‘
Mr. HanseU was here on Social politicians of the saipe party get 
Credit political business. Doubt- together behind closed doors,' 
less, too, Messrs. Hahn and Bennett We may be sure, jhowaver, that 
also discussed Social Credit politics, Messrs. Winch apd Benhett dichi’t
and m ad. plans lor the Social f i S ” “ “ »* ■ * « » »  *» «
Credit march on Ottawa. That, J ,”7 ®, s° r  01 wa^
however. i» .to be. expected, when . typiral of Mi:.’ Tyteiph that hq;
—  decided to dig in and And out for
SHE’U  LBVE...
•  '
M O D ER N
mler’s case. He visited-also” other
from t
The Valley o f Bbssoms
’ • . \ : ■ 1
These delicious chocolates with rich 
centres made with fresh cream and butter 
are dipped by band by our own staff to 
givo thickest coating of fine chocolate.
WIN A S lb. BOK OF CANDY. Guam the 
weight e l the Giant Candy ^ u t ' l n  ear 
window. Fill out klip ly* store with your 
cues* in lbs. , and ora. with name and
râUJtauiMMu VkfnaauuiA' ’ ekuaMmueunauaJI ■ VhwiinNlivMWI W M  WUUMUr IUUKHKBQM IMSflCBlWr
Mth. 1 '
■ . 1- .... - .........................................................................■: ■. :vyirv*(.'» tWra: g p wyt ; nw * ■.
CUAUIIC f  AIIAICC
^  ' .....
............................................  S W 2 2 5 6
cabinet ministers, and’ go t' their 
viewpoints on B.C. affalrd
We tried, to find out, but couldn’t 
for sure, but it seems fi.irly defin­
ite that no Liberal dr Conservative 
M.P. lias ever called, oh Premier 
Bqnhett: to hear hla Side of| the  D.C.- 
Ottatya debate., ■. ■ 1.
Fisheries,Minister James Sinclair 
coned dq tnq PrehsliBt bne & & ,  but 
it 'was. only 4 courtesy"’visit and 
business wasn’t  dlwussed., Add the 
Premtey hardly, knowa what; ai’B.C. 





areysome SocbiT Credit 
id that won’t  be fbr a
by Philips
A superb quality '[ radio- 
phonograph in .walnut, oak 
or mahogany- cabinet;, 
styled to suit modern o f tea-’ 
ditional decor. Philips "3-- 
speed, fully .automatic re­
cord player, High output 
cartridge with sapphire 
styli. Two special Super-M 
8’T speakers. 31j^v high, 
35" wide, 16/ 2” deep.
EASY c o o d o e  
TERMS ... 4 > Z 7 7 .7  J
Mantel Radios -  Record Players 
Console Models By'the World’s Finest.
Prqinler Bennett; a t a press con­
ference, expressed somedlrulcasure 
with the Ottawa gbvarom ^t be­
cause, it won't spend'more "money 
on B.C. Ottawa's jualt an b f A  dght- 
wad os fa r! as B.C,*s concerned, or 
a t least, that's the PrenUer’a well- 
considered opinion. ' '
1 "What they1 need down there is a • 
change of 'government,?, spld the 
Premier, meaning there should be a 
Social Credit government in 'Otta- 
w al' '
"What would you do, Mr. Pre- 
[' mier. raise taxes?'' asked a reporter. 
! "No,” sMd the, Premier, "we’d
Classical —  Modem 




"How? asked the reporter, 
reducing armaments?”
"No,, mare efficiency,” said the 
Premier, and then hurriedly he got 
along to discussing something else.
, NDr. Speak** Tboihaa. Irwin’s at 
Wdrje in his office in the legisla­
tive'building these days preparing 
tojr Hu} opening 9f,;the House Jan,
His first big job is preparing ̂ the
All osles and a 
full price 
range. Here 
you,! cut find 




invltatic list for the opening. The 
t ihvl ‘
t Uqn I
first people to get Invited are those 
the; pro toe 'oal nit-archbishops, 
other high-ranking clergy; 
councillors, Justices and 
«, senktohs, M.P.'s, navy, army 
and  qlr force brass; ex-Lieut.-Oov- 
eYhors and ex-premlers; ex-speak­
ers; mayor* nr Victoria, Vancouver, 
Mew Y ^atoinlter; bankers and a 
few big-time’business tycoons.
After they're all squeesed In, the 
publto gato a- ehMim' tw vtew the 
annual Show of pomp and dream - 
iwn' gteh^M lhere, with 
1 legislative session is 
In this capital.
down and d**h 
off her most 
-tedlotu chore • 








•  BOTTLE 
WARMERS
•  MIXERS




•  SEWING 
MACHINES 
byPbafl
\ •  WAFFLE 
IRONS
•  SANDWICH
GRILLS. ■» . » ■
•  BLANKETS






by giving h^r 
a May Tag 
Automatic ’ 
Washer.
A U T O M A T I C
W A S H E R S
Gas and Electric 
Ranges
•  p^Y E es
•  I^OASTEBS
•  B o t f C I H .
•  RAZORS
Cooking can be 
fun on one of 
these delux auto­
matic ranges 
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The show must go on-or at least start
Christmas, 
bring real happiness, 




^  * 1 0 0
Federation of Agriculture 
to hold parley in Vernon
* • *  : The Bishop also dedicated the
VERNON—Vernon will play host to two major conventions new pews, the cushions of which 
of agricultural groups next year. are made from a portion of the
"Adding to the knnoimcimm. that the Canadian Seed Growers* f° ldw” S S U w
. i f      * t t  _ _ ' •  __ — ______ _1 J  <a* iMaal haî Alst,, ® V
EAST KELOWNA
EAST KELOWNA — The Right 
Reverend F. Clarke, Bishop of the 
Kootenay a, confirmed candidates 
from the Okanagan Mission and 
East Kelowna early last week.
Association will convene in June was word received at last week’s Following the service, the. con-
Vernon Board of Trade executive meeting that the B.C. Federation grogation met the Bishop at a so- 
of Agriculture will hold its annual session here next November.
J. M. Kosty, an executive mem­
ber of both the federation and the 
B.C. Fruit Growers' Association, 
announced at the meeting that the 
BCFA has accepted his invitation 
to confer in Verrton. This will mark 
the first occasion that the annual 
meeting has been held away from 
vthe metropolitan areas of the 
proviuce.
President E. C. Brown expressed 
the board’s thanks to Mr. Kosty for 
his initiative in bringing the con­
vention to Vernon. •
The board’s annual, general meet­
ing will be held in Hotel Allison. 
Officers for 1955 will be elected 
and reports of the past year’s work 
given. H. J. Fosbrooke will report 
on the recent sessions of the Can­
adian and American Chambers of 
Commerce in Washinton, D. C., 
which he attended.
FILE /ON PICTURES
The executive decided to recom­
mend to the 1955 board that an ex-
cial gathering 
munity hall.
held in the com-
BACKACHE
Ita g b tW u iih q
Backache la oftm carnal ly Isay Uiwy 
action. When U*njs gal ao* of ardor, 
amts achb.ud wadat nanin ha tfca’ 
tp M  Thaa backache, diatwUd nat 
w tint tiiaAwMed haairlmaW W hg 
may Mtn h in t. That’* tho llw  ta h it  
Dodd’s Kidnap PSlt. DM * atiaailata 
the Udnay* la m m I action. Ibsa jm  
leal Uttw-ihsp bettar-vwk tetter. 
GdDadd’sItiidMyNismv. 91
the first hour of the meeting when 
board chairman Robert Stockton 
wanted to make some off-the- 
record remarks regarding the B.C. 
Marketing Board.
Delegates had previously voted 
in favor of having the press pres­
en t
Mr. Stockton was discussing dis­
tribution of produce in the Van­
couver area. * fed  Poole, secretary 
of the board,, admitted -that the
The East Kelowna Brownie Pack 
had its Christmas party last Satur­
day in the community hall. On 
display were doll clothes, useful 
household articles, a table of 
needlework, home cooking and can­
dy. Tea was served to parents apd 
friends during the afternoon. Mary­
ann Tucker entertained at the 
piano. Margaret Neid guessed cor­
rect number bf beans; Mrs. Ito won
TRY COURIER CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR QUICK RESULTS.
complete
•M  eir cearfuctfeM m o to r oarf 
ifodr tomoid
Have you a  Ipved-one who needs 
yet perhaps heal- 
i? W hat finer, more
■ _  - ottjr dilUUXQ v DC IcpOiVCu • in
Wellington’s troops danced before engaging in the Battle ef Waterloo. So, troops ot me Royal tensive file of pictures on Vernon pr€8Si*. decked one delegate. 
r * . Horse Artillery feel entitled to put on their own brand of celebration before engaging in accumulated at the Mr.. stockton said tie was
Exercise Bulldog Two near Fort Churchill, Ont. Gunner'Fuller is the guitarist, but in the 10-be-_ • ® ' « a • __ ^  • a_ ______ !  t_ _ f  L!_ fia a.Aan n SiTTa** <11 fllVt ' /I
S ’ S S S S l R-A W itaw r. i»„
and meanwhile U.S. toms appeared 
on the chart market v.; r  v \
B.C; marketing board‘ls*«naid«r< Up 
of practically all civil servants, and 
Mr. Stockton was going to make 
personal reference to some of the 
members. ' .
“There’s ;a lot of dissension here, 
and I thihk anything we have to 
say should ■be reported I  the
'won by Mrs.’ F. D* Price.
The baby clinic will be held on 
the fourth Thursday of the month 
in the community hall. Iw view of 
Christmas, the next clinic will be
held on Thursday, December 16.* • •
Nigel Pooley was a visitor at the 
Coast during last week, .
i lei 
a  hearing aid, 
tateato try  one?
Mr. H. A. Porter, who was a pati­
ent in the Kelowna General Hospit­
al as a result of a car accident, has 
returned hme and is reported to be 
much better.
practical C hristm as gift could 
there ba for this person than an 
efficient, smartly-styled Zenith ’ 
Royal-M  Hearing Aid. I t ’s so 
easy to  wear...easy to  ad just... 
and easy for you to  give! Built 
by m akers o f fam ous Zenith. 
Radio and TV Sets.
fPIOAlCIUUSTMA*
r e iA io r m
B u y  th #  a k l fo r  s  s ift  b s fo ra  C h r is tm a s . . .  
w h e n e ve r m o s t c o n v e n W n t T h e  recipient 
m u s t b a  satisfie d o r  y o u r-m o n e y  w ill bo 
rs fu n d a d  up t o  1 0  d u r a  a fte r  C h rts tm s s l
Kelowna Optical Co.
318 Bernard Ave. 
Kelowna, B .C .'
EASY TUB-PAYMENT PLAN
central offices. aware ■ of" any dissension; He con-
-------------------— 0 ----- ------- --------. -------- . . . .  , .  _ -  ..t  , ,  The public is invited to send in tinuedstatine the RCMarkMlne*
low zero weather he seldom manages to finish a selection before his fingers stiffen with cold. With prints of interesting local ; scenes B oardw as practlcaliyUnahimous 
him are Set. E. P. Ryan of Winnipeg; Gnr. Bob Johnson, Westville, N.S., and Gnr. John LeBlanc, and pictures will also .be commis- that a control of produce within 
- - -  —Central Press Canadian sioned from professionals. The file certain areas'was the right thing
will be used for publicity purposes. -  - • ■ ^
' N. A. Davidson, for the tourist
for practical development. committee, reported that an ex- ■ c -------- - ------------  —  ----  —
Speaking as a prospective dealer tepsive brochure had been for- The board chairman pointed out cancel games slated for Saturday 





PEE WEE GAME OFF
Pee wee division of local minor 
hockey organization has had to
said that -as far as the Okanagan sional football team, which has an-
am-PENTICTON — Anhydrous 
monia—hailed by l ife  magazine as
a two 
an ln-
nounced that it will hold 
weeks’ training session at 
terior city in July.
Despite claims from Kamloops
that last summer a vote was taken 
among vegetable, growers to ’ ascer­
tain their wishes as to whether 
they desired a controlled market­
ing scheme Only 25 percent, had 
expressed an opinion. Returns from
chosen, the board has been in­
formed that Vernon’s facilities will 
be given very dose inspection and 
no final decision has yet been.
divided about 50-50, he said. 
After the brief flareup, W.
M R B
the tests made here one of which £ ° we,r ^  concerned. the u_s,e 
was carried out at the Summerland of NH3 is/in  ^the extreme expert- 
, , Experimental Farm, are believed mental stage. Aside from opiain-
the “fanners’ new mirade-maker’— t o b e t h e f i r s t i n  B C and from all tog an applicator that would ser- - v -  —-------m . w« u v ^  ------------
what will it mean-for the Okanag- appearances merit consideration by vice an orchard to advantage and that that centre has already been plebiscite showed growers were 
an* "« ■ ( the farmer. setting up storage facilities and
“ . . J  ,  . _ _  ’other equipment at a cost of ap-
Last week on the farm o f,Charles r ic h e r  PERCENTAGE proximately $35,000, there are other
Oliver, in the hilly country back, of OF NITROGEN hurdles that must be crossed.
Okanagan Falls, a small group of For many years growers have “How would we (the-dealer)' get made.
nien looked on as experimental relied on such materials as anunon- paid for NH3 service?” said Mr. jn  camp would be upwards of 
equipment injected anhydrous am- ium nitrate to supply nitrogen for Oliver. He went on tb say .that 70 prospective players. Excellent 
monia into a plot of fruit land. It their .land, spreading it by hand in now the fruit grower, if required, co-operation has been* secured 
could be the forerunner of a super- the orchards or sowing it with seed is advanced the necessary fertilizer from civic and school board . of- 
ior method’ of providing orchard grain on the wheat lands of the by the packing house he'deals with -finals and others, 
soil with the much-needed fertillz- prairies. Its use has meant bigger because they deem the nitro pel- . — ——
ing element, nitrogen. At any rate, and more consistent yields. lets necessary to grow a first class
Anhydrous (without water) am- crop. The -cost of the fertilizer is
due to the figure skating show be­
ing staged in Memorial Arena.
Johnston, of Quesnel, who was el­
ected meeting-chairman, made it 
clear to the press that if any dele­
gate wished to speak off the 
record, that the privilege would be 
granted. ■ „ ,
EXPORT
C A N A D A ' S  F I N E S T  
C I G A R E T T E
P IT T M A N  BUSINESS C O LLEG E
“Vancouver’s Leading Badness College”
•  SECRETARIAL COURSE
•  STENOGRAPHIC COURSE




IN D IV ID U A L INSTRUCTION 
EN R O L A T  A N Y  TIM E
Broadway at Granville, VANCOUVER 9, B.C. 
Gertrude M. Savage, B.A., P.C.T., Principal
New Term Commences January 3 , 1 9 5 5
For full information regarding Secretarial,. Stenographic, and 
Accountancy courses, fill in the space below and mail to the 
above address.





M inor flare-upmonia offers: to do the same job then deducted from the 
but the difference conies in its ap- receipts on the fall crop, 
plication. And here, so it seems, ver was of the opinion 
is the point upon which its success packinghouses would not willingly 
in the Okanagan will depend. relinquish this part of their busi- V V .V l
.. ” . q g *  " S .  OUtct flntehed up by sayto! „  _  J - „
S t  av d U b k T ^u u n S iiu m  u l S e  »»»< .uccys wlth «U.yd,ous p a r | Q V  T O f f l O r K S  
matcUW, it' fa s t  once seen that ammonia. iu p l f r a  «s clo«  to home P  1
auhydroua :ammoni. h a , the point t  ?he lu triduc
AV9  A O  *  V i  ♦  » 1    1_ _ _ _ . l . K , a 4 l< M f A l l l f l
THE GRAND
of far less bulk directly m  its iavur. -----
There are a number of other fac- tion of its
tors, however, which will deter- require time and careful planning, 
mine the extent,»if any at all, -̂ that
A  gloomy picture of depressed 
prices coupled with increased com­
petition from the U.S. faced dele­
gates of the B.C. Interior Vege-
they
j ,
New Year's >  
Eve
D A N C E ”
i  t  t t, i   t ll,, that 344431 motor vehicles table Marketing Board when- 
w*h. usinit the highways, compared with opened their tw o ^ y  - conventionamong these is the cost of applying usmg Me mgnways, co v  here Tuesday morning. ■ U|
the ammonia.; Anhydrous ammonia me euu "  6 First minor flare-up came within
is cheaper to buy than other, nitro- year* 
fertilizers, such as ammoniumgen
nitrate. But the special equipment 
needed and the trained', operators 
required quite likely would bring 
the net cost for servicing small 
land areas to approximately the 
same as nitrate pellets.
The’ possibilities of using anhy­
drous ammonia to supply soil nitro** 
gen have been recognized for many 
years but up until just recently the 
supply of NH3 was so limited that 
its use commercially was impossible. 
The rapid increase in natural gas 
wells, from which NH3 is obtained 
cheaply, has thrown the door open
S e rv e  tk e  A ll-fe tn ilq
i 11
9Ea.




Specially Written for The Courier 
• By GERRY LOUGHEED 
Canadian Press Staff Writer ■ 
Professional hockey's elder states­
man, Milton Conr&d Schmidt, has 
made his debut as a coach. Whether 
he sticks at master-minding or re­
turns to the playing ranks depends, 
on an oft-injured knee — and 
whether he can harness His fierce 
competitive spirit.
Now in his 16th season with Bos­
ton Bruins of the National Hockey 
League, Schmidt was told before 
this campaign got under way that 
the coaching Job was his if he de­
cided to give up playing. He chose 
to continue as a competitor.
Early this fall, coach Lynn Pat­
rick succeeded Art Ross as gen­
eral manager of the Boston club 
and has held both Jobs while, wait­
ing for Schmidt—at 36 the oldest 
player in the league—to hang up 
his skates.
Over the l?$t few years Schmidt 
has found his knees don’t stand up 
the Way they used to in the rugged 
play of big-time hockey. Time ano 
again the veteran centre has sat 
out injuries handed him by hard- 
hitting defencemen little, more than 
half his age. '
FOjRCED ON SIDELINES 
His left knee took It again In 
late November when reorguard 
Benny W olt, of ' the Detroit Red 
Wings ■ bumped him heavily,, Milt 
left for repairs and tried to return 
for the next period but was, Jam­
med into tho boaids, forcing him 
out for about four games.
That gave Patrick his chapCe. If 
Schmidt wasn't table to play, he 
could look after the coaching, 
Patrick stepped aside and his old 
war horse, . a little; reluctantly, 
storied .directing the team on a 
temporary basts. : ,
If he decides to stay btahlnd the 
players’ bench; Schmidt will leave 
an Illustrious playing career be-’ 
hind him. . .
A skinny 10-ycnr-old when ho 
broke into professional hockey 
with providence' of tho old Inter­
national American Hockey League 
in the 1939*37 seasoh, the Kitch­
ener, Ont., hardrock jumped to the
8 ruins after 23 games and has, been 
icre ever, since, except for three 
war years with the Royal Cana­
dian Air Force.
He hooked up with two other 
Kitchener natives—Woody Du mart 
•nd Bobby Bauer—In the late lo­
ans, M form what most observers 
rate M Boston’* greatest forward 
line. The Kraut Lino of Schmidt, 
Dumont and Bauer ended the 1939- 
40 season hi that order ae the 
lcague'a. fop 9cercm’ \
One of the seven NHL players 
* «tUl performing who have
Bauer retired after the 1946-47 
season to head a skate-manufactur­
ing company in Kitchener. Dumart, 
as durable as Schmidt but not as 
effective the last few years, was 
released by Boston jUst before this 
season began. He joined Provi­
dence Reds of the American Hoc­
key League as a penalty-killer and 
utility man but was cut loose a 
few weeks ago.
Schmidt’s gimpy knee will de­
termine whether the last survivor 




10.00 p .m ..
Charlie Peftnian's Orchestra
Dancing —  Buffet Supper Served in 
Diningroom*
Fun —  Novelties —  Hats and Favours 
$7.50 A COUPLE
Make Your Reservations NOW !
Lucky Ticket Draw Spot Prize
TICKETS NO W  A V A ILA B LE 
A T  TH E H O TEL
PHONE 2601
SPECIAL
D IN N ER
Served from 5.30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Menu
FRESH FRUIT COCKTAIL 
or . FRESH CRABMEAT COCKTAIL
CELERY CURLS SALTED ALMONDS
rK$OYAL*‘ANNE CHERRY OLIVES
CONSOMME PEARL BARLEY 
CREAM OF TOMATO
ROAST TOM TURKEY WITH STUFFING 
AND SAUSAGES 
CRANBERRY SAUCE
BAKED VIRGINIA HAM, PINEAPPLE SAUCE 
ROAST YOUNG GOOSE, APPLE SAUCE
CREAMED WHIPPED POTATOES 
STEAMED POTATOES
MASHED JOE RICH T U R N IP S ---- -
NEW GREEN PEAS
ENGLISH PLUM PUDDING,
' BRANDY SAUCE 
HOT MINCE PIE, HARD SAUCE 
VANILLA ICE CREAM CHRISTMAS CAKE
FRESH FRUIT COFFEE
$3.00 per Person (tax Included) 
Children Under 10/Years $1.60 (tax Included)
- $
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And today this'Antique wa«a^ bowl itKxe«t4)9 thlf warm scene
from the jpftit—ofthe festive stwaoaand tb« traditional Yule 
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